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Our Ptanets
At a Glance
From our watery world we have gazed upon the
cosmic ocean for untold thousanAs of years. The
ancient astronomers observed points of light which
appeared to wander among the stars. They caged
these objects planets, which means wanderers, and
named them after great mythological deities.
Jupiter, king of the Roman gods; Mars, the Roman
god of war; Mercury, Messenger of-the _gods; Venus,
the Roman god of love and beauty; and Saturn,
father of Jupiter god of agriculture.

Science flourished during the European Renais-
sance. Fundamental physical laws governing
planetary motiun were discovered and the orbits
of the planets around the Sun were calculated. In
the 17th Century, astronomers pointed a new device
called the telescope at the heavens and made
startling new discoveries.

But thepast 20 years have been the golden-age_
of planetary exPJoration. Advancements in,rocketry
during the 1950s enabled.mapkind's Machine&to
break the'grirof Earth's gravity 'a-n&trayel to the
Moon and to other planets.

American expeditions have explored the-Moon,
our robot craft have landed o@ and reported from
thesurfaces Of Venus and Mars, our spacecraft
have orbited and provided much information about
Mars and -Venus, and haVe'made close.rarige obser-
vations whiie flying past Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn
and Uranus..

These voyagers brought a quantum leap-in our
knowledge and understanding of the solar System.
Through:the electronic sight and other l'sebses"-of
our automated probes, color and complexion
hav,e been given to worlds that existed for,centuries
as fuziy disks-or indistinct Points of light..

Future historians will likely view these-pioneer-
ing flights to the planetsas one oUthe mOst
remarkable human achievements of the 20th
Century. -

NASA Planetary Exploration

Spacecraft Mission Launch Date Arrival Date Status

Manner 2 Venus, flyby 8114/62 12/14162 Mission complete, craft in solar orbit.
Manner 4 Mars flyby 11/28/64 7/14/65 Mission complete...craft in solar orbit.
Manner 5 Venus flyby 6/14/67 10/19/67 Mission complete, craft In solar orbit
Manner 6 Mars flyby 2/24/69 7/31/69 Mission complete; craft in solar oibit.
Manner 7 Mars flyby 3/27/69 8/5169 Mission -Complete, craft In solar orbit
Mariner 9 Study Mars

from orbit
5/30/71 11/16/71 Missiort complete,lnoperable remains in

Martian orbit.
Pioneer 10 Jupiter flyby 3/2/72 12/3/73 Primary mission comPlete, crft

continues tZ; return hellospherlc
- Information enroute tcward interstellar

Space.
Pioneer 11 Jupiter/Saturn .415/73 1212174 (JuPiter) Primary mission complete, continuestorflybys 9/1/79 (Saturn) return Information enroute luward

interstelrat Space.
Manner 1t, Venus/Mercury

flybys
11/3/73 . 2/5174 (Venus)

3/2hd/74 (Mercury)
Mission complete, craft In solar orbit.

9/21/74 (Mercury)

Viking 1 Unmanned 6/20175

3116(75 (Mercury).,

7/19P6 orbit) Mission complete, craft remains onlanding on Mars 7/20/76 (lender
touchdown)"

surface and in orbit:Ilpth lender and
Orbiter have ceased operation.

Viking 2

Voyage- 1

Unmanned
landing on Mars

Tour of Jupiter _

919175

915177

8/7/76(in orbit),
9/3176 (lender-
touchdown)

315179 (Jupiter)
11/12160 (Saturn), .

Mission complete, craft remains on
-stiff ace and In orbit. Both lender and
orbiter have ceased operation,

Primary mis$Ion complete. Craft
continues to return heljospheric-
Information anroute toward Interstellar
spaCe.

Voyager 2 Tour of the 8120/77 7/9/79 Oupiter) Mission continues. Craft has surveyed
outer planats. 8/25/81 (Saturn) three of four-planetaryfergett. Ori way to

1/24/86 tUranus/ Neptune.
1989 (Neptune)

Pioneer Venus 1 Orbital studies
of Venus

5/20/78 12/4/78 Orbiter c:intinues to return Images
and 'data.

Pioneer Venus 2 8/8/78 12/9178 Mission complete. Probes impacted ,

on surface.
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Interplanetary Spacecraft

NASA's space probes to the planets have come in
many shapes -and sizes. While they are designed
to fulfill sepa:P.te and specific mission objectives,
the craft share much in common.

-Each space probe has consisted of various
scientific instruments selected for the mission,
supported, by basic subsystems for electrical
power, trajectory and orientation control, and for
processing data and communicating with Earth.

Electrical power is required to operate the
spacecraft instruments and systems. NASA has
used both solar energy from arrays of photovoltaic
cells and small nuclear generators as power
plants on its interplanetary probes. Rechargeable
batteries are employed for backup and supple-
mental power.

Imagine that a craft has successfully journeyed
millions of miles through space to fly only once
neara planet, and its cameras and other sensing
instruments are pointed the wrong Way as it
zooms past the target! To help prevent this from
happening, a subsystem of small thrusters is used
to control interplanetary spacecraft. The thrusters
are linked with devices which maintain a fix on
selected stars. Just as the Earth's early seafarers
used the starslii navigate the oceans, spacecraft
use stars to keep their bearings in space. With the
subsystem locked.onto "fixed" points of reference,
flight controllers can keep scientific instruments
pointed at the target body and a spacecraft's

'communications antennas pointed toward Earth.
To ensure that a space probe encounters- a

planet at the planned distance and on the proper
trajectory, another major subsystem- makes course
corrections after the spacecraft is enroute.

During the first decade of planetary flights,
NASA spacecraft were dispatched. to scan the
other inner planetsMercury, Venusrand Mars.
These worlds, and our own, are known as the
terrestrial planets because of their similarity to
Earth's -rocky zomposition.

R,r these early reconnaissance missions, NASA
employed a highly successful series of spacecraft
called Mariners. Their flights helped shape the
planning of later missions. Between 1962 and
1973, seven Mariner missions were successful.
Three Mariner attemptsthe first, third and
eighthfailed

All of the Mariner spacecraft used solar panels
as their primt-ry power source. The first and the
final versions of the spacecraft had two wings
covered with photovoltaic cells. Other Mariner
space probes were equipped with four solar
panels extending from their octagonal bodies.
Spacecraft in the senes ranged from under 500
pounds (Mariner 2 Venus probe) to more that.
2,000 po,.nds (Mariner 9 orbiter). Their basic

'
An Atlas Centaur rocket hfts away from its Cape Canaveral
launch pad carrying the Mariner 6 space probe.

The Voyager 1 probe to the outer planets awaits final laucch
preparations at Kennedy Space Center.
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design, however, remained quite similar through-'
out the program. The-Mariner-5 Venus probe, for
'example, had originally been a backup spacecraft
for the Mariner 4 Mars-flyby, The Mariner 10
spacecraft sent to Venus and Mercury used com-
ponents left over from the Mariner 9 Mars orbiter
program .

In 1972, NASA opened the second decade of
planetary exploration with the launch of a jupiter
probe. Interest was shifting to the outer-planets,.
giant balls of dense gas quitedifferent from the
terrestrial worlds we had surveyed.

Four spacecrafttwo Pioneers and two
Voyagerswere.sent to tour the outer regions of
our sole. 'system. They will eventually become the
first human artifacts to travel to distant stars.

Because they are traveling 'even farther from the
Sun, the outer planet probes operate 6n nuclear-
generated electric power.

While probing new territory beyond Pie asteroid.
-belt, NASA de:eloped highly specialized space
craft to revisit our neighbors Mars and Venus.
Twin Viking landers evolved from the junar Sur-
veyor program. The Mars laaters Were equipped to
serve as biology laboratories, -seismic and
weather stations. Two advanced orbiters
deScendents of the Mariner craftwere sent to
study Martian features from above.

The Pioneer Venus orbiter, a drum-shaped
spacecraft, was equipped with a radar instrument
that "sees" through the.plariet's dense cloud s

cover-to study-surface. features. A Separate
spacecraft called the Pioneer Venus multiprobe
carried four instrumented probes which were
dropped to the planet's surface. The probes, and
the instrumented main body, radioed information
about the planet's atmOsphere before falling
victim to its extremely. high pressures and
ternperat u res.

Comparing the Planets

Despite their efforts to peer-across the vast dis-
- tances of'sprpe through an obscuring atmos-

phere, scienusts of the past had only one planet
they could ,study closely, the Earth. But ,the past
20 years of planetary spaceflight have given new
definitions to "Earth" sciences like geology and
meteorology. and spawned an entirely new dis-
cipline called comparative planetology.

By studying the geology of planets and moons,
and comparing the,differences andsimilarities
between them, we are learning more about the
origin and history of these worlds and the solar
system as a whole.

Weather affects all of us on the Earth. In its
extremes, weather can threaten life, and long term

4

The Moon-like surface of Mercury is revealed in this photo-
graph taken by the-approaching Mariner 10 spacecraft.

climatic changes on the Earth couldte cata-
strophic. It is iMportant to underStand our com-
plex weather machine. But other planets have

-weather too. By studying the weather on other_
worlds and comparing it to our own, we may
better understand our Earth,

Geology and weather are just two major areas
of science benefitting from our planetary space
probes 3omeday perhaps, terrestrial biologists
wili get their chance to. compare,the Only. lifeforms
we've ever known, those.on our Earth, to living
creatureS from another world.

Mercury
Obtaining the first closeup views of Mercury was
the primary objective of the Mariner 10 space
probe, launched from Kennedy Space Center in
November 1973. After a journey of 'nearly five
months, which included a flyby ofVenus,. the
spacecraft passed within 805 kilometers (500
miles) of the solar system's innermost planet_on
March 29, 1974.

The photographs Mariner 10 radioed back to
Earth revealed an ancient, heavily cratered surface



on Mercury, closely resembling our own Moon.
The pictures also showed huge cliffs crisscrossing .
the planet. These apparently were created when
Mercury's interioi cooled and shrank, compressing
the planet's crust. The cliffs are as high astwo
kilometers (1.2 miles) and as long as 1500
kilometers (932 miles).

Instruments onboard Mariner 10 discovered that
the Planet has a weak magnetic field and a trace
of atmospherea trillionth the density 01 the
Earth's and composed chiefly of argon, neon and
helium. The spacecraft reported temperatures
ranging from 510 degrees Celsius (950 degrees
Fahrenheit) onNercury's sunlit side to 210
degrees Celsius ( 346 degrees Fahrenheit) an the
dark side. Mexury literally bakes in daylight and
'freezes at night.

The days and nights are long on Mercury. It
takes 59 Earth days for Mercury to make a single
rotation. It spins at a rate of about 10 kilometers
(about 6 miles) per hour, measured at the equator,
as compared to Earth's spin rate of about 1600
kilometers (about 1,000'miles) per hour at. the
equator.

Meicury, like the Earth, appears to have a crust
of light silicate lock. Scientists believe it has a
heavy iron:rich core that makes up about half of
its volume.

Mariner 10 made two additional flybys of-Mer-
curyon September 21, 1974 and March 16, 1975
before control gas used to orient the spacecraft
was exhausted and the mission was concluded.

Ur. ' the Mariner .10 probe, little was known
about , ..ercury. Even the best-telescopic views
from Earth showed Mercury as an indisvoct object
lacking any surface-detail. The planet is so close
to the Sun that it is usually lost in the Sun's glare.
When-it is visible on Earth'e horizon just after
sunset or beforedawn, Us obscured by the haze
and dust in our atmosphere. Only radar telescopes
gave any hint of Mercury's surface conditions
prior to Me voyage of Mariner 10.

Venui,
Veiled by dense cloud cover, our nearest neighbor-
ing planet.was Me earliest subject of ihterplan-
etary exploration. The Mariner 2 space probe,
launched August 27, 1962, was the first of more
than a dozen successful American and Soviet mis-
sions to study the mysterious planet. As
spacecraft zoomed by, plunged into the at-
mosphere, and gently landed on Venus, romantic
myths and speculations about our twin planet
were laid-to rest.

Mariner 2 passed within 34,762 kilometers
(21,600 miles) of Venus on December 14, 1962, and
became the first spacecraft to scan another
planet. Its instruments made measurements of
Venus for 42 minutes. Mariner 5, launched in June
1967, flew much closer to the planet. PaSsing
within 4,023 kilometers (2,500 miles) of Venus on

An enhancdd photo taken by the Pioneei-Venus Orbiter sfiows
the circulation,of the dense Venusian atthosphere.

the second U.S. flyby, its instruments measured
the planet's magnetic field, ioposphere,-radiation
belts and temperatures. On-its way to Mercury,
Mariner 10 flew byVenus and returned ultraviolet
pictures zhowing cloud circulation patterns in the
Venusian.atmosphere.

In the spring and summer of 1978, two space-
craft were launched,to unravel the mystery bf
Venus. On December 4, the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
became the first spacecraft-placed in orbit around
the planet.

Five days later, the five separate components
which had-made up the second spacecraftthe
Pioneer Venus Multiprobeentered the Venusian
atfnospherd at different locations aboye the
planet. Four independent.probes and a main body
radioed data about the planet's atmospheT back
to Earth- during their descent toward the surface.

Venus more nearly resembles Earth in size,
phYsical composition, and density than any other
known planet. However, Spacecraft have dis:
covered vast differences in how these planets
have evolved.

Approximately 97 percent of Venus' atmos-
phere, about a htmdred times as dense as Earth's,
is carbon dioxide. The principal constituent of
Earth's atmosphere is nitrogen. Venus' at-
mosphere acts like a greenhouse, permitting solar
radiation to reach.the surface but trapping the
heat which would ordinarily be radiated back into
space. As a result, surface temperatures are
482 degrees Celsius (900 degrees Fahrenheit),
hot enough to melt lead.

Ralar aboard the Pioneer Venus orbiter pro-
vided a means of seeing through Venus' dense
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The solar system's only known sis
of life, our pranet Ea0h, is photo-
graphed by the Apollo 17 as,tre.nauts.

Apollo 15 Astronaut David Scott ex-
plores the.lunar surface about 16
kilometers (ten miles) east from the
base of the Apennine Mountains
visible, in the background.
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cloud cover and determining surface features over
.much of the planet. Among thfeatures deter-.
Mined are,two continentdike highland areas. One,
abput half_the size of Africa, is located-in the
equatorial region. The other, about tne size of
Australia, is to the north.

There is evidence of two major active volcanic
areas, one larger than Ear Ih's Hawaii-Midway
volcanic chain (Earth's largest)with a mountain
higher than Everest (Earth's highest mountain).
The concentration of lightning over these two
regions suggests frequent volcanic activity et both
places. Discovery of active volcanism on Venus
makes it the third solar system body known to be
volcanically active. The others are Earth-and the
Jovian satell:te lo.

Venus' predominant weather pattern is a high
speed circulation of Venus' clouds which are
made up of sulphuric add. These speeds reach as
high as 362 kilometers (226 miles) per hour. The
circulation" is in the Same directioneast to west
as Venus' slow retrograde rotation. Earth's
winds blow from west to east, the same direction
as its rotation.

NASA's Pioneer-Venus orbiter contind'es to cir-
cle the planet. Itis expected to send data about
Venus to Earth for years to come.

Earth
From our journeys into space, we have learned
much about our home planetEarth. The first
American satellite, Explorer 1, was launched from
Cape Canaveral on January 31, 1958. It discovered
an intense radiation zone, now called the Van
Allen Radiation Region, surrounding Earth.,Since
then, other research satellites have revealed that
our planet's magnetic field is distorted into a tear-
drop shape by the solar windthe stream of
charged particles continuously ejected from the
Sun. We've learned that Earth's magnetic field
does not fade off into space but has definite
boundaries. And we Ow know-that our wispy
upper atmosphere, once believed calm and quies-
cent, seethes with activity, swelling by day and
contracting by night. It is affected by the changes

S'OlaraCtivity and contributes to weather and
climate:on Earth.

Satellites positioned about 35,009 kilometers
(22,000 miles) out in space play a major role every
day in local weather forecasting. left watchful
electronic eyes warn us of dangerous storms.
Gontinuous global monitoring provides a vast
amount of useful data, as well as contributing to a
better understanding of Earth's complex vt,ather
machine.

From their unique vantage point in space,
spacecraft can survey the Earth's resources-and
monitor the planet's health.

As viewed from Spat, Earth's distinguishing
characteristics are itsblue waters and white
clouds. Enveloped by an ocean of air consisting of

ercent nitrogen and 21 percent -oxygen, the
p Ana is the only one in our solar §yAtem known
to harbor lite Circling the Sun at an-average
distance of 149 million kilometers (93 million
miles), Earth isthe third planet from the Sun and
the fifth largest in the solar system.

Its rapid spin and molten nickel-iron core give
rise to an extensive magnetic field, which, coupled
with the atniosphere, shields u8 from nearly all of
the harmful radiation coming from the Sun and
other stars:Most meteors burn up in Earth's at-
moSphere before they can strike the surface. The
planet's active geological-processes haveleft no
evidence of the ancient pelting it almost certainly
received Soon after it formed..

The-Earth has asingle natural satellitethe
Moon.

Moon
The first human footsteps upon an alien world
were made by American astronauts on the dusty
surface of our airless, lifeless cOmpanion. Before
the manned Apollo expeditions, the Moon was
,studied by the unmanned Ranger, Surveyor, and
Lunar Orbiter spacecraft.

The Apollo program left uSa large legacy of
lunar materials and data. Six Awo-man crews
landed on and-explored the lunar surface
between 1969 and 1972. They returned a collection
of rocks and soil weighing 382 kilograms
(842 pounds) and consisting of more than 2,000
separate samples.

From this material and other studies, scientists
have constructed a-history of the Moon dating
back to its infancy. Rocks collected from the lunar
highlands date about 4.0 to 4.3 billion.years old.
It's believed that the solar system formed about
4.6 billion years ago. The first few mHlion,years of
the Moon's eAstence were so violent that few
traces of this period remain. As a molten outer
layer gradually cooled,ande solidified into differ-
ent kinds-of rock, the Moo.) was bombarded by
huge asteroids and smaller objects. Some of the
asteroids were tho size of small states, like Rhode
Island or Delaware, and their collisions with the
Moon created huge basins hundreds of kilometers
across.

The catastrophic bombardment died away about
4 billion years ago, leaving the iunar highlands
covered with huge overlapping craters and a deep
layer of shattered and broken rock. Heat.produced
by the decay of radioactive elements began to
melt the inside of the Moon at depths of about
200 kilometers (124 miles) below its surface. Then,
from about 3.8 to 3.1 billion years ago, great
floods of lava rose from inside the Moon and
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Hurricanes and typhoons on Earth are powered by differences in atmospheric temperatures and density. We know that similar
weather conditions occur on Mars and Jupiter Compare the sprawling Pacl'io storm ttop) photographed by the Apollo 9 astronauts
with a Martian cyclone (lower left) and Jupiter's Great Red Spot (lower right). The Martian cyclone is about 250 kilometers (155 miles)
in diameter The Great Red Spot on Jupiter is a hurric,ane like feature which has raged for centuries. This single Jovian storm system
is several times larger than the Earth.
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ink Frost lives on Mars too Light patches of frost on the Plains of Utopia (above) were observed during the Marhan winter. The Vik-
ing tanders became our first weather stations on another planet and scientists on Earth continue to get weekly updates from the Vik-
ing 1 site Had Viking 1's first weather report been aired on the 6 p.m. news. it would have gone something like this. Light winds from
tre east in the late afternoon, changing to light winds from the southeast after midnight. Maximum winds were 15 miles per hOur.
Temperatures ranged frorr ininus 122 degrees Fahrenheit Just after dawn to minus 22 degrees in midafternoon. Atmospheric pressure
7 70 milibars (On Earth that same day, the lowest recorded temperature was minus 100 degree:. Fahrenheit at the Soviet 'Jostok
Research Station in the Antarctic)
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Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter

co"

Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto

Mean'oistance From Sun
(Minion of Kilometers)

57 9 108 2 - 149 6 227 9 7783 1,427 2,870 4,497 5,900

Period of Revolution 88 days 224.7 days 165 days 687 days 11,86 years 29.46 yecrs 84 years 165 years .248 years

Rotation Period 59 days 243 days
Retrograde

23 hours
56 minutes

24 hours
37 minutes

9 hours
55 minutes

10 hours
40 minutes

17.2 hours
Retrograde

18 hours
30 min P)

6 days 9 hours
18 minutes
Retrograde

Inclination of Axis Near 09 3° 23°27 25°12' 3o5. 26°44' 97°55' 28°48' 7

Inclination of Orbit 10
Ecliptic

79 3 4° 0° é° 13o 2.5° 03° 1.89
...

17,2°

Eccentrroty I..' Orbit 206 007 017 093 048 056 047 009 254

Equatorial Diameter
(Kilometers!

4,880 12,100 12,756 6.794 143,200 120.000 51.800 49.500 (?) 3,000 (7)

Atmosphere
(Main Components)

Virtually
None

Carbon
Dioxide

Nitrogen
Oxygen

Carbon
Dioxide

Hydrogen
Helium

Hydrogen
Helium

Helium
Hydrogen
Methane

Hydrogen
Helium
Methane

None
Detected

Satellites
RIngt

0
0

0
0

1

0
2
0

16
1

21
1,000 (71

15
11 (71

2 1

7

Large Martian channels tido start near the Volcano ElyS.iube Mons and wind their way to the northwest for several hundred kilometers
Their origin is controversial. Did they form from lava liows or water released from the melting of ground ice during volcanic eruptions?
Compare the Martian channels with the Skylab photograph of the Rio de la Plata river In Uruguay (right).
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Impact craters are formed when a planetary surface is struck
by a meteorite Mercury, our Moon, and many of the icy, rocky
satellites of the outer solar system are characterized by heav .

ly cratered surfaces On Earth, geological processes tend to
destroy evidence of ancient crater impacts, although some
more recent craters remain discernable Compare the lunar
craters (top) with craters on Mars (bottom)

10
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Volcanoes are vents in a planet's crust that permit this escape
of Internal heat. The geologically active Earth has hundreds of
voicanoes like this one in New Zealar d (top). Compare it to
one of the large shield.type volcanoes on Mars (center). It was
a surprise to scientists that Jupiter's moon lo is volcanically
active (bottom). Voyager 1 photographed.a volcanic plume
(visible above the limb of lo) about 11 hours before its closcst
approach Researchers beheve tidal forces resulting from
Jupiter's masswe size are responsible for the mternal heating
of lo The active :olcanoes on lo are the only ones known
in the solar system other than Earth's. In addition to Mars.
evidence of volcanic achvity in the past has been found on
the Moon, Mercury and Venus

I 1
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P t &'.. idndsr.ape is seen by the Vitung 1 iander after its touchdown on tdars. Pa.ts of the spacecraft are visibie in the
foreqrvund ThIs is a portion of the first panoramic view returned to Earth by the robot spa7ecraft

poured out over its surface. filling in the large im
pact basins to form the dark parts of the Moon
cahed man tas Explorations show that there
has becs,n no significant volcanic activity on the
Moon for more than 3 billion years and. since
then. the lunar surface has been altcred only by
the ra.e impacts of large meteorites and by the
atomic particles from the Sun and stars

If our astronauts had landed on the Moon a
years ago. It would have looked very much

as it does today, and thousands of years from
now the toots.:eps left by the Apollo crews will re
main sharp and clear

One qi.-stion about the Moon that remains Lin
5o1ved 'iere did it come frJrn''' Three theories,
attempt t, kplain its existerv,t that it formed
near me I:, lb dS d separate body. that it sepa
rated from the Earth. or that it formed somewhere
Vise and *as captured by the Eartn The notion
that the Moon may have once been part of the
Earth now appears iess likely than the other sug
gestions because of the differenee between the
two bodies in chemical composition. such as Ult.!
absence of water either free oi7 chemically corn
bined in rocks The other two theones are about
evenly matched in strengths and ).litdeneSsUs Tht
origin of the MOOD remains a mystery

Mars
Of all the planets. Mars has icing been eonsidered
the solar System s prime candidate for harboring
extraterrestrial fife Astronomers observing the red
planet through R.' escapes saw *hat appeared to
be straioht lines crisscrossing its surface These
observations-later determined to be optical
allusions-led to the popular notion that intelligent
beings had constructed a system of irrigation
canals on the planet In 1938. when Orson Welles

broadcast a radio drama based on the science fie
lion ';lassic 'War of the Worlds, enough people
believed in the tale of invading Martians to cause a
near panic.

Another reason for scientr ,s to expect hfe on
Mars arose from apparent seasonal col'ur changes
on the planet's surface. That led to speculation
that conditions might support a hloom of Martian
vegetation during the warmer months and cause
plant life to become dormant during colder
periods.

In August and September 1975, two Viking
spacecraft-ea:th consisting of an orbiter and a
'ander-were launched from Kennedy space
Center. Florida on a miSsion designed ro answer
several questions. including. is there fife on Mars?
Nobody expected the spacecraft to spot Martian
cities but it was hopeu the =logy experiments on
board the landers would at least find evidence of
primitive life. past or present.

The results sent back by the two unmanned
laboratories, which softlanded on the planet.
were teasingly inconclusive. We still don't know
whether fife exists on Mars. Small sami.les of the
red Martian soil were specially treated in three
Jif ferent expenments designed to detect biolog-
ical processes While sonte of the tests indicated
biological activities were occurring, the same
iesJIts could e explained by the planet's soil
chemistry There was a notable absence of
evidence that organic molecules exist on Mars.

Despite the inconclusive results of the i)io"ogy
experiments, we know more about Mars than any
other planet except Earth. Six U.S. missions to W..
red planet have been carried out, Four Mariner
spacecraft - three which flew by the planet and



one which was placed into Martian orbit
surveyed the planet extensively before the Viking
Missions.

Mariner 4, launched in late 1964, flew, past the
planet on July 14, 1965. It approached to within
9,656 kilometers (6,000 miles) of the surface.
Returning 22 close-up pictures of Mars, it found
no evidence of artificial canals or flowing water.
Mariners 6 and 7 followed during the summer-of
1969, returning about, 200 picturesshowing a
diversity of surface conditions during their flybys.
Earlier atmospheriC data were confirmed and
refined. On May 30, 1971, Mariner 9 was 'launched
on a mission to study the Martian surface from
orbit for nearly a year. It arrived five and a half
n.:nths after liftoff, onlyto find Mars in the midst
of a planet-wide dust storm which made surface
uhotography impossible for several weeks. But
;fter the Storm cleared, Mariner 9 began return-

ing the first of 7,006 pictures which revealed
previously unknown Martian features, including
evidence that rivers, and pOssibly seas, could
have once existed on the planet. The Mariner mis-
sions to Mars were followed up with the Viking
Projectthe first American soft landing on the
curface of another planet, excluding our ownKook_

All four spacecraft, two orbiters and two lenders,
exceeded by large marginsViek design lifetime of
90 days. The four spacecraft were launched in 1975
and began Mars operation in 1976,. The first to fail
was Orbiter 2 which stopped operating in July 24,
1978 when its attitude control gas was depleted
because of a leak. Lander 2 operated until April 12,
1980 when it was shut down due to battery
degeneration. Orbiter 1 operateduntil August 7,
1980, when it-too used the last of its attitude con-
trol gas. Lander 1 ceased operating on November
13, 1983

Photos sent from the Plain of Chrysewhere
Viking 1 landed on July 20, 1976show a bleak,
rusty red landscape. A panorama returned by
the robot explorer pictures a gently rolling plain,
littered with rocks and graced byrippled sand
dunes. Fine red dust from the Martian soil gives
the sky a pinkish hue. Viking 2 landed on the Plain
of Utopia, arriving several weeks afterits twin. The
landscape it viewed is more rolling than that seen
uy Viking 1, and there are nodunes visible.

Both Viking lenders became weather stations,
recording windvelocity and direction, temperatures
and atmospheric pressure,
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The four largest Martian volcanoes stand out a't distinctive
dark circular features in this photograph taken from a distahce
or575,000 kilometers (350,000 miles) by the apprOaching
Viking 1 spadecraft.

As days became weeks, the Martian Weather
changed little. The highest atmospheric tempera-
ture reborded by either lender was -21 degrees
Centigrade (-17 degrees Fahrenheit) at th,3 Viking
1 site in midsummer.

The lowest temperature,- 124 degrees Celsius
(- 191 degrees Fahrenheit), was recorded et the
,molp northerly Viking 2 site during winter. Wind
speeds near hurricane force were measured at the
two Martian weather stations during global dust
storms. Viking-2 photographed light patches of
frostprobably water iceduring its second
winter on the planet.

The Martian atmosphere, likelhat of Venus, is
primarily carbon dioxide. Present in small percent-
ages are nitrogen, oxygen and-argon, witt. :.ace -
amounts of krypton and xenon. Martian air con-
tains only about 1/1000 as much water as Earth's



but even this small amount can condense out and
form clouds which ride high in the atmosphere, or
swirl around the slopee of towering Martian vol-
canoes. Local patches of early morning fog can
form in valleys.

There is evidence that in the past, a denser Mar-
tian atmosphere may have allowed water to flow on
the planet. Physical features closely, resembling
shorelines, gorges, riverbeds and islands suggest
that great rivers once existed on the planet.

Mars has two small, irregularly shaped moons,
Pholx 3 and Deimos, with ancient, cratered
surfaces.

Jupiter
Outward from Mars and beyond the Asteroid Belt
lie the giants of _our solar syStem.

In March 1972, NASA dispatched the first of
four space probes to survey the colossal worlds of
gas and their moons of rock and ice. For each
probe, Jupiter was the first port of call._

Pioneer 10, which lifted off from Kennedy Space
Center March 2, 1972, was the first spacecraft to
penetrate the Asteroid Belt and travel to the outer
regions of the solar system. In December 1973, it
returned the first closeup pictures of Jupiter as it
flew within 132,252 kilorneters(81,161:t miles) of the
planet's banded cloudtops. Pioneer 11 followed a
year later. Voyagers 1 and 2 were launched in the
summer of 1977 and returned spectacular photo-
graphs'of Jupiter and its-16 satellites during-flybys
in 1979:

During their visits these exploring spacecraft
found Jupiter io be a whirling ball of liquid hydro-
gen, topped with a uniquely colorful atmosphere
which is mostly hydrogen and helium. It contains
small amounts of methane, arm; ethane,
acetylene, phosphene, germanium tetrahydride
and possibly hydrogen cyanide. Jupiter's clouds
also contain ammonia and water crystals. Scien-
tists believe it likely that between thaplanet's
frigid cloud tops and the warmer hydrogen ocean
that lies below, there are regions where methane,
ammonia, water and other gases could react to
form organic molecules. Because of Jupiter's
atrhospheric dynamics, however, these organic
compounds, if they exist, are probably short lived.

The Great Red Spot has been observed for
centuries through Earth-based-telescopes. It is a
tremendous atmospheric storm, similar to Earth's
hurricanes, which rotates counterclockwise.

Our space probes detected lightning in Jupiter's
upper atmosphere and observed auroral emissions

a-

Jupiter ler.3 ahead ol the Voyager 1 spacecraft. Thif Great
Red Spot ... visible at the lower left. Slightly above the feature,
and to the right; -is the vdcanically active rnoon lo.

similar to Earth's northern lights in the Jovian
polar regions.

Voyager 1 returned the first evidence of a ring
encircling Jupiter. Photographs returned by the
spacecraft and its companion Voyager 2 showed a
narrow ring too faint to be seen by Earth's tele-
scopes.

Largest of the solar system's planets, Jupiter
rotates at a dizzying paceonce every 9 hours, 55
minutes and 30 seconds.it takes the massive
planet almost 12 Earth years to -complete a jour-
ney around the Sun. The planet Is something of a
mini solar system, with 16 known moons orbiting
above its clouds.

A new mission to Jupiterthe Galileo Project
is being readied for the late 1980s. An atmos-
pheric prpbe will descend into Jupiter's cloud
layers while another spacecraft orbits the planet.
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Galilean Satellites

In 1610, Galileo Galilei aimed his telescope at
Jupiter and spotted four points of light orbjting
the planet.. or the first time, humans-had seen
the moons of another planet. The four worlds
would become known as Galilean satellites, in
honor of their discoverer. But Galileo might hap-
pily have traded his moment in history for a look
at the dazzling photographs returned by the Voy-
ager spacecraft as they flew past- Jupiter's four
planet-sized satellites,

One of the most rer'narkable findings of the
Voyager mission was the discovery of active vol-
canoes on the Galilean moon lo. It was the first
time volcanic eruptions were observed on a world
other than Earth. The Voyager cameras identified
at least eight active volcanoes on the moon.
Plumes extended as far as 250 kilometers (155
miles) above The moon% surface. The satellite's
pizza.colored surface, rich in hues of oranges and

-yellow, is probably the result of sulphur-rich
materials which have been brought to the surface
by volcanic activity.

Europa, approximately the same size ab our
Moon, is the brightest Galilean satellite. Its
surface displays a complex array of streaks that
indicate the crust has been fractured.

Like Europa, the other two Galilean moons
Ganymede and Callistoare frozen worlds of ice
and rock. Ganymede is the largest satellite in the
solar systemlarger than the _planet Mercury. It is
composed of about 50 percent water or ice and
the rest rock. Callisto, only slightly smaller than
Ganyrnede, has the lowest density of any Galilean
satellite, implying that it has large amounts of
water in its composition. More detailed studies of
the Galilean satellites will be performed by the
next orbiting spacecraft scheduled to be sent to
Jupiter.
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Saturn
No planet in the solar system is adorned like
Saturn. Its exquisite ring system is unrivalled. Like
Jupiter, Saturn is composed mostly of hydrogen.
But in contrast to the vivid colors and wild tur-
bulence found in Jupiter's clouds, Saturn has a
more subtle, butterscotch hue and its markings
are often muted by high altitude haze.

Three American spacecraft have visited Saturn.
Pioneer 11 zipped by the planet and its moon
Titan in 1979, returning the first closeup pictures.
Voyager 1 followed in November 1980, sending
back breathtaking photographs that revealed for
the first time the complexities of Saturn's ring
system and moons. Voyager 2 flew by the planet
and its moons in August 1981.

The spacecraft discovered that there are
actually thousands of ringlets encircling Saturn.

Saturn'i rings are composed of countless low-
density particles orbiting individually around the
equator it progreosive distances from the ;lanes
cloud tops. Analysis of radio waves passing
through the rings showed that the particles vary
widely in size, ranging from dust to boulders. Most
of the material is ice and frosted rock.

Scientists believe the rings resulted, either from
a moon pr a passing body which ventured too
close to Saturn and was torn apart by great tidal
forces, or the. incomolete coalescence of-primor-
dial planetary mate..al, or from collisions with
larger objects orbitinzi ihe planet.

Unable either to form into a moon or to drift
away from each other, individual ring particles
appear to be held in place by the gravitational
pulls of Saturn and its satellites.

Radio' emissions quite similar to the static
heard on an AM car radio during an electrical
storm were detected by the Voyager spacecraft.
These emissions are typical of lightning but are
believed to be coming from the planes' ring
system rather than its atmosphere. NO lightning
was observed in Saturn's atmosphere. But as they
had at Jupiter, the Voyager spacecraft saw a ver-
sion of Earth's northern and southern lights near
Saturn's poles.

The probes also studied Saturn's moons,
detected undiscovered moons, found soma that
share the same orbit, and d.,termined that Titan
has a nitrogen-based atmosphere.

A large constituent of Titan's atmosphere is
methane. The surface temperature of Titan ap-
pears to be around the "triple" point of methane,
meaning methane may be present on Titan in all
three states. liquid, gaseous, and solid (ice).
Mothane, therefore, may play the same role on
Titan that water plays on Earth.

Although the spacecraft's cameras could not
peei through the dense haze that obscuresihe
surface of Titan, measurements indicate Titan
may be a place where rain or sn-m falls from

Voyager 2 photographs of the Saturn ring system during Its
August 1981 approach. The shadow of the planet's exquisite
ring systeM can be clearly seen in the ,equatorial region.

methane clouds and rivers of methane cut
Through methane glaciers.

Continuing photochemistry due to solar radia-
tion may be converting Titan'o methane to ethane,
acetylene, ethylene, and, in combination with
nitrogen, hydrogen cyanide. The latter is a building
block to amino acids. Titan's temperature is
believed to be too low to permit progress beyond
this stage of organic chemistry. However, this con-
dition may be similar to that which occurred in the
atmosphere of the primeval Earth between three
and four billion years ago.

4,
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Uranus and Neptune
Four and a half years after visiting Saturn, the

Voyager 2 spacecraft completed the first close-up
observation of the Uranian system. The six-hour
flyby revealed more information about Uranus and
its retinue of icy moons than had been gleaned
from ground observations since-its discovery over
two centuries agoby the English astronomer William
Herschel.

Uranus, third largest of the planets, is the odd,:
ball of the solar system. Unlike'the other f.lanets,
it lies tipped on its side with its north and south
poles alternately facing the sun during its 84-year
swing around the solar system. During Voyager's
flyby, the south pole faced the sun.

Voyager found that the planet's magnetic field
does not follow the-usual north-south axis found on
the other planets. Instead, it is tilted 60 degrees, and
offset from the planet's center, a phenomenon that
on Earth would be like having one magnetic pole
in New York and the other in Jakarta.

Uranus's atmosphere consists mainly of hydro-
gen, with ab .ut 12 per cent helium and small
amounts of ammonia, methane and water vapor.
Wind speeds range up tc 200 meters per second
(447 mph), and blow, from the west instead of the
east as pre,viously expected. Temperatures near the
cloudtops measure 200 degrees C. (-329 uegrees
F.)

The sunlit south pole is shrouded ia 0 kind of
photo-chemical "smog" believed to be 3 combi-
nation of acetylene, ethane and other sunlight-
generated chemicais. Surrounding thf; planet's
atmosphere and extending thousands of kilometers
into space is a mysterious ultraviolet sheen called an
"eles;troglow."

About 8,000.kilometers (5,000 miles)below
Uranus's,cjoudtops there is thought to 59 a scalding
ocean of water anddissolved ammonia some 10,000 ,
kilometers (6,000 miles) deep. Beneath This ocean
is an earth-sized molten core of hepvier materials.

VoYager discovered 10 new moons orbiting
Uranus,..each about 40-170 kilometers (24-102
miles) in diameter. The planet's five !mown
moo.is Titania, Ariel, Miranda, Umbrie: and
Oberon range in size from 480-1600,kilometers
(300-1000 miles) across. The half-ice, half-rock
spheres are a geological showcase, featuring twelve
mile-high mountains, jagged cliffs and canyons,
crater-pocked plains and winding valleys possibly
carved oul. by glaciers.

The planet was thought to have nine dark rings,
Voyager found eleven. In contrast to Saturn's
rings, which are composed' of bright.grain-sized
particles, Uranus's rings are made up of boulder
sized chunks.
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Voyager 2 will complete its Grand Tour of the
solar system on August 25, 1989, when it sweeps to
within abour1,26d kilometers (800 miles) of
Neptune. The planet-has two known moons, Nereid
and Triton. The tatter will be observed and'photo-
graphed during the flyby. Neptune is the fourth
largest of the planets-and is believd to be a twin of
Uranus.

Uranus a; seen by Voyager 2.'s wide-angle pinch,.
The images, taken through violet, ,iranr and
me-thane Niers, shiiiit the- concentric patternsf
of the planet's cloud layers. The view is toward
the south pole.

The scarred face of -Miranda, the smallest of
Uranus's five major moons, indicates a violent
past.

Pluto
Pruto is the most distant of the planets, yet the

eccentricitrOf its orbit periodically carries it inside
that of Neptune's. The orbit also is highly inclined

well above and below the orbital plane of the
other planets.

Discovered in 1930, Pluto appears to be little
more than a celestial snowball. Its diameter is
calculated,to be between 3,000 and 3,500 kilo
meters (1,864 and 2;175 miles), about the same as
Earth's moon. Ground-based observations indicate
that its surface is covered with methane ice.

The planet has one known satellite, Charon,
discovered in 1978. There are no plans to send a
prObe to Pluto.
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Astronaut Sherwood Springs, working from a platform on the end of ihe Remote Manipulator &stern Canadermrhelps-erect the
EASE-ACCESS experiment on the deployment of large structures in space. Such experiments are vital to planners preparingthe

assembly of the Space Station in the early 1990s.
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Space ShOttie'Missions In'Bkief 1985-1985

MISSION
NAME ASTRONAUT

STS 51.0 Mattingly, Shriver, Buchli, Onizuka, Payton

STS 51-0 Bobko, Williams, Seddon, Griggs, Hoff Mae, Garn,
Walker

STS 51-8 Overmeyer, Gregory, Lind, Thagard, Thiynton,
van den Berg, Wang,

STS 51.G Brandenstein, Creighton, Lucid, Nagel, Fabian,
Baudry, Sultan AlSaud

STS 51-F

STS 51.1

Fullerton, Bridges, Muidrave, England, Henize,
Acton, Bartoe

Engle, Covey, Van Hoften, Lounge, Fisher,
'

STS, 514 Bobko, Grebe, Stewart, Hilmers, Pailes

STS 61.A Hartsfield, Nadel, Buchli, Bluford, Dunbar, Furrer,
Ockels, Messerschmid

STS 61-8 Shaw, O'Connor, Cleave, Spring, Ross, Vela, Walker

STS 61.0 Gibsoh, Bolden, Chang-Diaz, Hawley, Nelson,
Cenker, Nelion

STS 51-1 Scobee, Smith, McNair, Resnik Onizuka, Jarvis,
McAuliffe

STS 51-C Mission

LAUNCH
DATE ORBITER

1/24/85 .Discovery DoD

PRIMARY
PAYLOAD

' LAUNCH RESULT
PAD

39A S

4/12/85 Discovery Anik C-1/ 39A
SYNCOM IV-3

, 4/29/85 Challenger Spacelab 3 39A S

6/17/85 Discovery Arabsat-1B/ 39A S
Telstar 3.D/
Morelos 1

- 7/29/85 Challenger Spacelab 2 39A--

8/27/85 Discovery
'

AUSSAT 1/
ASCl/
SYNCOM IV4

'39A

10/3/85 Atlantis DoD -39A S

10/30/85 Challenger Spacelab D-1 39A

11/26/85 Atlantis Morelos2/ 39A S
AUSSAT-2/ .

..RCA Satcom Ku-2

1/12/86 Ctilumbia RCA tatcdk Ku-1 39A S

3913 U. 1/28/86 Challenger TDRS-B

This was the first Space Shuttle mission totally dedi-
cated to the Department of Defense. Its cargo was classified.
Liftoff occurred on Jan. 24, 1985, at 2:40 p.m. EST, from Pad
A at the kennedy Space Center:The orbiter was Discovery. In
addition to its paylood the orbiter cargo bay carried an
Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) booster that was deployed and
successfully met its mission objectives, according to an official
Air Force statement. The mission was completed in 3 days,
one hour, and 33 minutes, landing at the Kennedy Space
Center. The wheels stopped rolling at 4:23 p.m. on Jan. 27.

Crew. The crew members were Thomas C. Mattingly, com-
mander. Loren J. Shriver, pilot; James r. Buchli and Ellison S.
Onizuka, mission specialists; and Gary E. Payton of the U.S.
Air Force, payload specialist.

STS 51-D Mission

The Orbiter Discovery lilted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 8:59 a.m. EST on April 12, 1985. This
flight was a composite mission, carrying part of its original
manifest and part of that from mission 51-E, which had been
canceled. The crew was entirely from the canceled mission
nxcept for one of the two payload specialists, Charles Wall-ser,
who st.lbstituted for Patrick Baudry ,because,the latter% flight
eXporinients were no longer on the Manifest.crhis mission also
featured the 'firg ,light of, an elected, official, Senato. "E.,J.
"Jake" Garn lltah), chairman of the Senate committee
with oversight responsibilities for NASA's budget.

,

The" Anik C-1 spacecraft was succesitully deployed a'few
hours into,the mission. Its PAM-D boaster stage_autoniatically
fired 45 minutet later and liftedlt intO the planned elliPlical
geosynchronous:, transfer orbit. The Hughes 'SYNCOM 1V-3
spacecraft, also called Leasat a, was deployed on the second
day in a routine operation. However, the booster stage did not
fire as programmed. the orbiter returned to the vicinity and
the crew examined the spatecraft Itwasdetermined thallhe
'sequence start' lever, which should have been automatieally'
opened during the 'deployment sequence, was appaiently
not fully erected. After consultation with Hughei, Miision
Controi in. Houston directed the astronauts in 'the design Of
two Ilyswatter devides capable Of snaggihg ,ancrtugging oh
this lever. Those were attached to the end of the -Remote
Manipulator System .(RMS, or 'Canadarm') during an EVA by
Griggs and Hoffman. The mission was extended -two days to
'permit this try at activating the satellite. Seddon manipulated
the .Canadarm to hook the lever andtug"hard on it,but this
had no affect on the spacecraft It Was eventually repaiied on
a later mission (see Mission 51-I,lollowing).Orbiter Discovery
landed. at KSC on April 19. The W-h!iels stc. iped rojling at
8:55 a.m. EST,'after alnisiion duration of 6 (Ws:23 hours',
and 55 minutes. A tire bleW out just, before the end of the
rollout-causing all following landings'to be at Edwards AFB
until the inactive nose wheel steering system couid be acti-.
Vated and tested.

Crew. The crew members were, Karol J. Bobko, commander;
Donald E. Williams, pilot; M. Rhea Seddon, S. David Griggs,
and Jeffrey A. Hoffman, mission specialists; and Charles D.
Walker, MeDonnell Douglas,.and E. J. "Jake" Garn, UniteZ'
States Senate, payload, specialists. _

Payload and Experiments. The Anik C1 was the third space-
craft in this series, C-2 and C-3 having been launched ,on pre-



. vious STS missions. They are built by Hughes as part of its
HS-376 series. Telesat of Canada assumed charge of its space-
craft after deployment, and later.fired the onboard apogee
motor to place it in geosynchronous orbit. SYNCOM IV-3
is also a Hughes spacecraft, the first specificaLly made to be
deployed from a Space Shuttle orbiter. SYNC IV space-
craft are part of the Hughes HS 381 series. Eachco1iies with its
own built-in booster stage, identical to,the third stage booster
on the Minuteman missile, and two engines that burn mono-
dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide. Both propulsion
systems are ',required to place a SYNCOM IV in gebsynchrt
nous orbit. This series provides communications for the
Departiftent of Defense, under a contract granted to Hughes.

Other experiments included the second flight of the
larger Continuous Flow Electrophoresis Experiment, success-
fully operated by Walker; an informal science Study of the
behavior of mechanical toys in microgravity; two Shuttle
Student Involvement Project (SSIP) experiments, .of which
one was successful and une not; a Phase Partitioning Experi-
ment; and echocardiograph and image intensifier experiments.

m

STS- 51-D Mission Specialists Jeffrey'lloffman (left)-and
Rhea Seddon demonstrate the behavior of a 'slinky toy' in
microgravity.

STS .51-B Mission

The OrbIter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, K.SC, at 12:02 p.m. EDT on April 29, 1985.
This was the second flight of the Spacelab, the first in a fully
operational- configuration. Spacelab carabilities for multi-
disciplinary research in microgravity were successfully demon
strated. The gravity gradient attitude of tl7J orbiter proved
qu;te stable, allowing the delicate experiments ia materials
processing and fluid mechanics to proceed normally. The
crew _operated in two 12-hr shifts. Two monkeys and 24
rodents were flown in ,special cages, the first time American
astronauts have flown with live mammals aboard.. The astro-
naut experimenters in orbit were supported 24 hours a day by
a teMporary Payload Operations Control Center, located at
the Johnson Space Center. Challenger landed at Edwards
AFB. Wheel motion stopped at 12:11 p.m. EDT on May 6,
1985, after a mission duration of 7 days, 0 hours and 8
minutes.

(

Craw. The crew members were Robert F. Overmyer, com-
mander., Frederick D. Gregory, pilot, Don L. Lind, Norman E.
Thagard and William E. Thornton, mission specialists, and
Lodewijk van den Berg, of EG&G Energy Management, Inc.,
and Taylor, G. Wang, of Jet Prop ilsion Laboratory, payload
specialists.

Payload and Experiments. Spacelab 3 carried a large number

of experiments, including 15 primary ones, of which ,14
were successfully performed. There were five basic discipline
areas materials sciences, life sciences, fluid mechanics,
atmospheric physics, and astronomy 7 with numerous experi-
ments in each. Two Getaway Special experime 's required
that they be deployed frorn their canisters, a 'firs n this
program. These were NUSAT (Northern Utah Satellite) and-
GLOMR (Global Low Orbiting Message ,Relay Satellite).
NUSAT deployed successfully, but GLOMR did not deploy
and was returned to Earth.
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Vantl,
STS E1-8 Robert Overmyer aims a Linhof carneia at the...,
Earth througk a flight deck window. The limb-of the planet
forms a vertical line directly above :he camera.

STS 51-G Mission

The Orbiter Discovery lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 733 a.m. EDT on June 17, 1985. The
largest items of cargo were three communications,satellites.
Also flown were the deployable/retrievable Spartan 1, six
Getaway Special canisters, a High Precision Tracking-Experi-
ment (HPTE) ,for the Strategic Defenst, Initiatiye ("Star
Wars"), materials processing furnace, arJ French biomedical
experinItts.

Ali three communications satellites were successfully
deployed and turned over to their owner-operators. The::
PAM D perigee booster motors firea and all three reached
oeosynchroi ous orbit, where they entered checkout oper-
ations. Spartan 1 was deployed and recovered. All the expe7i-
ments were .uccessfully accomplished. Discovery landed at
Edwards AFB at 92 a.m. El?-1- on June 24, 1985, after a
mission duration of 7 days, one hour and 39 minutes.

Crew. The crew members -were Daniel C. Brandenstein, com-
mander; John 0. Creighton,,pilot; Shannon W. Lucid, Steven
R. Nagel, and John M. Fabian, mission s,,ecialists; and Patrick
Baudry, France, and Prince Sultan Salman Al-Saud, Saudi
Arabia, payload specialists.

Payload and Experiments. The three communications satellites
deployed were the Arabsat 1-B !Arab Satellite Communi-
cations Organization); Mordios 1 (Mzxico); and Telstar 3)
(AT&T). All three utilized PAM-D booster stages to achieve
geosynchronous transfer orbits after deployment from the
Discovery. The latter two spacecraft are variants of the
Hughes-built HS-376 series of spin-stabilized satellites. Both
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use the Morton Thiokol,. Star 48 motor to circularize the orbit
and alignit With the equator at apogee. Morelos 1 provides
12 channels operating in the C-band and 6 channels-operating
in the Ku band. It can provide educational and comMercial
television programs, telephone and facsimile services, and data
and business transmission services to even the most remote
parts of Mexico. Telstar 3-D. operates, in the C-band only, and
has 24 working channels. Using single sideband teehnology, a
Telstar can relay up to 86,400 two-way telephone calls. Both
spacecraft are about 22 ft high and 7 ft wide when deployed;
and have a mass of around 1,450 lbs when operational.

Arabsat 1 satellites are built by an international team led
by Aerospatiale of France:. It is a threeaxis stabilized space-
craft with two deployable solar array wings, making it almost
68 ft long and over 18 ft wide when deployed in orbit. It
weighs about 2,800 lbs in its initial orbit, but some 1;490 lbs
of this is propellant. It has an onboard low-thrust motor that
utilizes hydrazine and nitrogen tetroidde, and transfers from
an initial elliptical to geosynchronous orbit by firing this
motor. The remaining propellant is then used for station-
keeping or moving over thelife of the satellite.

Spartan 1 measured 126 by 42 by 48 inches, and
weighed 2,223 lbs. The Spartan is a carrier, designed-to be
deployed from the orbiter and fly free in space before being
retrieved..Soartan 1 included 300 lbs of experiments-in the
field of astronomy. It was deployed and operated success-
fully, independent of the orbiter;-before being retrieved, -

- -

T§ 51-G Payload Specialist Patrick Baudry of France
(left) and Selman Al-Saud of Saudi Arabia conduct a French
postural experiment in the middeck of Discovery.
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STS 51-G Spartan 1, a payload carrier wit), the capability
of independent flight, maneuvers in 4oace alongside Discovery.

The materials furnace, French biomedical experiments,
and, six Getaway Special experiments were all successfully
performed, although the G034 Getaway Special shut down
prematurely. The Strategic Defense Initiative failed during its
first try on orbit 37 because the orbiter was not at the correct
attitude. It was successfully completed on orbit 64.

. STS 51-F Mission
416.1.11

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 5:00 p.m. EDT on July 2b, 1985. The
largest item of cargo aboard was Spacelab 2, the second and
last Spacelab verification -mission. Verification ,Flight Instru-
mentation (VFli was strategically located throughout,Spaceleb
2 and at the Spacelab interfaces with the Orbiter Challenger.
Spacelab 3, flown out of sequence ahead of Spacelab 2, was,
an operational mission, using essentially the same operating
equipment already verified on Spacelab 1.

This mission was originally- scheduled for launch on
July 12, 1985. Main engine ignition was achieved on that date,
but a malfunction in a coolant valve on the, No:2 engine
resulted in tile computer shutting down all three at T-3
seconds.

Liftoff on July 29 was delayed by approximately 1

hour and 37 minutes due to an orbiter problem. The flight
then proceeded normally until the No. engine shut down
prematurely at 5 minutes and 45 seconds after liftoff. This
resulted in an ai;ort-to.orbit trajectory and an initial orbital
altitude of 124 by 165 miles. This was later corrected by
OMS burns toreach afraltitude of 196 by ya miles.

Once in orbit the mission went well, with good results
being obtained by all major experiment instruments. The
mission was extended to eight days from the planned seven,
to obtain more data. Challenger landed at Edwards AFB at
3:45 p.m. EDT on August 6, 1985, after a mission duration
of 7 days, 22 hours and 45 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Charles G. Fullerton, com-
mander;.Roy D. Bridges, pilot; F. Story Musgrave, Anthony W.
England and Karl G. klenize, mission specialists; and Loren W.
Acton, Lockheed Corporation, and John-David Bartoe, Naval
Research Laboratery, payload specialists.

Payload and Experiments. The VF I system operated normally
-during launch and ascent, obtaining good data which was
relayed ta the ground later via the TDRS. The VF I instru-
ments continued to operate normally throughout the mission.
All of the 13 planned detailed test objectives were accom-
plished.

This was the first Spacelab mission where most instru-
ments were mov.ited on a three-pant train and open to space.
A separate container protected one large experiment, on the
elemental composition and energy spectra of cosmic ray
nuclei, located behind the pallet train at the rear of the cargo
bay. To proyide the fine pointing accuracy needed by the solar
and astronomy ekperiments on pallet 1,2an Instrument Point-
ing System (IPS), developed by the European Space Agency,
was flown on this mission. The IPS features a threeaxis gimbal
system that cmn orient instruments of up to 4,400 pounds
mass within an accuracy of 1 arc second. During Verification
Night Testify,' of the IPS some problems occurred in acquiring
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and fine tracking of the Sun, using the optical sensor package.
Onboard troubleshooting enabled the development on the
ground of a series of software patthes that corrected the
problem.

Four experiments were conducteo inside the pressurized
crew compartment. Two dealt with Vitamin 0 metabolites
and bone demineralization, which included takinc Physi-
ological measurements of the-flight crew members. A third was
to determine the effect oc weightlessness upon lignification in
plants. The fourth, added late in minion planning, dealt with
protein crystal growth. All were highly successful.

The pallet-mounted instruments conducted experiments
or gathered, data ,in the areas of plasma physics, infrared
astronomy, high-energy physics, solar physics, atmospheric
physics, and technology. The instruments were operated by
the crew from inside the pressurized compartment, or by
ground enntrol. A special part of the modular Spacelab system
located at the head of Ihe,train, called the Igloo, provided--
on-site support services to the instruments mounted on the
pallets. These support subsystems are designed to operate in
a pressurized environment, and the Igloo is the only part of
this configuration of the Spacelab that requires pressuri-
zation. The equipment in the Igloo can vary. For this mission
it included three computers, one mass memory, a power
controller, subsystem power distribution, multiplexer, a freon
cooling loop,and other support components.

The highly trained Spacelab-2 crew carried out experi-
ments for which there were few precedents except rehearsals.
The crew held frequent conversations with experts on the
ground. As a result, the data and images acquired appear to be
of very high quality.

STS 51-1 Mission

The Orbiter Discovery lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 6:58 a.m. EDT on August 27, 1985.
The cargo consisted of three communications satellites and
one middeck experiment. The launch was originally planned
for August 24, but was delayed due to thunderstorms and
lightning in the pad areas. It was further delayed until August
27 to replace a failed General Purpose Computer (No. 5) and
to inspect the main engine ducts. This mission had the unusual
responsibility of capturing and repairing a spacecraft,
SYNCOM IV-3 (deployed on the earlier Discovery mission
51-0 the previous April), after first deploying SYNCOM IV-4.

The remaining two spacecraft were AUSSAT-1 and
Anierican Satellite Company 1 (ASC-1). The AUSSAT sun-
shield hung up on the satellite's omni antenna when an
attempt was made to reopen the sunshield to perform a
spacecraft health check. The Canadarm was then used to open
the deformed sunshield. To avoid more heat from sunlight
than was allowable on the spacecraft and attached booster
stage, AUSSAT-1 was deployed a day early, on August 27.
ASC-1 was deployed the same day.

SYNCOM IV-4 was deployed on August 29. A scheduled
bukup day was not needed, enabling SYNCOM IV-3 rendez-
yous maneuvers to begin a day earlier than planned. Fisher and
Van Hoften performed an EVA to capture the satellite on
Fiight Day 5. Power had been lost on the Canadarm elbow
joint, when operating in the primary mode, on the first day.

r
STS 51-F The Instrument Pointing System uses star loca-
tions for stable reference points and then furnishes guidance
to the sensitive astronomical instruments aboard Spxelab 2.

This limitation caused operations to go slowly. A second
EVA was required the next day. The installation of a bypass
system to provide ground control of tt..1 spacecraft was
successfully completed. At a later date, the satellite was
placed in the correct orbit and enterea normal service.

Orbiter Discovery landed at VAFE on Seotember'1,
1985; the wheels stopped rolling at 9:16 a.m. EDT. The
mission duration was 7 days, 2 hours and 18 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Joe H. Engle, conimander;
Richard 0. Covey, pilot; and James Van Hoften, John M.
Lounge and William F. Fisher, mission specialists.

Payload and Experiments. Two of the three communications
spacecraft, AUSSAT-1 and ASC-1, were equipped with a
PAM-D booster stage. The third, SYNCOM IV-4, utilizes a
Minuteman third stage as a booster. See m.ss.on 51-D for a
more complete description of a SYNCOM IV.

The AUSSAT system is designed to provide a wide
range of domestic communications services to the entire
continent of Australia and its offshore islands. This includes
direct television broadcasts to isolated home:tads and remote
communities, high quality television relay.. between major
cities, digital data transmission for business use, centralized
air traffic control services, and maritime and landbased radio



coverage. AUSSAT-1 is a Hughes HS 376 model, and operates
15 channels in the 14/12 PHz Ku band.

The ASC-1 satellite provides voice, data, facsimile, and
videoconferencing communications services to U.S. businesses
and government agencies. It is a hybrid spacecraft, providiug
channels in both the 6/4 and 14/12 GHz bands. A unique
'first for the ASC series is their encrypted command links, a
security feature which guards against unauthorized access to
the satellite command system. ASC spacecraft are built by
RCA Astro Elect onics.

The payload item in the pressurized crew compartment
was the second in series by the 3M Contpany, dealing with
the Pi:yzical Vapor Transport of Organic Solids (PVTOS).
The experiment was conducted successfully.

STS 51-1 An oblique view of Hurricane Elena taken
September 2, 1985, from the flight deck of Discovery. The
structure of almost the entire storm can be seen in thi.; single
photograph.
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STS 51-1 During a light mc lent Mission Specialists William
Fisher (left) and James van Hoften, hovering In space, peer
into the crew compartment of Discover; through two front
windows.
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STS 51-J Miss!pn

This was the second Space Shuttle mission totally dedi.
catedjo the Department of Defense. Its cargo was classified.
Liftoff occurred on October 3, 1985, at 11:1E a.m. EDT, from
Pad A, Launch Ccimplex 39, Kennedy Space Center. The
orbiter was Atlantis, making its first flight. The mission was
classified as "Successful." After a duration of 4 days,' 1 hr
and 45 minutes, Atlantis landed on Runway 23 at Edwards
AFB at 1:60 p.m. EDT on October 7, 1985.

Crew. The r.rew members were Karol J. "Bo" Bobko, corn
mender; Ronald J. Grebe, pilot; David C. Hilmers and Robert
L. Stewart, mission specialists; and William Pailes, U.S. Air
Force, payload specialist.

STS 61A Mission=k
The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch

Complex 39, KSC, at 12:00 noon EST on October 30, 1985.
This was the first Space Shuttle mission largely financed and
operated by another nation, West Germ gly. It was also the
first Space Shuttle flight to carry a crew of eight. The primary
mission was to operate a series of experiments, almost all
related to functOns in microgravity, in Spacelab D-1, the
fourth flight of a Spacelab. Two other mission assignments
were to deploy the Global Low Orbiting Message Relay
Satellite (GLOMR) out of 3 Getaway Special canister in the
cargo bay, and operate five materials processing experiments
mounted in the cargo bay on a separate device called the
German Unique Support Structure.

NASA operated the Space Shuttle, and was responsible
for overall safety and control function! throughout the flight.
West Germany was responsible for the scientific research
carried out during the seven-day raission. To fulfill this
function German scientific controllers on the ground worked
closely with the personnel 1;1 orbit, operating out of the
German Space Operations Center at Oberpfaffenhofen, near
Munich, West Germany. The orbiting crew divided into two
teams, and operated 24.hrs a day. Communicztions were
vary good throughout the mission and the ground' and orbital
crews were able to interact regularly. The ,pverall system of
one Center controlling spacecraft operations and a second
controlling experiment functions worked very smoothly in
practice.

The GLOMR satellite was successfully deployed during
the mission. The five experiments mounted on the separate
structure behind the Spacelab module obtained good data.
Orbiter Challenger Janded on Runway 17 at Edwards AFB on
November 6, 1985. The wheels stopped rolling at 12:45
p.m. EST, after a mission duration of 7 days, 0 hours, and
45 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Henry W. 'Hartsfield, Jr.,
commander; Steven R. Nagel, pilot; Bonnie J. Dunbar, Jetties
F. Buchli and Guinn S. Bluford, mission specialists; and
Ernst Messerschmid and Reinhard Furrer, West Germany,
along with Wubbo Ockels, European Space Agency, payload
socialists.

Payload and Experiments. The science research effort on
Spacelab D.1 encompassed some 75 numbered experiments,
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most of which were performed more than onct. Sorne of
these experiments had predecessors which had returned
data obtained on earlier flights. This made it ,possible to
prepare experiment regimens that were 'second generation'
with respect to technical concept and experiment installation.
Almost all of them took advantage of the microgravity
-environment-to perform-work-not possible, or very much more
difficult to do, on Earth. The major area of concentration
was materials science, in which West Germany has a well
developed expertise.

The primary areas of experiment concentration wrre:
fluid physics, with experiments in capillarity, Marangoni
convection, diffusion phenc iena, and critical point; solidi-
fication experiments; single crystal growth; composites;
biological, including :ell functions, developmental processes,
and the ability of plants to perceive gra ity; medical, including
the gravitational perceptions of humans, and their adaptation
processes in space; and speedtime interaction studies of
.People working in space.

One equipment item of unusual interest was the Vesti-
bular Sled, an ESA contribution consisting of a seat for a
test subject that could be moved backward and forward with
precisely controlled accelerations and stops, along rails fixed
to the floor of the Spacelab aisle:143y taking detailed measure-
ments on a human strapped into the seat, scientists gained
data on the functional organization of the human vestibular
and orientation systems, and the vestibular adaptation pro-
cesses under microgravity. The acceleration experiments by
the sled riders were combined with thermal stimulations
of the inner ear and optokinetic stimulations of the eye.

Overall, this was the most comprehensive series of
experiments to date on materials processing in ...pace and
associated human activities, adding a rich store to humanity's
knowledge. The data that was gained WV require years of
analysis.

STS 61-B Mission

The Orbiter Atlantis lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 7.29 p.m. EST on November 26, 1985,
the second night launch in the Shuttle program and the second
flight for Atlantis. The primary payload of three communi-
cations satellites were successfully deployed, one at a time,
and a major demonstration of construction techniques to build
structures in orbit was successfully accomplished. Thit activiti
was filmed by an IMAX large-film camera mounted in the
cargo bay, obtaining some excellent coverage. Three experi-
ments located in the pressurized c ew compartment were
also completed, with good data obtained. The landing was at
Edwards AFB, at 4.33 p.M. EST on December 3, 1985,
after a mission duration of 6 days, 21 hrs, and 5 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Brewster H. Shaw, Jr., com-
mander; Bryan D. O'Connur, pilot; Mary L. Cleave, Sherwood
C. Spring ane Jerry L. Ross, mission specialists; and Rodolfo
Neri Vela, Mexico, and Cherie; Walker, McDonnell Douglas,
payload specialists.

Payload and Experiments. Two of the three communications
satellites were AUSSAT 2 and Morelos B, in each case the
second in its series. (See mission 51-1 and 51 G.) Both were
Hughes HS-376 satellites equipped with a PAM-D -booster to
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STS 61-A Payload Specialist Wubbo Ockels, European
Space Agency, lifts himself out of a special sleeping-bag
designed by a Dutch company that let-him be the first person
to sleep inside a Spacelab instead of the orbiter.

reach geosynchronous transfer orbit. The third spacecraft
was the SATCOM Ku-2, a version of the RCA 4000 series.
RCA American Communications owns and opvates the
satellitA system of which SATCOM Ku2 is a part. lt was
attached to a PAM-D2 booster, a larger version of the PAM-D.
This was the first flight of this booster stage on a Space
Shuttle.

All three spacecraft were successfully deployed, one at
a time, and, their booster stages fired automatically to lift
them to geosynchronous transfer orbits. Their respective
owners assumed charge, and later fired the onboard kick
motors at apogee, to circulalize the orbits and align them with
the equator.

SATCOM Ku 2 has 16 channels and operates entirely
in the Ku (14/12 GHz) range. Each channel has z.n output
p...)wer of 45 watts and a bandwidth of 54 MHz, enough to
make reception practical on a home antenna as small as
three feet in diameter. This was the first of three spacecraft
planned to form a complete operating_system Future planned
service areas are. homes that cannot receive cable television
services, multi unit residential complexes such as condo
miniums and apartment houses, hotels, hospitals, and schools;
and a syndication system to deliver time-sensitive program-
ming to commercial broadcast television stations.

An item of major interest was EASE/ACCESS, an
experiment in assembling large structures in space. ACCESS
was a 'high-rise' tower composed of many small struts and
nodes. EASE was a geometric structure shaped like an inverted
pyramid, composed of a few large beams and nodes. Togethet
they demonstrated the feasibility of assembling large pre
formed structures in space. The IMAX camera mounted in



the cargo bay filmed the activities of the astronauts engaged
in the EASE/ACCESS work, as welt as ither scenes of interest.

Rudolfo Nen Vela accomplished a series of experiments,
primarily in human physiology. Charles Walker grain operated
the Continuous Flow Flectrophoresis System, the third flight
of this larger and improved equipment to produce commercial
pharmaceutical Products in microgravity. An experiment in
Diffusive Mixing of Organic Solutions, or DMOS, was operated
successfully for the 3M Company. The object is to grow single
crystals in microgravity 'that are larger and more pure than
any that can be grown on Earth. One Getaway Special canister
in the cargo bay carried an experiment by Canadian studen
to fabricate mirrors in microgravity with higher performance
than orLts made on Earth.

All the experiments on this mission weie successfully
accomplished, and all equipment operated within established
parameters.

STS 61-C Mission

The Orbiter Columbii lifted off 'Loin Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 6:55 a.m. EST on January 12, 1986.
This launch had been postponed several times from an ongi
nally planned date' of December 18. On that date it was
delayed to December 19 because of excess time needed to
close otrt the aft compartment. On December 19 the count
was halted at T-14 seconds due to an out.of-tolerance reading
on the right solid rocket booster hydraulic system. Another
launch attempt on January 6 was halted at T-31 seconds due
to a problem with the fill and drain valve in the liquid oxygen
system; the window ended before the problem could be
resolved. On January 7 the launch team tried again, but
marginal,weather for an emergency return to KSC plus bad
weather 'at the emergency landing sites at Dakar and Moron
forced a postponement. The January 9 planned launch was
delayed an extra day to permit removal of an obstruction in
the Space Shuttle Main Engine No. 2 liquid oxygen prevalve.
On January 10 another lunch attempt was made, but even
tually called off due to heavy rains in the pad area. The actual
liftoff on January 12 was then achieved without major
incident.

The primary payload of the RCA Ku-1 satellite was
successfully deployed. Most of the large number of small
payloads and experiments in the cargo bay and crew com-
partment were successfully operated. One exception was the
Comet Halley Active Monitunng Program (CHAMP), which
did not function properly due to battery problems.

Mission controllers decided to shorten the planned flight
by one day t i provide more processing time on the ground for
the next flight of Columbia, bringing it in at KSC on January
16. The landing attempt had to be waved off on that day due
t_ci unfavorable weather at KSC, and was waved off again the
next day as well. The mission was extended one more day for
anothei KSC attempt, but when it also had to be waved off
because of weather, Columbia landed at Edwards AFE :nstead.
The wheels stopped rolling at 8.59 a.m. EST on January 18,
after a mission duration of 6 days, 2 hours, and 4 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Robert L. Gibson, com
mender, Charles F. Bolden, Jr., pilot, Franklin Chang-Diaz,
Steven A. Hawley, and George D. Nelson, mission specialists;

and Robert Cenker, RCA Astro-Electronics, and Bill Nelson,
United, States House of RepresentatiVes, payload -pecialists.

Payload and Experiments. This mission carried an pnusually
large number of small experiments. The one large itein was the
SATCOM Ku-1, the second in this series of communications
satellites for RCA Americom (see Mission 61-8 for a descrip-
tion of the spacecraft and its attached PAMP.2 booster stage).
There were 13 Getaway Special canisters, 12 mounted on a
GAS Bridge Assembly that reaches from side to side across the
cargo bay, and one attached to the GAS canister mounts on
the right wall nearby. These provided a wide variety of experi-
ments, including ones in microgravity deahng with materials
processing, seed germination, egg hatching, and chemical
reactions; astronomy observations; and atmospheric physics
experiments.

A second experiment carrier that reaches across the
cargo bay was flown for the first time, the'Materials Science
Laboratory2 structure, It carried three larger experiments
exploring liquid bubble suspension by sound wavei; melting '

and resolidification of metallic samples, and containerless
melting and solidification of electrically conductive specimens.

A third small payloads carrier called the Hitchhiker G-1
(HHG-1) attached to two GAS canister mounts on the cargo
bay right wall near the front. It carried three experiments, to
film particles in the local environment, test a new heat transfer
system, and determine the effects of contamination and
atomic oxygen on ultraviolet eptics materials.

Three exp intents in the pressurized crew compartment
were by students working in the Shuttle Student Involvement
Program, and dealt with the measurement of auxin levels and
starch grains in plant roots, air injection as an alternatiVe to
honrycornbing in metals, and a study of paper fiber formation
in microgravity. Another cabin experiment measured the
sedimentation level of whole blood stored in microgravity.

The CHAMP experiment consisted primarily of a 35mm
camera to photograph Comet Halley through the aft flight
deck overhead window. This experiment was not successful.
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STS 51-L MISSION
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The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad B, Launch

Complex 39, KSC, at 11:37 a.m. on January 28, 1986. At
just under 74 seconds into the flight an explosion occurred,
which caused the loss of the vehicle and its crew.

Crew. The crew members were Francis R. So-bee, commander,
Michael J. Smith, pilot, Judith A. Pesnik, Ellison Oni.uka,
and Ronald E. McNair, mission specialists; and S. Christa
McAuliffe, New Hampshire schoniteacher, and Gregory B.
Jarvis, Hughes Aircraft, payload specialists.

Payload and Experiments. The primary item of cargo was the
second Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS', with an
attached I.,ertial Upper Stage (IUS) booster for the planned
transfer to geosynchronous orbit. Also aboard was the
Spartan, a free-flying module designed to operate indepen-
dently of the orbiter and observe Halley's Comet with two
ultraviolet spectrometers and two cameras. Several small
experiments were carried in the pressurized crew com-
partment, including a set of lessons planned for live television
transmission by S. Chnsta McAuliffe, a teacher and the first
passengerobserver in the U.S. manned space program.
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Astronaut Selettion and Training
By the mid 1990's. Americans wilflae fiviiig and workina in space. The science fiction characters of.yesieryear will
come to life as flesh and blood astronauts, scientists, technicians, and specialists engaged in transportation,
servicing. manufacturing, and research. Men and women who man the Si.ace Station will learn to adapt to the
peculiarities of life in a weightless environment where they float from place to place, add a dab of water to make
'reeze-dried meals come to life, and shower with floating globules of water. The frontiers of space are continually
moving outward and Space Station is man's next step into the universe.

History of Astronaut Selecticn

Mar's scope of space explorition has broadened since the
first L1.S manned space flight in 1961. But the Nation can
never forget the original seven Space pilots who focused
our vision on the Aar& In 1959, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) dsked the S. military
seric60 to list their members who met specific qualifications.
lc seeking its first astronauts. NASA required jet aircraft
flight experience and engineering training as well as ht Ight
below 5 feet 11 inches because of lintel cabin space
available in the Mercury space capsule beinl designed.
After many series of intense physical and psychologicar
screenings. NASA selected seven men from an original field
of 500 candidates. They were Lieutenant M. Scott Carpenter;
Air Force Captains L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., Viroil "Gus"
Grissom. and Donald K. "Deke" Slayton, Marine Lieutenant
Colonel John H. Glenn, Jr., and Navy Lieutenant Com-
manders Waiter M. Schwa, Jr. and Alan B. Shepard. Jr.

Each man flew in Project Mercury except Slayton, who was
grounded for medical reasons. Sixteen years later, Slayton
was an-American crewmember of the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project, the world's first intern Ational mannedspace flight.

Nine pilot astronauts were chosen in September 1962, and
fourteen more were selected in October 1963. By then.
prime emphasis had shifted away from flight experience
and toward superior academic qualifications. In October
1964, applications were invited on the basis of educational
background alone. These were the scientist astronauts, so
caller' because the 400-plus applicants who met minimum
requirements had a doctorate or equivalent experience in
the natural sciences, medicine, or engineering Of these 400
applicants, six were selected in June 1965.

In April 1966, 19 pilot astronauts were named and ir August
1967, 11 scientist astronauts were added to the program.
When the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory program
was cancelled in mid-1969. seven astronaut trainees
transferred to NASA.

Shuttle Era Astronaut Candidate Recruiting

The first group of astronaut candidates since lhe Space
Shuttle Program began was selected in January 1978. in
July of that year, they began a rigorous training anti
evaluation period at NASA s Junnson Space Center to

'ify for subsequunt assignment for future Space Shuttle
flight crews This group of 20 mission specialists and 15
pilots ,ieted training and went 1 rom astronaut canoidate
status to astronaut (activii status) in AuguSt 1979. Six of the
35 were women and four were memberS of minorities.

Three gruups Jt pilots and mission specialists have been
added since then. 19 in July 1980, 17 in July 1984,and 13 in
August 1985.
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION sysTEDA

One Of the goals Of the Space Transportation System (STS) is the expansion of the Nation's research capabdities in the space
environment The STS provides the opportunity for onboard participation of scientific mvestigators or other representatives of
the payload research community, as well as individuals selected by major payload customers who reimburSe NASA. The
participation of these paylóad specialists, as they are called, enhances the probability of successful achievement of their
scientific or technical mission objectives.

%lace Shuttle Crew Positions

Pilot Astronauts

Pilot astronauts.serve astoth Space Shuttle commanders
and pilots. During flight, the commander has onboard
responsibility for the vehicle, crew, mission success, and
,safety of flight. The pilot assists the commander in
contibIling ard operating the vehicle. In addition, the pilot
may assist in the deployment and retrieval of satellites using
the robot arm in spacewalks, and in other payload operations.

Mission Specialist Astronauts

MiSsionSpecialist astronauts, working with the commander
and pilot, have overall responsibility forthe coordination of
Space Shuttle operations in the areas of crew aCtivity
planning, consumables usage, and experiinent ar4 payload
operationS. Mission specialists are required to have a
detailed knowledge of the Space Shuttle systems,-as well as
detailed knowledge of the operational characteristics,
mission requirements and objectives, and supporting
systems and equipment for each of the experiments to be
conducted on their assigned misSions. Mission specilisls
perform spacewalks and payload handling using the robot
arm, and perform or assist in specific experiment operations.

Payioad Specialists

Payload Specialists are primarily professionals in the
physical and life sciences, or technicians skilled in the
operation ot unique equipment. The selection of a payload
specialist for a particular mission is the responsibility of the
payload sponsor or customer. In the case of a NASA-
sponsored mission, payload Specialist candidates are
identified by, an Investigator Working Group. (IWG), and
final selection is approved by NASA. Payload specialists
who fly in support of a major payload custorner are selected
directly by the sponsoring company or organization. They
need not-be U.S. citizens. All selected individuals must
comply with NASA-established health and physical fitness
standards.

Once accepted, the payload specialist ,undergoes dual
training Training related to the operation of the payload or
experiment may take place at an induStrial facility, a
university, or a government agency. The second type of
training flight familiarization is required for every
mission and takes place at the Johnson Space Center. This
flight training familiarizes the payload specialist with the
Space Shuttle anu payload Support equipment, crew
operations, housekeeping, and emergency procedures
relatediphis or her flight.

for information about opportunities in-this field, write to
NASA Headquarters, Attn: Code OST-5, Washington, D.C.
20546. If-you are not a-citizen of the United States, you may
iristead wish to contact the appropriate government-agency
within your own country.

Astronaut Candidate Program

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration accepts
applications on a continuous basis ,and selects_astronaut
candidates as needed. Civilians and militarypersonnel-are
'considered for the one-year training program. C.4irrent regula-
tions require that preference for appointment to vecant,
positions be given to U.S. citizens when they are &enable.
For information on pilot astronaut or Mission specialist
opportunities, write to AstronautSelection Office, Mail Code
AHX, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058.

-

C.-ener01 Piogram Requirements

Selected applicants are designated astronaut candidates
and are assigned to the Astronaut Office at Johnson Space
Center. During the one-year training and evaluation period,
they are assigned technical orscientific responsibilities and
they participate in the astronaut training program designed
to develop* knowledge and skills required for lormal
mission training upon selection for a flight. Final selection
is made after the One-year program.

Basic Qualification Requirements

For mission'specialists and pilot astronaut candidates, the
basic edvcation requirement is at least a bachelor's degree
with majorstudy in engineering, biological science, physical
science, or mathematics from an accredited college or
university. Mission specialist applicants must also have 3
years of professional, felated experience. Pilot astronaut
candidates must have at least 1,000 hours pilot-in-cominand
time in jet aircraft. 'Payload specialists 'must have the
appropriate educatiOn and training related to the payload or
experiment. All 'applicants must meet certain physical
requirements and must pass NASA spaoé physical examina-
tions with vatying stan'dards,depending on classification.



Training Activities

Once selected, astronauts have a busy schedule of schooling
and training m preparation for space flight. They study
basic science and technology courses such as mathematics,
Earth resources, meteorology, guidance and navigation,
astronomy, physics, and computers.

For astronauts to learn, to live and work .n a weightless
environ ment, they train for functioning in zero-gravity with
various simulation experiences. The KC-135 jet aircraft,
modified for astronaut training, gives the effect of a rapidly
descending elevator when flown 'over the top" of a parabolic
path During this zero-gravity period lasting about 30
seconds. astronauts practice drinking, eating, and using
various types of equipment Longer periods of weight-
lessness are simulated under conditions of "neutral buoy-
ancy ir a specially designed water tank large enough to
hold full-scale mockups of spacecraft components and
equipment.

To become accustomed to working in a pressurized space
suit, astronauts spend many mission training, sessions in
the suit.

Space Shuttle pilot astronauts land the spacecraft much
like an aircraft on a runway. Therefore, convenhonal and
modified aircraft are used to practice approach and landings.
The four-engme KC-135 jet provides experience in handling
large, heavy aircraft and the modified Grumman Gulfstream
II aircraft, designated Shuttle Training Aircraft" (STA),
simulate the handling characteristics of the Orbiter for
landing practile.

Through attendance3t engineering conferences and review
meetings, astronauts keep informed about spacecraft,
payload, and launch vehicle design, development, and
modification activities.

Astronauts maintain flight readiness through regular t.se of
high-performance aircraft assigned to the Johnson Space
Center and based at nearby Ellington Field. Physical
conditioning, for both pilot astronauts and mission special-
1sts, is a matter of individual need and preference. Gym-
nasium facilities are available.

Flight Assignments

When assigned to allight crew, an astronaut undertakes a
busy schedule. Crews are named for specific flights well in
advance of the launch date and because of the frequent
fhghts of the Space Shuttle, several crews may be in training
at the same time.

).

Each crew receives cross-training so that at Ir 3st one ,.... ; 7
crewmember can handle the most critical duties of each r---f-

assovate. Thus, an dl or injured crewmember can be
relieved in flight without compromising the mission.

Each crew takes part in spacecraft reviews and test pk,grams
that let each crewmember become farniliat with a spacucraft.
These reviews include briefings on the spacecraft, the
spacecraft systems, ar,d guidance and navigation.
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The tempo picks up as the astronauts begin working with
the various simulators, first to learn the individual
tasks that are required to fly the spacecraft, then to put them
311 together in .`le sequence that will be followed during the
actual mission

The simulators provide extremely realistic working condi-
tions The spacecraft intenors are duplicated and the
instruments, such as guidance and navigation displays, are
programmed to give the same readings they would in-flight
Even out-the-window views of the Earth, stars. payloads,
and the landing runway are projected onto screens where
the spacecraft windows would be The simulated conditions
are so accurate that mos: astronauts come back from a
mission feeling they had made the same flight many times
before

Training reaches a peak about 10 weeks before the
scheduled flight when the mission simulator is linked with
the Mission Control Center and with an also-simulated
version of the networ k of tracking stations Crews and flight
controllers practice the most important portions of the
mission in a series of joint training exercises that prove
everything is ready for the real flight

In between their simulator sessions the crewmemoers
continue to keep themselves up to date on the status of the
spacecraft and payloads for their mission They also practice
activities related to the mission, such as deploying and
retrieving payloads operating experiments, and performing
extravehicular activity They train in celestial navigation

important to spacecraft navigation .nd in the performance
of some of the scientific experiments They learn detailed
scientific equipment design and operation in gathering
scientific data And, all the while eauh astronaut continues
to maintain individual flight and physical status

GOVERMENT PRINTING 01-1-1Ce. 19t3/- /30-011/45864
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Even when the flight is completed, the job is not done. The
crewmembers spend several days in debriefing recounting
their experiences for the benefit of future crews to help
determine whether spacecraft systems, payload handling
techniques, or perhaps training procedures might be
improved. Members of the media also receive a detailed
postflight briefing by the crew And, after a brief-"vacation,"
the studies and training that eventually may lead to another
flight into space\are resumed.
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A shuttle orbiter prepares to berth at tne permanently manned Space Station tiovering 300 irides above the Earth in
this dramatic artist concept. Being developed by NASA, the Space Station will serve the needs of science, technology and
private rector when placed in operation in the mid 1990's.

At the center ui the 5,-)ace Station are the pressurizeL; ;;iodules where crews will work and live. The two United States
modules are depicted one a laueratory module and the other a habitat module. Also shown as the proposed Japanese
expenment Avngwou the Japanese module is the proposed European Space Agency module. Remote manipuiaLr
arms, provided by L.anada, are located on the truss struOure. Off in the distance is a Space Station co orbiting platfcrm An
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) is shown flying out toward the platform.
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The histdry Of America's manned spat program for
the past two and a half decades haF been built tipon a
series of logical steps. Man's first trips into space were
short, daring feats made by men of unsurpassed sroi and
courage. They went into space tor one reasonto deter-
mine if man could survive in the hostile environment.

Spurred by presidential direction that America should
land a man on the Moon and return him safely to the -

Earth, longer space flights were conducted to prove that
man could perform the intricate maneuvers thatwould be
required to achieve a lunar landing. Finally; the goal was
reached. Man, for a short period, inhabitedanother heav-

_enly body. --
Even before man took his first cautiouasteps into

space, he had dreamed of a permanent outpOst in orbit
which could be used for observing the Earth and the
heavens r,; as a jumping off spot for missions to other
planets and galaxies. America's first Space Station was
called Skylat, a converted third stage of a Idt-over moon
rocket.The modest orbiting laboratory was visited by
three'crews of astronauts who' stayed as long as three
months, proving that man couh1 live and work in space._

The notjon of a space statior is not new or revolution-
ary. The Soviet Union has for several years operated
several versions of a space stalion, and recently placed
into orbit a new space station which they call Min the
Russian word for peace. The Soviets have,indicated they"-
intend to occupy MinperManently and maim it the core of
a buSy complex of spade-based factories, construction
and repair facilities and laboratories.

When the Space Shuttle was conceived in the late
1960s, a space station was envisioned as a natural
complement, a place for the, orbiter to shuttle. The Space
StatioM'and its infrastructDre, the key to future operations
in space, could not be built without a safe, reliable and
efficient Shuttle. Having learned from the Challenger
tragedy the bitterest of lessons, NASA is committed to a
better, safer Shuttle system which will give.us back the
ability, a first'for mankind, to fly oil and beer( on to our
planet in order to utilize the potential of space for the
benefit of mankind.

Man has accempshed much in the brieh f span of time
since he first began exploring space, yethe has really
only scratched the surface. More than a quarter century
has passed since the first rocket wastaunctied"frbm
Cape Canaveral, yet the actual time spent on orbit, exper-
imenting and learning, has been but a fraction of that. The
visits are too briei. Man needs a permanent facility in orbit
to permit him to stay and to work for as long as the work
requires. A permanently manned Space Station is the
next logical step.

In his State of the Union message of January 25, 1984,
President Reagan announced a new, imaginative and far-
reaching plan for Ar11Zi;:2%; 6páce program, a plan that
will carry the program well into the 21st century.

He directed NASA to develop a permanently manned
Space Station and to do it Within a decades

The.President's Space Station directive underscores a
national commitment to maintaining United States leader-
ship in space. Such leadership is essential, for America
has become dependent upon operations in space: for
communications, resource analysis and weather reports;
for the conduct of science and the development of new
technologies; and for the national security of our country.
Space is no longer an unknown, unreachable environ-
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ment. It is simply a place to conduct useful, necessary
activities. A place for men arid women to live, work and
learn.

Continued U.S. leadership in space is but one reason
why a Space Station should be built. From a 'compara-
tively, modest investment (about one-ninth the investment
in Project Apollo and About one-third the investment in
Space Shuttle), it offer% extraordinary benefits. A Space
Station will add significantly to knowledge ofour Own
planet and the universe we. live in. A Space Station will
stimulate technology resulting in "spinoffs".that improve
the quality Of lifelor, people 61/6641tere: A Space Station
will create jobs and maintain our-nation's skilled industrial
base. A Space Station will improve oUr Country's compet-
itive stance at a time when more and more high technol-
ogypreductSare being purchased overseas. And a
Space Station will be a source of pi:de for all Americans
and a visible symbol of our nation's ability to carry out
complex scientific and engineering endeavors.

What is a Space Station?

The Space Station, ae envisioned by NASA, will be a
permanent, multi-purpose facility in orbit. It will serve as a
laboratory to conduct basic research, an observatory to
look down at the Earth or peer out into the sky, matage
to fix and service ether spacecraft, a manufacturfng plant
to make exotic metal alloys, super-purapharmaceutic -
or Perfect crystals, an assembly plant to build structur s
too large to fit in the Shuttle's cargo bay, and a store e
warehouse to keep spare parts or evem entire replac
ment satellites.

The Space Station cöncept provides for both mann
and unmanned elements. The manned facility, as well a
an unmanned free-flying platform, will be placed in a low
Earth orbit of about 500 kilometers (315 miles) at an incli-
nation to the equator of 28.5 degrees. Two or more plat-
forms in high inclination or polar Orbits will be launched
and serviced by the Space Shuttle.

Identical pressurized modUles, 13.6 meters (nearly 45
feet) long and approximately 5 Meters (15 feet) in diame-
ter, will be outfitted internally to serve either as a labora-
tory or as living quarters for Space Station crews. The
initial Station will supPort a crew Of eight people with crew
rotation and resupply from the Space shuttle at approxi-
mately three-month intervals. In addition to living quar-
ters, the facility will provide taffies (elecsical power,
thermal control, attitude control and da,aprocessing),
work space, and a docking hub to allcw tending by the
Space Shuttle. The modules will be able to support
scientific research and technology development requiring
crew intera3tion.

The unmanned platforms will be able tdprovide
changeable payload accommodations for activities
requiring minimum disturbance and protection from
contamination. A maxiMum of cpmmon subSystems such
as power,thermal, docking, data, etc., will be usedOoth
on the Space Station and the platforms. The co-orbiting
platform Will be tended and serviced from the Space
Station.

The NASA/Industry Team

The idea uf a Space Station has been under consider-
ation for years. NASA has conducted preliminary plan-
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Ai taSt rendering.ul IVASAs Space Station otthe mid 1990s illustrates dual keel configuration with pressurized living
quarters and laboratories c.iustered together at the center. A free flying platform is being towed to the Space Station by
an orbital maneuvering vehicle,

nit ig efforts over me past few years seeking the be, t
Space Station ccacept to satisfy the requirements k
potential users On :;eptember 14, 1984, NASA issued a
Request for Proposai iRFPi to U S industry for prelimi-
nary design and definit,on of the Space Station The RFP
sohcited proposals on four sepa ate work packages
covering Space Station elements

On Apni 19, 1985. NASA let competing contraJs on
each of the work packages The work packages. NASA
centers and contractors respt., be are

Work Package One, Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsviiie, ALdefinition and preliminary design of pies
sunzed common modules. node structures, environ-
mental control systems. laboratory module outlining,
logistics :nodules, engine elements within the propulsion
system, and Orbital Maneuvering Vehicles tOMVt and
Orbitai Transfer Vehicle (OTV) accommodations
Contracts were awarded to Boeing Aerospace ,Co Seat-
tle. WA and tu Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver CO

Work Package Twc Johnson Space Center Houston,
TXdefinition and preiiminary design of the structural
framework to which the various elements of the Space
Station win be attached manned systems within the habi-
tat module ,nterface hetween the Space Station and the
Space Shuffle mechanisms. such as Remote Manipula-
tor Sptems (RIASi node outfitting with attitude control,
thermai ,x)troI communications" propulsion and data

management subsylems, aidocks and extravehicular
actwity (EVAJ accommodations Contracts were awarded
to McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co Huntington
Beach, CA. and to Rockwell Internat,Qnal. Space Station
Systems Division. Downey. CA

Work Package Three, Goddard Space F'ight Center.
Greenbelt. MDdefinition and prehminary dosign of the
automated free-flying platforms and NASA s tole in the
development of provisions to service. maintain and repair
the platforms and other free-flying spacecraft, flight telero-
botic system. and provisions for instruments and
payloads to be attached externally to the Space Station
Contracts were awarded to RCA Astro Electronics, Prin-
ceton. NJ. and to General Electric Co . Space Systems
Division, Philadelphia, °A

Work Package Four, Lewis Research Center, Cleve
land. OHdefinition and preliminary design of the electri
cal power genet _ding. Lunditioning and stotage systems
Cuntracts *ere awarded to Rocketdyne Division Rock-
weli international Canoga Park. CA, and to TRW Federal
Systems Division Redondo Beach CA (NASA has since
terminated TRW s participation in work package 4,

The Kennedy Space Center, FL, will be responsible for
preflight and launch operations and will be Involved in
logistics support activities Other NASA centers will
support the definition and preliminary design activ&es
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Shaping the Space Station

NASA is'conducting a 21-month "Phase B" definitior
and preliminary design study during which Sped' Station
designers will identify and evaluate alternative systems,
components and philosophies resulting in a Space
Statlin configuration that is responsive to the needs of
potential Space Station users, cost-effective to operate
and maintain, and flexible in term's of eventual growth in
size and capabilities. ,

A configuration, called, the "power tower" because of its
sing!e 122-meter (400-foot) tall spine, was used as the
early reference.

Initial Space Station definition activihes were completed
in March 1986 at which time, based upon user require-
ments and, detailed engineering analysis, NASA selected
a modified version of the power,tower, called-the "dual
keel" as the baseline configuration. The dual keel Space
Station is rectangular in shape and features two,perallel
90-meter (297-foot) tall vertical keels, crossed by a Single
horizontal beam which supports the solar-powered

4

Lower Boom

-Radiator

energy system. The pressurized modules have beep
placed nearthe Space Station's center of gravity, the
most advantageous spot dn the Station for conducting
experiments that require a micro-gravity environment
The new configuration proVides more space for attaching
'payloads, and more easily accommodates future growth
of theStation.

Taprovide easy access and maxinium privacy, the
,modules,are arranged in a raft pattern, connected by
external nodes which will house many of the distributed
subsystems used_to command and-control the Station.
External airlocks free up space inside for locating equip-
ment and working apace. The atmosphere inside the
modules will be nearly iderltical toEarth's so that s.cien-
tists interested in the effects of weightlessness on the
human body can compare data acquired from earth-
based testing against data gathered in space.

Ar environmental control and life support system will
provide tile crew with a breathable atmosphere, supply
water for drinking, bathing and food preparation, remove
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contaminants from the air and process biological wastes.
The ECLSS systenywill be "closed" topermit oxygen to
be recovered from the carbon diwide expelled by the
crew, and allow wash water, urine ant; condensate to be
reused. Only food and nitrogen will have to be periodi.
cally resupplied.

Contractors will spend the remainder of the Phase B
period perforMing preliminary design of the Spar-Station
elements and subsysteMs. At the end of this period
NASA expects to have a firm and responsive Space
Station design and be in a position to proceed toward
hariware development.

Competitive contracts for hardware development are
scheduled for awaid in 1987. NASA's plans califor the,
Space Station to be assembled in orbit beginning in 103
and to have a permanent manned capability in 1994. The
Space Station Will be launched in segments in the Shuttle
orbiter's cargo bay and assembled in orbit It will be capa-
ble of growth both in size and capability and is intended
to operate for several decades.

International Participation in'the Space Station

In keeping with a long term policy of international coop-
eration in space, and the President's invitation to U.S.
friends and allies to participate in development of the
Space Station, NASA has signed agreements with
Cana la, the European Space Agency and with Japan

z

that owl te.,e a framework for cooperation during the defi-
nition arJ p..eliminary design activity.

Canasm ;s performing preliminary design on a Mobile
Servicirin Center, which would be a multi-purpose struc-
ture eq:44.1ped with manipulator ons that would be used
to help asisemble and maintain the ,Space Station, as well
as he4.. ipkeepinstruments and experiments mounted on
the StiSrm'S framewerk.

Japan s ConduCting preliminaq desigh ori an attached
multi-purpoie research arid development laboratorV that
will provide a shirtsleeve environment work space for
Station crews. The Japaneseex$riment module Will also
include an exposed work deck', a scientific/equiiiment
airlock, a local remoie manipulator arm and an experi-
ment logistics Module.

ESA is doing preliminary design work on a perman-
ently-attached pressurized laboratoryMOdule and a
polar-orbiting platform.

Cooperation during the development, operations and
utilization phases will require separate agreements.

Advanced Technologies

Space SfatIon has an extensive technology develop- '-
nient program underway to provide technical options that
are both reliable and cost effective for the Space Station
program. Among the technologies which have the highest
prioriti and the greatest potential for-increasing the

,e

At
NASA'
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This artist s conceashows what the interior of one habitation module might look like. A fully-equipped galley vnd
facilities for group dining are envisioned for what will be the Space Station equivalent of a wardroom.
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NASA Astronaut Sherwood "Woody" Spring checks joints on a tower that was assembled by Space Shuttle crewmen
to demonstrate space construction techniques. Using NASA's Space Station as a base, astronauts will be able to
assemble large structures.
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McDonnell Dougia:. Paylodd Spt'e, takt Charte. , Walk!. processes a pharmat eutical produc ab, 1,cl the Spai:e Shuttle
(pont; proc tS etpectod to be employed in commercial space manufacturing in the future Pharnweutic
ptudue tu)r- e is jiit one ut .nany i ornmeroal activities that be supported by the Spare Statfi
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productivity of the =ion are data management, environ-
mental control and life support, thermal control and
power.

in designing the Spat.e Station, contractors are paying
particular attention to the recommendations of the NASA
Advanced Technology Advisory Committee which is iden-
tifying automation and robotic technologies that could be
used in the Spade Station. Funds have been earmarked
for research in automation and robotics. Before the first
launch of Space Station elements aboard the Shuttle,
NASA will have ready a flight telbmbotic system that
could be attached to a mobile remote manipulator fo aid
in assembling and maintaining the Space Station. The
telerobotic system will also be used as a "smart" front
end on an Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle for remote opera-
tions and servicing of free-flying payloads.

Space Station Commercial Capabilities

The Space Station will stimulate extensive commercial
use of space by providing capabilities that are not now
available ta the private seder. These.capabilities are
poasible because the Space Station_will couple manned
presence with unlimited stay-time in orbit with advanced
automated systems.

The Space Station may in time enable the commercial
production, in quantity, of critical materials not obtainible
on Earth, sJch as extremely pure pharmaceuticals.
Frequent crew intervention is required in the development
phases for such production-processes. The Space
Station also will provde changeable payload accommo-
dations for commercial remote sensing instruments.

NASA has signed a Memorandum 01 Understanding
with Space Industries Inc., of Houston, TX, a privately-
funded venture, to exchange information during the
Phase B period. VI plans to develop a pressurized labo-
ratory that would be launched by the Shuttle. Eventually, it
could be serviced from theSpace Station.

8

Tending, Servicing, Repairing Satellites, Plaiderms

The Space Station wit! serve as spermanent base for
the efficient tending, servicing and repair of unmanned
platform3 and satellites, therebyincreasing the lifetime of
these expensive space assets and offering the flexibility
to upgrade wee syStems as technology advances. This
efficiency denyes in part from the fact that the seMcing
equipment is stored on the 9oace Station and will not
have to be brought up on theSpace-Shuttle for each indi-
vidual servicing mission. The Space Station also will
enable the in-orbit assembly and check-out of large
space structures such as antennas, aperturesrtele-
scopet and satellites prior to their deployment.

Science and the Space Station

The Space Station will provide the capability to donduct
space-based scienfific research in fields such as astro-
physics, solar system expbration, earth science and
applicatons, litesciences, materials processing and
cc,mmunidations.

NASA has established an advisory committee ta evalu-
ate the role thl Station will play in future scientific tasks.
Equivalent international adv:sory bodies exchange infor-
mation on their activities arid plans with respect to the
Spade Station.

Stepping Stone to the, Future

Space Station research focused on extending human
stay-time in space will contribute to future manned explo-
ration and exploitation of space. Thus,.the Space Station
could provide the necessary first step for major future
manned missions in space, such as a permanent lunar
base, a manned mission to Mars, a manned survey of the
asteroids, a manned scientific and communications facil-,_
ity in geosynchronous orbit, and a complex of advanced
scie;itific and commercial facilifies in low Earth orbit. Also,
the Space Station could enable the staging of future
unmanned-missions, such as planetaryprobes indluoifly
the possibility of sample returns.

*U.S. COVERWENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1987432-493/40436
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The first consumer product "made in space" is a micmsphem so small it is misible to the naked eye.
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his crystal grown aboard SpaceLab 3 and similar experiments
could lead to major advances in electronics and indust(y

Matenais processing is the science by which ordinary
and comparatively inexpensive raw materials are made
into useful crystals, chemicals, metals, ceramics, and
countless other manufactured products With it, we can
build modern computers and communications systems,
turbines for aircraft, and electric power plants Materials
processing nries it possible for us to produce chemical
and biological compounds for use in medicine, and high-
strength alloys and heat resistant ceramic tiles for use in
'he space program

Materials processing on Earth took us into the Space
Age and the near-weightless environment of Earth orbit
There, the extended benefits of working in weightlessness
have opened new and unique opportunities for the
science of materials processing In the microgravity envi-
ronment of an orbiting spacecraft, scientists can use
procedur..Is that are all but impossible on Earth

In orbit matenais processing can be accomphshed
Nithout the effActs of gravdy, which on Earth causes male-
nals of differ, densities and temperatures to separate
end deform under the influence of their own masses
However, when we refer to an object as "weightless,- we
-4') not strictly mean there is an absence of gravity Rather
Ne are referring to the absence of relative motion
between objects in a freely falling environment

For example, if a man standing in an elevator drops a
con the coin falls to the floor But if the elevator cable
breaks and the elevator begins to fall, a dropped coin will

2

literally float The coin yviii hoat (relabve to the man and the
elevator) because the elevator and everything wit t will
be in a state of free fall This principle of free fail is used to
obtain weightlessness on the ground tin drop towers and
drop tubes), in the air (aboard recearch aircraft) and in
orbit (aboard the Space Shuttle)

Drop towers and airplanes provide weightlessness for
up to 40 seconds, but extended periods of weightless
ness can only be achieved on an orbiting spacecraft
such as the Space Shuttle, the Space Stabon, or a
privately owned free-flying atform Moreover, the weight-
lessness that is achieved by a spacecraft is not caused by
an absence of gravity, but by the effect the spaceciaft s
orbiting speed has in countering the effects of gravity
Without gravity. the spacecraft wouid not follow a crcular
orbit, but would shoot ofi like a stone from a slingshot

Types of Experiment Payloads
At present. NASAs Space Shuttle is one of the principai

means for conducting orbital research Experiments
aboard the Shuttla may be conducted in the rrd-deck
area of the crev, cabin, in the cargo bay. using either the
Materials Excv_Inment Assembly (MEA) or the Materials
Science Laboratory (MSL), and in the Spacelab module
Each Shuttle payload area offers certain special
characteristics

-
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A Materials Science Lab IMSLI is lowered into the cargo bay
where it will be anchored and connected to .3huttle resources
lot carrying out experiments in orbit



1Ald-deck Payloads. Materials processing experiments
ca..1^9 carried in one or more of the 42 mid deck storage
locker. . The.t. lockers are about 05 cubic meters (2 cu ft)
in size and can hold experiments weighing up to 27 kdo-
grams (60 lb). Shuttle crews can conduct the experiments
inside the crew cabin.

Cargo Bay Payloads. Experiments carried in the cargo
bay use either the Materials Experiment Assembly (MEA)
or the Materials Science L oratory (MSL). Payloads
using the MEA are self-contained and operate odepen-
denily of the Shuttle s power and other resourceq Experi-
ments on the MSL use the resources provided by the
Orbiter, and on a single fhght can be as large as .33 cubic
meters (12 cu ft) and as heavy as 950 kilograms (2,100
ib).

Spacelal; Payloads. Experiments conducted on
Spacelab are similar tc MSL experiments, except that the
crew can be more involved. As Spacelab missions evolve,

!9, expected that each will be dedicated to a specific

V
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scientific discipline, such as life sciences, enwonmeotal
observations, or materials processing. Such an arrange
ment wal reduce fhght costs and integration requirements,
and will permit increased coordination among
experimenters

Recent Accomplishments
NASAs Commercial Use of Space program seeks to

use the weightlessness achieved in space to better
understand physical phenomena and to control materials
processes. NASAs stratev in this program is to work
upward from ground-based-research (drop towers and
drop tubes) to air and suborbital research (aircraft and
sounding rockets) to orbital research (the Space Shuttle
and Space Station). NASA also involvesihe academic and
industrial commur'ies in flight experiments aimed at
understanding processes on Earth and at developing
processes Liniquely suited to the.microgravity of spade.
Accomplishments have ranged from theoretical investiga-
tions to large experiments abdard the Space Shuttle.
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Artisrs concept of Space Station. While the Station is permanently in orbi4 products from it will benefit Earth by providing inhabitants
with new materials, medicines, computers, and communications
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Vapor growth of compound-type and alloy-type cry4-
fats. Crystals of compounds and alloys have been grown
by chemical vapor transport Practical applications of this
experiment could improve semiconductor technology for
the electronics industry.

,Containerless processing of glass. Glass samplea.
'have been injected mica furnace, positioned by acoustic
pressure, melted, and cooled. This containerless process-
ing metkod cambe used totetter understand glass
formation and to improve glass for optical and electrical
applications.

lifisciWirty-gap materials. Immiscible metals have been
alloyed with the desired distribution of constituents and
studied. An immiscible alloy is a mixture that separates
rapidly under the effects of gravity. Before the molten
metals solidify,.density differences cause the less dense
metal to float on the denser metal. The miscibihty problem
for metals ivery much like trying to mix oil and water.
However, in the microgravity of space, the ability to mix
such metals May lead to improved structural, electrical,
and magnetic materials.

Continuous flow electrophoresis. NASA-plans
continued space-based reswch to refine and improve
biological separation techniques for potential applications.
A recent cOmmercial experiment, the McDonnell Douglas
continuous flow electrophoresis, is being watChed-closely
by researcher& The experiment offers the potential for
commercial production in space of biological materials,
such-as pharmaceuticals.

N

Growth of precision latex spheres. Experiments have
demonstrated that weightless procesting produces better
formed and more uniformly sized microspheres. These
small, uniform latex spheres are in demand on Earth for
use in calibrating electron microscopes, particle counters,
and aerosol monitoring devices. The National Bureau of
Standards nas made 10-micron sized spneresavailabie
as calibration standards in their Standard Reference
Material Program. This makes thebeedsprOduced by
these experiments the first product sold that was "made in
space."

The Future of MicrogLvity Processing
Over the next 15 years, space-based research

st,ess both scientific and commercial goals. Products w."
include crystals, metals, ceramics, glasses, and biological
materials Processes will include containerless processing
and fluid arid chemical transport. As research inthese
areas develops, the benefits will beCome increasingiy
apParent on Eartn new materials, more efficient use of
fuel resources,.new pharmar,euticals, advanced compu-
ters and lasers, and better communications..Like space,
the opportunities offered by microgravity science and
applications are vast and are only beginning to be
explored. The NASA prOgram will evolvecver the next
decade 'to take maximum advantage of our planned
Sp e Station capability.

Payload SpecialiSt Dr. Byron Lichtenberg studies the behavior of fluid in microgravily. Lichtenberg uses the fluid physics module in
the-Materials Sciente Double RaCk

4 4 1
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Space Launch Vehicles

People and cargo are propelled
into space by rocket powar. NASA
uses Iwo, types of rockets for these
pui poses manned.and unmanned.
The latter, often referred to as
expendable launch vehicles, have
one or more powered stages. The
manned Space Shuttle, the key
element of the nation's Space
Transportation- System, or STS, is a
unique design, and is in a class
by it f.

Payload weight, destination and
purpose determine what vehicle
capabilities are required for each
mission. A lowweight spacecraft
designed to operate in near-Earth
orbit might be flown aboard
NASA's smallest space vehicle, the
Scout. Sending a manned Apollo
spacem aft to the Moon required the
massive Saturn V. The powe. ful
Titan.Centaur combination sent
large and complex unmanned
scientific explorers sucb as the
Vikings and Voyagers to examine
other planets. Atlas-Agenas sent
several spacecraft io impact 'the
Moon. Atlas.Centaurs and Deltas
have launched over 200 spacecraft
for a wide variety of applications
that cover the broad range of the
national space program.

Today, NASA's fleet of space
launch vehicles include only the
unmanned Scout, Delta and Atlas-
Centaur, and the manned Space
Shuttle.

SCOUT
23 meters
(75 Let)

DELTA
35.4 meters
(116 feet)

ATLAS/
AGENA

36.6 meters
(120 feet)

Inactive Launch Vehicles

Atlas/Agena

The Atlas/Agena was a multi-
purpose twostage liquid propellant
rocket. It was used to place
unmanned spacecraft in Earth
m bit, or inject them into the
proper trajectories for planetary or
deep space probes.

The prograMs in which the
versatile Atlas/Agena was utilized
included early Mariner probes to
Mars and Venus, Ranger photo-
graphic missions to the Moon, the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
(0A0), and early Applications
Technology Satellites (ATS). The
Agena upper stage aiso was used as
the rendezvous target vehicle for
the GeMini spacecraft during this
series of two.man missions in
19651965. In preparation for the
manned lunar landings, Atlas/Agena
launched lunar orbiter spacecraft
which went into orbit around the
Moon and took photographs of
possible landing sites.

ATLAS/
CENTAUR
41.9 meters
(137.6 feet)

TITAN III-El
CENTAUR
48.8 meters
(160 feet)

The Atlis/Agena stood 36.6
meters (120 feet) high, and devel-

!.oned a total thrust at liftoff of
approximately 1,725,824 newtons
(288,000 pounds). It was last used
in 1968 to launch an Orbiting
Geophysical Observatory (OGQ).

Saturn V

The Saturn V, America's most
powerful staged rocket, carried-
out the ambitious task of sending
astronauts to the Moon. The, first
Saturn V vehicle, Apollo -4, was
launched on November 9, 1967.
ApoHo 8, the first manned flight
of the Saturn V. was also ihe first
manned flight to the Moon;
launched in December 1968, iX

SPACE
SHUTTLE
56 meters
(184 fent)

SATURN V
111 meters
(363 feet)

SATURN IB
69 meiers
(223 feet)

1
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orbited the r on but did not land.
Apollo 11, nched on a Saturn V
on July 1 1969, achieved the
first lunar landing.

Saturn V began its -last manned
mission on December 7, 1972,
when it sent Apollo 17 on the final
lunar exploration flight. It was last
used on May 14, 1973, when it
lifted the unmanned Skylab space
station into Earth orbit, where it
was occupied by three crews for
a 171 days.

All three stages of the Saturn V
used liquid oxygen as the oxidizer.
The first stage burned kerosene
with the oxygen, while the fuel
for the two upper stages was liquid
hydrogen. Saturn V. with the
Apollo spacecraft and its small
emergency escape rocket on top,
stood 111 meters (363 feet) tall,
and developed 34.5 million
newtons (7.75 million pounds) of
th rust at I if toff.

Saturn IB

The Saturn IB was originally
used to launch Apollo lunar space-
craft into Earth orbit, to train for

-.manned flights to the Moori. The
first launch ,of a Saturn I B with an
unmanned Apono stiacecraft took
place in February 1966. A Saturn
13 launched- the first manned
Apollo flight, Apollo 7, on October

1966.
After the completion of the

Apollo program, the Saturn IL
launched three missions to man
the Skylab space station in 1973.
In 1975 it i;unched the American
crew for the Appllo/Soyuz Test
Rroject, the joint U.S./Soviet Union
docking mission.

Saturn IB was 69 meters (223
feet) tall with the Apollo space-
craft and developed 7.1 minion
newtons (1.6 million pounds) of
thrust at liftoff.

Titan 111-F.'Centaur

The Titan. 111-E/Centaur, first
launched in 1974, had an overall
height of 48.8 meters (160 feet).
Designed to use the best features of
three proven rocket propulsion
systems, +his vehicle gave the U.S.
an extremely-powerful and versatile
rocket for launching large space-
craft on planetary missions.

The Titan 111-E/Centat., was the
launch vehicle for two Viking

\ \

spacecraft to Mars, and two
Voyager spacecraft to Jupiter,
Saturn and Uranus. It also launched
two Helios spacecraft toward the
Suit, All Providea remarkable new
information about our solar system.
The Vikings and Voyagers pro
duced spedtacular color photo-
graph of the planets they exPlored.

The Titan II I-E booster was
a twostage liquid-fueied rocet
with two large solid.propellant
rockets attached. At liftoff, the
solid rockets provided 10.7 Million
newtons (2.4 milliort pounds) of
thrust.

The Centaur staje, stfil in use
today, produces 13::,440 newtons
(30,000 pounds) of thrust from
two main engird:, dad burns for
up to seven and onenalf minutes.
The Centaur can be restarted
several times. which allows for
more flexibility in launch times.

Current Launch Vehicles

Delta

Delta is called the workhorse
of the space program. This vehicle
has successfully tran3ported over
1'60 scientific, weather, communi-
cations and applications satellites
into space. These include the
TIROS Nimbus and ITOS satel-
lites, and many Explorer scientific
spacecraft.

First launched in May, 1960,
the Delta has been continuously
upgrade9 over .the years. Today
it stands 215.4 meters (116 feet)
tall Its first Stage is augmented'
by nine Caster IV strapon solid
propellant motors, six of which
ignite at liftoff and three after the
first six burn out 58 seconds into
the flight. The average fitststage
thrust with the main engines- and
six, solid-propellant motors burning
is 3,196,333 newtons (718,000
pounds). Delta has liquidfueled
first and second stages and a

solid-propellant third stage. For
most launches today, this thfrd
stage has been replaced by a Pay-
load Assist Module (PAM) stage
attached to the spacecraft.

The new PAM upper stage is
also used on Space Shuttle
launches. It boosts spacecraft
from the low Earth ortit achieved
by ttle Shuttle orbiter ii.to higher

2
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ones. Many spacecraft, especially
communications satellites, operate
in a geosynchronous (geo-
stationary) orbit some 35,792 kilo-
meters (22,240_ milei) above the
equator. With the PAM and a

recent chapge to a more powerful
second stage, the Delta can lift'
sonte 1,270 kilograms (2,800
pounds) intO a highly elliptical
orbit, for transfer into geo-
syhchronous orbit by a motor
built into the spacecraft. This is
almost double the 680 kilograms
(1,500 pounds)- a 'Delta could
inanap only seven years ago.

Atlas/Centaut

The Atlas/Centaur is NASA's
standard launch vehicle for inter-
mediate payloads. Itis used for the
launch of Earth orbital, geoL
synchronous, and interplanetary
missions.

Centaur was the nation's first
highenergy, liquid-hydrogen liquid-
oxygen launch vehicle stage. It
became' operational in 1966 with
the launch of Surveyor 1, tie
first U.S. spacecraft to, soft,land
on the Moon.

'Since 1966, both the Atlas
booster and, the 'Centaur second
stage have undergone many
improvements. At present, the
combined stages can place over
4,530 kilograms (10,000 pounds)
in low-Earth orbit, about- 2,020
kilograms (4,453 pounds) in geo-
synchronous transfer orbit, aid
over 1,000 kilograms (2,205
pounds) on an interplanetary
trajectory.

An AtlasCentaur stands 41.9
meters (137.6 feet) tall. At 1;ft-
oft-the Atlas booster develops over
1.9 million. newtons (438,400
pounds) of thrust. The Centaur
second stage develops 146,784%
newtons (33,000 pounds) of thrust
in a vacuum.

Spacecraft launched by Atlas/
Centaurs include Orbiting Astro-
nomical Observatories; Applications
Technology Satellites; Intelsat IV,
IV-A and V communications satel-
lites; Mariner Mars orbiters; a

Mariner spacecraft which made' a
fly-bY of Venus and three of
Mercury; Pioneer J pai.,:craft which
accomplished Cy-bys of Jupiter and
Saturn, and Pioneers that orbited
Venus and plunged through its
atmosPhere to the surface.
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Delta and Atlas Centaur ,elncles are assembled, (-hecked out an.i tested at the launch pads. This contrasts with the
mobile concept used for Space Shuttle operations at Complex 39.

Delta at Complex 17.

Scout

The Scout launch vehicle, which
became opetational in 1960, has
been undeigoing systematic up-

ading since 1976. The stet
Scout vehicle is a solicplopellant,
fout.stage boostei system appioxi-
mately 23 metels (75 feet) in
length with a launch weight of
21,600 kilogiams (46,620 pounds)
and liftoff thiust of 588,240
newtons (132,240 pounds).

Recent impiovements include
and upiated thild.stage motol
which incieases the Scout's payload
capability. It can now place up to
211 kilogiams (465 pounds) m low-
Eai th cubit. The thud stage also has
been piovided with an impioved
guidance system.

Ovel 100 Scouts have been
launched to date. They have been
used to place Vdliety of U.S. and
international loads into
inclined, equdtod 0nd polai oi bits
foi !NNW, piobe and eenriy
missions

Space Shuttle:

On Apia 12, 1981, the hist
Space Shuttle vehu ? lifted off

Atlas/Centaur at Complex 36

horn Launch Complex 39, Pad A,
at the Kennedy Space Centel. 'Olet
a two.day testflight mission that
vet ified the cleft's ability to
function in space, the oi bite!
Columbia rjnded at Edwalds Au
Foice Bise in Califoinia. The
Vehicle was piloted by ash o.
nauts John Young and Robeit

ippen. The STS1 mission mai ked
the fust time a new space vehicle
had been manned on its hist
flight,

The Space Shuttle consists of a
leusable delta winged spaceplane
called the oibitet, two solid
Pt opellant locket boosters, which
are iecoveied and also ieused, and
an expendable external tank, son
taming liquid piopellant9 foi the
oi bite! 's thi ee main engines.

The assembled Space ShAtle is
appioximately 56 mete! 3 (184
feet) long, 23.3 metels ,76 feet)
h,qh (to tip of oibitei's vertical
ta.I), and 24 metems (78 feet) wide,
measuied acioss the oibitei's wing.
tips Liftoff weight of the Shuttle
vehicle is approximately 2,041,168
kilogiams (4,500,000 poureds).

At lat..tch, the oibitet's thiee
liquid-fueled engines (hawing

3

piopellants horn the external tank
and the two solid piopellant

ro ket boo:tets bum simul.
taneously. Togethet, they genetate
about 28,650,000 newtons
(6,400,000 pounds) of thrust ai
I if tof f. As the Space Shuttle leaches
an altitude of about 50 kilometeis
(31 miles), the spent solids ate
detached and pal achured into the
ocean whet e they ale recoveted by
waiting ships for eventual lefulb-
ishment and ieuse on later missrons.
The orbiter ano external tank, still
attached to each othei, continue
towaid Earth otbn. When the
otbitei's main engines cut off,
just befole oibit is achieved, the
exter nal tank is jettisoned, to
Impact in a !emote ocean aim
Using onboaid tubital maneuvei ing
engines, the oibitel with its clew
and payload accelek.tes into cubit
to cat it y out :in opeiational
mission, notruaNy lasting horn two
to seven days.

When the mission is completed,
the oibitel leentels the atmosphele
and retuins to Eat th, gliding to an
unpoweied Touchdown
speed is above 335 kilometels (210
miles) per hour.
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Rudder
and speed
brake

Main engines (3)

Maneuvering
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control
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tanks
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Space radiators
(inside doors)

Forward
control
thrusters

Manipulator arm

111111111

2

Main gear

Flight ack

Mict-deck

Electrical system
fuel cells

Lendth: 37 Meters.(122
Taxi Height: 17.4 meters (57 Feet)
Wing Span: 24 meters (78 Feet)
Landihg Weight: (Variable About 90,718 kilograms (200,000 pounds)

MAIN ENGINE THRUST: 1,0.68,000 newtons (375,000 pounds each at sea level)

Cargo Bay: 18.3 meters (60 feet) along
4.6 meters (19feet) wide

Poyload Weight: 29,500 kilograms (65,000 pounds)-up
14,515 kilogram, (32,000 pounds) down

(All Figures Approximate)

5 4-8

Orbiter

Nose gear

0
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External Tank

I., tit 47 meters (54 feet)
Diameter: 8.4 meteis;(27.5 feet) :-
LOX Tank: 529,000 Liters (140,000 Gallons)
L12 Tank: 1,438,300 Liters (380,000 Gallons)

(All Figures Apprwcimate)

LOX Vent
Valve and
Fairing

Integral

SR B Stringers

Forward Attachment

,LOX Slosh \
Baffles

Orbiter
Forward
Attachment

Intertank
Umbilical
Plate

Orbiter Aft
Attachment Propel(ant Feed,

Pressurization Lines
and Electrical
Umbilicals

LH TANK

INTERTANK

LOX TANK

Solid Rocket
Booster
Length: 45.4 meters (149.1 feet)
Diameter: 3.7 meters (12.2 feet)
Weight: 589,670 kilograms (1,300,000 pounds)
Thrust: 11,787,000 newtons

(2,658,000 pounds)

(All Figures Approximate)

Nose Cap (Includes Pilot and
)rogue Parachutes)

Four Booster Separation Motors

Frustum (Includes 3 Main Parachutes) :

Ordnance Ring

Farward Skirt
(Includes Guidance Gyros)

Solid Recket Motor
(Forward Segment)

Solid Rocket Motor
(Forward Center Segment)

Solid Rocket Motor
(Aft Center Segment)

External Tank Attach Ring

Solid Rocket Motor (Aft Segment)

Four Boaster Separation Motors

Aft Skirt (Includes Steering System)

Nozzle Extension (Cut
off Before Ocean Impact)

6 4 9
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Propellants

Sir Isaac Ntwton tated ip his
Third Law of Motion tiat "every
action is accbmpanied by an

equal and opposite ;cation." A
rocket operates on this principle.
The continuous ejection of a

stream of hot gases in one direc-
tion causes a steady motion of
the rocket in the opposite
direction.

A jet aircraft operates on the
same principle, using oxygen in the
atmosphere to support combustion
of its fuel. The rocket engine is
designed to operate outside the
atmosphere, and so must carry its
own oxidizer.

The gauge of efficiency for
rocket propellants is specific
impulse, stated in seconds. The
higher the number, the "hotter"
the propellant.

Stated most simply, specific
impulse is the period in seconds
for which a one pound mess of
propellant (total of fuel and
oxidizer) will Produce a thrust of
one pound force. Although specific
impulse is a characteristic of the
propellant system, its exact value
will vary to some extent with the
operating conditions and design of
the . ocket engine. It is for this
reason that different numbers are
often quoted for a given propellant
or combination of propellants.

NASA launch vehicles use four
types of propellants: petroleum,
cryogenics, hypergolics and solids.

Petroleum:

The petroleum used as a rocket
fuel is a type of kerosene similar
to the kind burned in heaters and
lamps. However, that used for
rocket fuel is highly refined, and
is called RP-1 (Refined Petroleum).
It is burned with liquid oxygen
(the oxidizer) to provide thrust.

RP-1 is used as a fuel in the
first stage boosters of the Delta and
AtlasCentaur 'rockets. It also was
used to power the first stages of
the Saturn IB ahd Saturn V. RP-1
delivers a specific impulse consid
erably less than cryogenic fuels.

Cryogenic: ,

Cryogenic propellants used are
liquid oxygen (LOX), which serves
as an oxidizer, and liquid hydrogen
(LH2), which is a fuel. -The word
cryogenic is a derivative of the
Greek -kryos, meaning "ice cold."
LOX remains in a liquid state at
temperatures of 183 degrees
Celsius (-298 degrees Fahrenheit);
LH2 remains liquid at temperatures
of 253 degrees Celsius (-423
degrees Fahrenheit).

In gaseous form, oxygen and
hydrogen have such low densities
that extremely large tanks would'
be required to store them aboard
a rocket. But cooling and com-
pressing them into liquids vastly
increases their density, making it
possible to store them in large
quantities in smaller tanks.

The distressing tendency of
cryogenics to return to gaseous
form unless kept super-cool makes
them difficult to store over iong
periods of time, and hence less
than satisfactory as propellants
for military rockeu, which must
be kept launch.ready for months
at a time.

But the high efficiency of the
liquid hydrogen/liqUid oxygen com-
bination makes the low tempera-
ture problem worth coping with
when reaction time and storability
are not too critical. Hydrogen has
about 40 percent more "bounce
to the ounce" than other rocket
fuels, and is very light, weighing
about one.half pound per gallon.

Oxygen is much heavier, Weigh-
ing about 10 pounds per gallon.

The RL-10 engines used by
Centaur, the United States' (and
the world's) first liquid hydrogen
rocket stage, have a specific impulse
of 444 seconds. The J.-2 engines
used on the Saturn V second and
third stages, and on the Saturn IB's
second stage, also burned the LOX/
LH2 combination. They had spe-
cific impulse ratings of 425
seconds.

For comparison purposes, the
liquid oxygen/kerosene Combi-
nation used in the cluster of five
F-1 engines in the Saturn V first

7

stage had specific impulse ratings
of 260 secolids. The same pro-
pellant combination used by the
booster stage of the Atlas-Centaur
rocket yields 258 seconds in the
booster engine and 220 seconds
in the sustainer.

The high efficiency engines
aboard the Space Shuttle orbiter
use liquid hydrogen.oxygen and
have a specific impulse rating of
455 seconds. The two liquid
propellants also are used by the
orbiter's fuel cells to produce
electrical power through a pro-
cess best described ss electrolysis
in reverse.

Liquid hydrogen and oxygen
burn clean, leaving a by-product
of water vapor.

The rewards fc,; roastering LH2
are subrantial. The ability to use
hydror,en means that a given
mission can be accomplished with
a smaller guantity of- propellants
(and hence, a s.naller vehicle),
or, alternately, that the missicr
can be accomplished with a larger
payload than is possible with the
same mass of conventional pro.
pellants. In short, hydrogen yields
a bigger bang for the buck.

Hypergolic:

Hypergolic propellants are fuels
and oxidizers which igrute on
contact with each other and need
no ignition source. This easy
start and restart capability makes
them attractive for both manned
and unmanned spacecraft maneu-
vering systems. Another plus is
their storability they do not
have the extreme temperature
requirements of cryogenics.

Tile fuel is monomethyl-
hydra.ine (MMH), and the oxidizer
L nitroyen tetroxide (N204).

Hydrvine is a clear, nitrogen/
hydrogen compound with a "fishy"
smell. It's similar to ammonia.

N204 is a brownish fluid which
might L described as a super
nitric acid. It has the sharp, acrid
smell of many acids. Both fluids
are highly toxic, and are handled
under the most stringent safety
conditions.
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Facilities and Operations

NASA conducts launch oper-

aJons for its current stable of
launch vehicle at several sites acress
the country. The Scout rocket is
launched by the Langley Research
Center from facilities at Vanden-
berg Air Force Base in California,
and from the Wallops Flight
Facility on the east coast of
Virginia. Visiting teams from Italy
occasionally launch Scouts from
San Marco, a manmade platform
in the ocean off the east coast
of Africa.

The Kennedy Space Center, the
nation's primary launch organi-
zation, prepares and launches
unmanned Deltas and Atlas-Centaur

rockets from facihties at Com-
plexes 17:tind 36 on Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station, Florida. Manned
Space Shuttle launches are con-
ducted from Launch Complex 39,
located at the northern tip of
Cape Canaveral.

The Complex 39 facilities at
Kennedy Space Center originally
were built to support the Apollo
Lunar Landing Program. From
1967 to 1975, 12 Saturn V/Apollo
vehicles, one Saturn V/Skylab
workshop, three Saturn IB/Apollo
vehicles for the Skylab crews,
and one Saturn IB/Apollo for the
juint U.S.-Soviet Apollo-Soyuz
mission were launched from Com-

)04 0-.:Jor

Launch Complex 39, Kennedy Space Center.

9

plex 39. These facilities then were
modified to process and launch
the Space Shuttle. Reworking
existing facilities was far less

expensive than building all new
structures. Two major new addi-
tions were added. a special

runway to land returning orbiters
and an orbiter checkout hangar
caned the Orbiter Processing
Facility. During the 1980s, a

number of new facilities were
added for solid rocket booster
plocessing and Shuttle logistics.

These facilities, and how they
support Space Shuttle operatic +s,
arc explained on the f, ng
pages.

les
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Shuttle Landing Facility

When an operational Space
Shuttle orbiter returns to Earth
from its mizion in space and lands
at the Onnedy Space Center, it
touches down on one of the wurld's
longest runways. This facility is
located two miles northwest of the
Vehicle Assembly Building, on a
northwest/southeast alignment.

The Shuttle Landing Facility run-
way is about twice the length and
width of those used at commetrial
airports. It is 4,572 meters_(15,000
feet) long, 91.4 meters (300 feet)
wide, and 40.5 centimeters (16
inches) thick at the center. Safety
overruns of 305 meters (1,000
feet) are provided at each end.
The runway is not perfectly flat,
but has a slope of 61 centimeters
(24 inches) horn the centerline to
the edge. Small gtooves, each 0.63
centimeter (0.25 inch) wide and
deep, have been cut into the con-
crete every 2.85 centimeters (1.25
inches) actoss the runway. Thet
are a total of 13,600 kdometets
(8,450 miles) of these gtooves.
Together with the slope of the con
crele they piovide rapid drain off
of rain, as well as a mote skid
reststant surface.

A 168-meter (550 foot) by 149
metet (490 foot) atictaft api on, at
ramp, is attached to the runway
neat the southeastein end. The
MateDemate Device, which lifts
the orbitel foi attachment to ot re-
moval from its 747 cattier aiiciaft
(luting fetty upetations, is :ucated

NOS

*Q.=.1'-
'Abe,

An orbiter in the Mate/Demate Device
carrier aircraft used in ferry operations.

on the northeast corner of the
ramp. It also provides movable
platforms for access to certain
orbiter components

A Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) station is loeatell at mid
field off the east side of the run-
way. This is a homing transmitter
that broadcasts a signal receivable
by the orbiter. The TACAN has a
range of 483 kilometers (300 miles)
and is received when the space .
ciaft emerges from the re-entry
blackout period. The final approach
is guided by a precision Microwave

ARM

has just been lifted from dm. 747

Scanning Beam Landing System,
which is accurate to within 99.33%
in bringing the orbiter to the desig-
nated point on the runway.

Unlike conventional aircraft, tt.-st
orbiter lacks propulsion during the
landing phase. Its high-speed glide
must bring it in for a landing
perfectly the first t e there is
no circle-and-tryagi.. .1 capability
The landing speed of the orbiter is
346 kilometers (215 miles) per
hour.

Lanuings may be made on the
runway from the northwest to

An orbiter,747 combination touching down on the extra long runway at the Shu tt le Lending Facility.
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facturing facilities in California.

Logistics Facility

This modern, 30,159 square
meter (324,640 square foot) facil-
ity is located south of the Vehicle
Assembly Building and houses sdme
190,000 shuttle hardware parts
and over 500 NASA and contractor
personnel. A unique feature of the
building is its state-of-theart stor-
age and retrieval system which
includes automated handling equip-
ment to find and retrieve specifib
parts.

Solid Rocket Booster Processing

Following a Space Shuttle
launch, the expended solid rocket
boosters parachute into the ocean.
They are retrieved by recovery
ships and towed back to facilities
on Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station for disassembly and clean-
ing. The empty propellant-carrying
segments are transferred to 'booster
processing facilities at Complex 39,
where they are prepared for ship-
ment by rail to the manufacturer
for propellant reloading. The re-
maining solid rocket booster com-
ponents are taken to an assembly
and refurbishment area adjacent to
Complex 39 for reconditioning,

_ assembly and testing.
The solid rocket booster launch

processing flow is as follows:

Rotation Processing Building:
Located juskporth of the , ehicle
Assembly Building, this facility
receives new and reloaded solid
rocket booster segmPnts aft,
aft center, forward and forward
center-- shipped by rail from the
manufacturer Here, inspection,
rotation and aft skirt/aft segment
buildup ale performed.

Assembly and Refurbishment
Facility: This facility, located sev-
eral miles south of the Vehicle
Assembly Building covers 45 t.cres
and consists of four main buildings

Manufacturing, Engineering and
Administration, Service, and Hot
Fire. Inert booster components
such as the aft and forward skirts,
frustums, nose caps, recovery
systems, electronics and instru-
mentation, and elements of the
thrust vectoi control system are
received, lefurbished, dssembled
and tested. Completed aft skirt

,

lb

VII
iftripa,"."11

Assembly of the Space Shuttle flight components teces place in High
Bays 1 or 3 of the Vehicle Assembly Building. One nf the Shuttle's two
solid rocket boosters is being stacked on the Mobile Launcher Platform The
external tank will next be mated to the boosters.

12
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assemblies are transferred to the
Rotation Processing Building for
integration with the aft segments.
The remaining cbmponents are

integrated with the booster stack
during mating operations inside
the Vehicle Assembly,

SURGE Buildings (2): Each of
these facilities are used to store
two solid rocket booster flight
sets (eight segments) after transfer
from the adjacent Rotation Pro-
cessing Building. They remain here
until moved to the Vehicle
Assembly Building for integration
with other flight-ready booster
components from the Assembly
and Refurbishment Facility.

Vehicle Assembly Builling. All
booster elements are integrated
here into complete flight sets and

mated with the Space Shuttle
orbiler and external tank.

External Tank

The external tank is transported
by barge from its manufacturing
site at Michoud, Louisiana, to
Kennedy Space Center. It is off-
loaded at the Complex 39 turn
basin and transferred into the
Vehicle Assembly Building where
it is processed and stored in the
high bay area until mating with
the othei Space Shuttle flight
elements.

The external tank is the
largest element of the Space
Shuttle system. It contains two
inner tanks which hold the liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen pm
pellants that are fed into the

orbiter's main engines during the
ascent phase of launch. It is the
only Space Shuttle component
that is not recoverea and reused.

Vehiale Assembly Building

After preparation in the Orbiter
Processing Facility, the orbiter is
towed to the Vehicle Assembly
Building. This is the heart of
Launch Complex 39 and has been
modified for use in assembling the
Space Shuttle vehicle.

One of the largest buildings in
the world, the Vehicle Assembly
Building covers a ground area of
32,376 square meters (eight acres)
and has a volume of 3,624;000
cubic meters (129,428,000 cubic
feet). It is 166 meters (525 feet)
tall, 218 meters (716 feet) long and

4

---
The external tank rests on its trailer in the transfer aisle of the Vehicle Assembly Buildng after arrivingat the
Kennedy Space cvi ter by barge.

13
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158 meters (518 feet) wide. The
building is divided into a high bay
area 160 meters (525 feet) tall, and
a low bay area which is 64 meters
(210 feet) tall.

The structure is designed to with-
stand winds of up to 200 kilometers
(125 miles) per hour. Its founda-
tion rests on more than 4,200 steel
pilings 40 centimeters (16 inche0
in diameter, driven down to bed-
rock at a depth of 49 meters (160
feet),

The Vehicle Assembly Building
has more than 70 lifting devices,
including two 227-metric ton (250
ton) bridge cranes.

The Low Bay alea contains
Space Shuttle main engine main-
tenance and overhaul shops, and
serves as a holding area for solid
rocket booster forward assemblies
and aft skirts.

High Bays 1 and 3 are used for
integration and stacking ot the
complete Space Shuttle vehicle.
High Bay 2 is used for external
tank checkout and storage and as
a contingency storage area for
orbiteri. High Bay 4 also is used
for external tank checkout and
storage, as well as for payload
canister operations and solid rocket
booster contingency handling.

During Space Shuttle buildup
operations inside- the Vehicle
Assembly Building, integrated solid
rocket booster segments are trans-
ferred from nearby assembly and
checkout facilities, hoisted onto a
Mobile Launcher Platfrrm in High
Bays 1 or 3 and mited together
to form two complete solid rocket
boosters. The external tank, after
arrival by barge, and subsequent
checkout, inspection and storage in
High Bays 2 or 4, is transferred
to High Bays 1 or 3 to be attached
to the solid rocket boosters already
in place. The orbiter, the final
element to be added, is towed from
the Orbiter Processing Facility
to the Vehicle Assembly Building
transfer aisle, raised to a vertical
position by overhead oranes,
lowered onto the Mobile Launcher
Platform and mated to the re.,t of
the stack.

When assembly and checkout
oRerations are complete, the huge
outer doors of a high bay open to
permit the Crawler Transporter to
enter and move under the Mobile
Launcher Platform holding the as-
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After being towed into the Vehicle Assembly Building the orbiter is raised
to the vertical position and lifted into the high bay by bridge crane for
mating with the ex ,rnal tank.
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,The Mobile Launcher Platform and assembled Space Shuttle on the Crawlerway,

Transportable Equipment

The Mobile Launcher Platform
is a steel stiuctuie 7.6 meteis (25
feet) high, 49 mewls (160 feet)
long, and 41 meteis (135 feet)
wide It selves as a nanspottable
launch base foi the Space Shuttle
The plat foi m s constlucted of steel
up to 15 centimeteis (six inches)
thick At then patking sites north
of the Vehicle Assembly Building,
in the high bays, and at the launch
pads, The two Mobile Launche,
Piatfoims test on six 6 7 metei
(22 (out) tall pedestals Then, die
thiee openings thiough the main
body of a platfoim Two aie tot the

exhaust of the. solid locket boost
els, and the thud the one in the
centei is foi the Shuttle main
engines exhaust ,

Two laige devices called Tail Set
vice Masts sit on each side of the
Space Shuttle oibitei main engines
exhaust hole. They piovide sevetal
umbilical connections to the
oibitei, including a liquid oxygen
line !tinning thiough one ,and
liquid hydiogen line thiough the
othei These ciyogemc pi opellants
ale fed into the extei nal tank nom
the pad tanks via these connect,ons
At launch the ombilicals dre pulled
away horn the oibitei and enact
into th mast,,, while piotective

16
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hoods totate clo,ed to shield th:,m
f, im the exhaust flames. Each Tail
Sei vice Mast assembly is 4.5 meteis
(15 feet) long, 23 metels (nine
feet) wide, and oses 9,4 meteis
(31 feet) above the plat foi m deck.

The Hydiogen Buinoff System
consists of two 1 .5.metet (5400t)
long booms, one suspended horn
each Tail Seivice Mast. Each boom
contains foot flaw-like devices,
which ale designed to bum off gas
horn d pie-ignition flow of liquid
hydiogen thiough the main engines.
This is to keep a cloud of exce<;,
ga!,eous hydlogen horn fosming,
which could explode upon ignition
of the main enginec
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The Payload Canister in the vertical position on itt ran'sport&r. ,

The Space Shuttle is supported
and held on the Mobile Launcher
Platform by eight attach posts, four
on the aft skirt of each .of the 'two
solid rocket boosters. These fit on
counterpart posts located in the
platform's two solid rocket bboster
suppoi t wells. The vehicle is freed
by triggering explosive nuts which
elease the giant studs linking the

solid rocket booster attach posts
with the platform support posts.

There are two inner levels in
each Mobile Launcher PLIform,
with various roims that house elec-
trical, test, and propellant loading
equipment. Unloaded, a Mobile
Launcher Platform weighs 3.7
million kilograms (8.23 million
pounds).

The two Crawler-TranSporter
tracked vehicles were previously
used to move Saturn rockets from
the Vehicle Assembly Building to
the launch pad. The transporterS
are 6.1 meters (20 feet) tall, 40
m.Iters (131 feet) long and 35
meters (114 feet) wide. The maxi-

mum speed unloaded it 3.2 kilo-
Meters (two miles) per hour, while
maximum speed With the load of
the Space Shuttle is 1.6 kilometers
(one mile) per hour. A.crawler has
eight tracks, each of which has 57
shoes, or cleats. Each shoe weighs
approximately one ton. Unloaded,.
the tiansporter weighs 2,857,680
kilograms (6,3 million pounds).

The transporters have a leveling
system that will keep the top of
the Space Shuttle vertical while
negotiating the five percent grade
leading up to the top of-thi launch
pad.

The transporter is powered by
two 2,750horsepower diesel en-
gines. The engines drive four 1,000-
kilowatt generatbrs which provide
electrical power to the 16 traction
motors.

The Payload Canister provides
restraint and, protection to the
various Shuttle payloads while
in transit from payload processing
or assembly facilities to. either the
launch pad (vertically handled pay-

loads) or Orbite Processing Facil-
ity (horizontally handled payloads).
The canister is 21,, meters (69: feet)
long, 6.4 Meters(21' feet) wide and
6.4 meters (21 feet) high.

the lcanister is made to physi-
cally resemble the -cargobay of
the orbiter. 'It can accommodate
payloadi up to 18.3 meters (60
feet) long, 4.5 meters (1E .feet) in
diameter, and up to 29,481 kilo-
grams (65,000 pounds) in weight.
It provides envirnrunental control
and protection to payloads While in
transit, and can suPply certain
needed support services such as gas
purges and monitoring of- critical
measurements.

The Payload Canister 'Transpor-
ter is a 48-Wheel self-propelled
truck designed to transport the can-
ister and its associated hardwara.
The transporter rides on rubber
tires and is designed to operate on
normal hard road surfaces. It is
19.8 'meters (65 Jeet) long and 7
meters (23 feet) wide. Its elevating
flatbed, has a height of 1.8 meters

4 (6 feet); but can be lowered to 1.6
peters (5 'feet 3 inches) or raised
io 2.1 meters (7 feet). Its wheels
are independently steerable and
permit fhe ,transporter to'move for,
ward, backward, or sideways; -to
';crab",diagonally; or to turn on its
own axis' like carousel.

The transporter is driven by a
hydraulic system powered by a
liquid.cooled diesel engine. How .
eve!, when within a spacecraft facil-
ity the transporter runs on an elec-
tric motor using ground power.

The bare transporter weighs
63,500 kilograms (140,000
pounds). With a full load of diesel
fuel, the environmental control sys-
tem, communications systems, and
other equiPment and instrumenta-
tion mounted on it, the transporter
has a gross weight of 77,300 kilo
grams (170 "0 poundsi.

The transt.,orter is steerable from
diagonally opposed operatoi cabs
or each end. Its top speed unloaded
is 16 km/h (10 mph), but fully
loaded it is 8' km/h (5 mph),
Because payload handling will
require precise movements, the
transporter has a "creep" mode
that permits it to move as slowly as
0.023 km/h (0.014 mph). The
transporter can carry the payload
canister in either the horizontal
or vertical position.
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The Crawler Transporter can lift the Spi.c6 Shuttle on its Mobile Launcher Platform and move it from the Vehicle
Assembly Building to the launch pad.

Crawlerway

The Ciawler-Tianspolters move
on a ioadwav 40 meters (130 feet)
wide, almost as bioad as an eight-
lane tuinpike. The crawlerway con-
sists of two 12.meter (40-foot)
wide lanes, separated by a215-meter
(50 foot) wide median stip, that
run from the Vehicle Assembly
Building to the launch pads. The
too sui face on which the trans-
poi ters opelate is river gravel. This
giavel layer is 20 centimeteis
(eight inches) thick on cuives and
half that on the straightaway sec
tions. The distance from the
Vehicle Assembly Buildinp to Pad
39A is about 5.6 kilometers (3.5
miles), and to Pad 39B, 6.8 kilo-
meters (4.25 miles).

Launch Pads-39A And 39B

The Launch Complex 39 pads
are toughly octagonal in shape.
Each covers about 0.64 square kilo
meter (0.25 square mile) of land,
contained within a high chain link
fence. Space Shuttles are launched
from the top of the concrete hard
stand in the center of the pad. The
Pad A stand is 14.63 metels (48
feet) above sea level at its top, and
Pad B is 16.76 meters (55 feet).
The top of each pad measures 119

meters (390 feet) by 9c; metets
(325 feet). The two.major items of
equipment on each pad 'ate the
Fixed Selvice Structure and the
Rotating Service Structure.

The Fixed Service Structure is
lnated on the west riide of the
hardstand. iommerhead crane on
too pros ides homing services as re-
quired in pad operations. There are
12 work levels at six-mete! (20.
foot i- ilitervals. The height of the
structure to the top of the tower is
7F meters (247 feet), to the top of
ti , iammerhead crane 81 meteis
(265 feet), and to the top of the
lightr ing mast 106 meters (347
feet).

Swingarms on the Fixed Ser-
vice Structute provide access to
the orbiter for crew and equiP-
ment. The Orbiter Access Arm
swings out to the crew compart-
ment to provide petsonnel access.
The outer end of this arm supports
a small room, holding up to 6 per-
sons, commonly, called the "White
Room." It mates With the crew
hatch. This arm-remains in the ex-
tended position until seven minutes
prior to launch, to provide an emei-
gency exit fot the crew should one
be needed. It is 20-meters (65 feet)
long, 1.5 meters (5 feet) wide, and
2.4 meters (8 feet) high. The Or-

18

biter Access Atm is attached to the
Seivice Structute at the 44.8-meter
(147-foot) level. It rotates to its
retracted position in appioximately
30 seconds.

The Externd Tank Gaseous
Oxygci Vent Arm lowers a hood,
called the beanie cap, over the top
of the Shuttle's external fuel tank.
Heated gaseous nitrogen is pumped
into the hood to warm the liquid
oxy.gen vent system at the top of
the external tank. This prevents
vapois at the vent opening from
condensing into ice that could dis
lodge and damage the orbitei
during launch. The vent system aim
is 24.4 meters (80 feet) long, 1.5
meters (5 feet) wide, and 2.4
meters (8 feet) high. The diametei
of the vent hood is 4 meters (13
feet). The arm is attached to the
Fixed Seivice Structute between
the 63.1-metet (207-foot) and 69.2-
meter (227-foot) levels. The arm
and its hood can be retracted, in
about one minute and 30 seconds.
They are in the fully etracted
position at appioximately 45 sec-
onds prior to launch.

The External Hydrogen Vent
Line Access Arm provides a means
of mating the external tank umbih-
cals to the paa facilities, and pm-
lades wo, ...cess to the tank atea.
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This atm retracts sevei al hours be
fore launch, leaving the umbilicals
attached. At the moment the solid
rocket boosters ignite, theseumbili-
cals eject from the Shuttle and fall
back against the tower, where they
ai e protected from engine flame by
a curtain of sprayed water. This
aim is 15 meters (48 feet) long, and
attached at the 51-meter (167-foot)
level.

The Rotating Service Structure
provides access to the orbiter foi
installation and servicing of payloads
at the pad. It pivots through one-
third of a circle, from a retracted
position well away from the Shuttle
to the point where its payload
changeout room doors meet and
match the orbitei cargo bay doors.
It rotates around a vertical hinge
attached to one corner of the Fixed
Seivice Structure. Most of its-body
is some 18 meters (59 feet) above
the pad, supported oy the hinge
and a structural framework on the
opposite end. This framework tests
on two eight wheel motoi -driven
trucks, which ride on rails installed
with the pad sui face. The totating

body is 31 meters (102 feet) long,
15 meters (50 feet) wide, and 40
meters (130.feet) high.

The primary purpose of the
Rotating Service Structure is to
receive Space Shuttle' \payloads
while in the retracted position, ro-
tate, and install them in the orbiter
cargo bay. With the exception of
the Spacelab and other large
horizontal payloads, which are
loaded while the orbiter is in the
Orbiter Crocessing Facility, all
spacecraft aie loaded into the
Shuttle at the pad. The paybad
changeout room provides an
enviionmentally clean or "white
room" condition in which to
receive payloads from their pro-
tective transportation canisteis, and
maintains this cleanliness by never
exposing the spacecraft to the open
air du:ing the Danger operations.

In operation, a canister is
hoisted to the proper elevation in
the retracted Rotating Sei vice
Sbucture and locked into position.
The envirunmental seals in the
Rotating Service Stiucture are
inflated against the sides ot the

ednister. The space between the
closed doors of the Rotating
Service Structure and ffie.canister
are purged with clean, tempeiature
and humidity.controlied air, after
which the doors may be opened.
The payload is then transfer;ed
from the canister into the R.ltating
Service Structure, the canister and
Rotating Service Structure doors
are closed, the environmental seal is
deflated, and the canister is lowered
to its transporter to be taken off
the pad. The Rotating Service
Structure rolls into position to
enclose the orbiter's payload bay,
re-establish'ng the environmental
seals and clean air purge. The
Roiating Service Structure and
payload bay doors are then opened
so that the payload may be
installed.

A Weather Protection System
at Pads A and B shields the orbiter
from windblown debris, heavy rains
and hail that could damage the
craft's fragile heat protection tiles.
A considerable portion of the
orbiter is shielded by the 'Rotating
Service Structure .ann its attached

1.1.64eir

Pad 39A, with its Fixed and Rotating Service Structures, prepares to accept the 4,ace Shuttle on its
Mobile Launcher Platform. The Shuttle is being carried uplhe pad ramp by the Crawler-Trap.worter.

I 9
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Payload Changeout Room which
closes in around ,the vehicle while
on the pad. The Weather Protecticin
Systemfills in the gaps.

rrotectioR fcr the lower portion
of the orbiter is provided by metal
doors that slide together between
the orbiter's belly and the external
tank. The doors, measuring up to
16 meters (53 feet) long, 11.6
meters (38 feet) tall and weighing
up to 21 metric tons (46,000
pounds), are connected to the
Rotating Service Structure and the
Fixed 5ervice Strucluie. The doors
move together from opposite sides
on wheeled flanges that Ode on
steel beams.

The top of the orbiter is pro-
tected by an inflatable seal that
extends from the Payload Change-
out Room, forming a semi-circle
covering 90 degrees of arc between
the vehicle and the external tank.
A series of 20 or more bi-fold
metal doors, about 24.4 x 1.2

Attached to the top of the,Fixed Service Structure is the gaseous oxygen
vent hood on its swingarm. Upderneath, the external tank hydrogen vent
line and access arm alio& mating of umbilicals and access to the intertank
l'nterior.

The Payload Canister is lifted from its transporter into the cradle of the Rotaticisg Service Structure.
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rnt As (80 x 4 feet) in size, fold
out from the Payload Changeout
Room on the Rotating Service
Structure to cover the side areas
between the external tank and the
orbiter.

The Flame Deflector System
pintects the vehicle and pad struc-
tures from the intense heat of
launch. It is located in the ground
level flame trench that bisects the
hardstand. A flame deflector func-
tions by presenting an inverted
V-shape to the flames pouring into
the trench through openings in the
Mobile Launcher Platform. Both
sides of the upsidedown V curve
out near the bottom until they are
almost horizontal. Flames follow
these curves and are deflected hori-
zontally down tne flame trench,
rather than bouncing back up to
envelop the vehicle.

The flame trench divides the
hardstand lengthwise from ground
level to the pad surface. It is 149
meters (490 feet) long, 18 meters
(58 feet) wade, and 12 meters (40
feet) high. At launch, flames shoot
out both ends of the trench into
the air. The deflector for the Space
Shuttle is actually a twoin-one
device, where one side of the inver-
ted V receives the flames from the
orbiter's main engines, and the op-
posite side the flames from the two
solid rocket boosteis. It is fixed
near the center of the trench, and
extends completely across it.

The or biter and booster deflec-
tors are built of steel and covered
with an ablative material about
13 centimeters (five inches) thick
that flakes off to shed heat. They
weigh over 453,592 kilograms (one
million oounds) each.

In addition to the fixed deflec-
tors, titre are two movable ones
located at the top of the trend., for
additional protection from the solid
rocket booster flames.

The Slidewire System provides
an escape route for the astronauts
and closeout crew until the final 30
seconds of countdown. Five slide-
wires extend from the Fixed Ser-
vice Structure at the Orhiter Access
Arm level down to the ground. A
flat-bottom basket made of steel
wire and heat resistant fiber is sus-
pended from each of five wires and
positioned for entry in event of
emergency. Each basket can hold
two oersons. The basket slides
down a 366-rneter (1,200 foot)

wire to a bunker located west k.1
the Fixed Service Structure. The
cit cent takes approximately 35 sec
onds and is controlled by a fric
tion brake between the basket and
the wire.

The Lightnino Mast extends
above the Fixed Service Structure
and provides a "cone of protec-
tion" over the vehicle and pad
structures. The 24.meter (80-foot)
tall fiberglass mast is grounded by a
cable Nhich starts from a ground
anchor 335 meters (1,100 feet)
south of the Fixed Servce Struc-
ture, angles up and over the light-
ning mast, then extends back down
to a second ground anchor the same
distance to the north. The mast

functions as an electrical insulator,
holding the cable away from the
tower. The mast with its accom-
panying support strdCture extends
30 meters (100 feet) above the
Fixed Service Structure.

A Sound ,Suppression Water
System has been installed on the
pad to protect the orbiter and its
payloads from damage by acoustical
energy reflected from the Mobile
Launcher Platform during launch.
The Shuttle orbiter, with its pay-
loads in the cargo hold, is much
closer to the surface of the Mobile
Launcher Platform than was the
Apollo spacecraft at the top of
a Saturn V or Saturn IB rocket.

The sound suppression system

Astronauts Paul Weitz and Karol Bobko participate in the Emergency Egress
Training on the slide wire at Pad 39A.
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The rainbirds begin to place a cushion of water on the Mobile Launcher Platform to prevent reflection of acousticiN
energy from the platform's steel structure. Fresh water stored in the elevated tank flows through a valve network
(upper left) to achieve proper pressure. It then flows through the giant pipes to the rambirds.

includes an elevated watei tank
with capacity of 1,135,550 liters
(300,000 gallons). The tank is 38
meteis (290 feet) high and is lo-
cated on the noitheast side of the
pad. The wa.tei is ieleased just pi loi
t.., ignition of the Shuttle engines,
and will flow thiough 2.1-metei
(seven-foot) diametei pipes foi
about 20 seconds. Watei pours
from 16 nozzles atop the flame
deflectois, and fie .1 outlets in the
main exhaust hole in the Mobile
Launchei Platfolm By the time the
solid locket boosteis ignite, a toi-
rent of wa'xi will be flowing onto
the Mobile Launchel Platfoim fi mil
six laige quench nozzles, or "rain.
bn ds," mounted on its sus face.

The ran-thuds ale 3.6 metels
(12 feet) high. The two in the centei
r:te 107 centimeteis (42 inches) in
diametei; the othei foul have a 76-
centimetei (30-inch) diametel.

The peak late of flow from all
sou i ces is 3,406,500 liteis (900,000
gallons) of watei pei minute at nine
seconds aftei liftoff.

Acoustical levels leach their
peak when the Space Shuttle is

about 91 meteis (300 feet) above
the platfolm, and cease tn be a
pi oblem at an altitude of about
308 meteis (1,000 fe t).

Part of the Sound Suppression
Watei System is the Solid Rocket

Boostei Oveipressure Suppression
System. It alleviates the effeset of a
reflected pressure pulse which
occurs at booster ignition. This
piessure, without the suppression
system, would exeit significant
fotces on the wings and control
3urfaces of the oi biter.

Theie are two piimary com
ponents to the system. A watei
spray system provides a cushion of
water which is dilected into the
flame hole directiy beneath each
boostei. This is supplemented by a
series of water "hammocks"
stretched across each hole, pro-
viding a water mass to dampen the
reflected pressure pulse. Used to-
gether, this t.' Jtel barrier blocks the
path of the ieflected piessure ::.?ve,
greatly decreasing its intensity.

In the event of an abi. *-d
mission, a Post-ShiAdown Engine
Deluge System is used to cool the
aft end of the otbitel. It also con-
tiols tt...e burning of lesidual hydro
gen after the Shuttle's main
engines have been shut down with
the vehicle on the pad. There ale 22
nozzles around the exhaust hole foi
the main engines within the Mobile
Ljunchel Platfoim. Fed by a 15.2-
centimeter (6-inch) diameter supply
line, water flows at a late up to
9,460 liters (2,500 gallons) pei min-
ute.

22

Propellant Storage Facilities
ate located at both pads. Liquid
oxygen, used as an oxidizei by the
olbiters main engines, is stoied
in a 3,406,o00-litei (900,000-
gallon) tank located at the north-
west co: rim of each launch pad.
This balkhaped vessel is a huge
vacuum bottle which is designed
to maintain the supeicold tem-
pelatines of ciyogemc pi opellants.

Liquid oxygen is tiansfei led
horn the stolage tank to the
e -..n's exte: nal tank befoie flight
b two pumps which supply
3,,850 liteis (10,000 gallons) pei
minute each.

The liquid hydi ogen fuel fol
the oibitei's main eligines is stoied
in a maw 3,218,250-litei
(850,000-gallon) ball-shaped vessel
located at the noitheast comei of
the pads.

Pumps are not requited to
move the liquid hydiogen fi orn the
stoiage tank to the oi bitei 's extei
nal tank dunng fueling opeiations
A small amount t liquid hydiogen
is allowed to vaponze. This mates
a gas piessine in,the top of the tank
that moves the extiemely light
fuel thiough the tiansfei lines

The vacuum.jacketed tiansfei
lines call y the supeicold pro-
pellants to the Mobile Launchei
Platfoim, whew they ate fed from
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What's New in NASA Aeronautics?

_

New hightemperature materials are being developed that will enable the National Aero-Space Plane to withstand the heal associatedwith

nigh speed atmospheric flight. This vehicle, shown here as an artist's concept, would have advanced airbreathing engines. It would have the

capability to take off horizontally from and land on conventional runways, accelerate to orbit or cruisehypersonically in the atmosphere

between Earth destinations. The National Aero-Space Plane program will provide the technologyfor space launch vehicles and hypersonic

cruise. vehicles. 70
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aircraft Tests are underway on models of an improved Space
Shuttle, the Boeing 767. the X-29A and several general
research aircraft

'

A model is prepared for testingin the National Transonic
Facility. a new kind of wind tunnel that uses cryogenic nitrogen
gas at high pressure to test models of advanced aircraft and
Spacecraft designs.

How a Wind Tunnel Works. A wind tunnel is a tubelike
structure or passage in which wind is produced,
usually by a large fan, to flow over objects such as
aircraft. engines, wings, rockets or models of these
objects A stationary object is placed in the test section
of a tunnel and connected to instruments that measure
and record airflow around the object and the aerody-
namic forces that act upon it

Wind tunnels are used extensively to test scale models
and obtain information that venfies theorr and perfor-
mance estimates Tunnels vary insrze from those large
enough to test a complete airplane or a large part of an
airplane to those with a test section only a few inches
square where models as small as the head of a match
are tested

Air flov: in a wind tunnel is p siouced and conditioned in
several ways to simulate flight at the speeds, altitudes
and temperatures that would be encountered by
particular kinds of aircraft The speed of air flowing
through a tunnel is usually expressed in terms of the
soPed of sound (760 mph at sea level) The ratio
delween the speed ol air flow and the speed of sound is
callect a Mach number At Mach 2. for example, the
speed of a vehicle is twice the speed of sound, or 1.520
rnoh at sea level

Speed ranges are divided into subsonic. transonic,
supersonic and hypersonic Subsonic is below Mach
0 8. the speeds flown by all light aircraft and most
comme-:ial transports Speeds from Mach 0 8 to Mach
1 2 are transonic because the air flow over a vehicle
crosses the speed of sound The supersonic speed
rang: is from Mach 1 2 to about Mach 5 Air flow above
Mach 5 is called hypersonic The Space Shuttle and
Trans-Atmospheric Vehicle concepts travel at or
through the hypersonic speed range

Cryogenic temperatures as low as minus 300 degrees
Fahrenheit are obtained in the new tunnel by evaporating
liquid nitrogen into the tunnel circuit, creating nitrogen gas as
the test medium.

Theoretical Tools. The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation
(NAS) program at the Ames Research Center provides the
most powerful computational system in the world foraeronauti-
cal research and development. The heart of the NA, system
is its super co nputer, which has a peak speed of one bilhon
computations per second The NAS program provides the
computational power to make the most demanding aerody-
namics computations ever attempted. It has high-speed
processing netwo ss with work stations,graphros features
and satellite and land communications links between r. SAs
research centers. The new system will l'elp solve major prob-
lems involving aerodynamics, structures materials, weather
and chemistry,

Computational fluid dynamics is emerging as a powerful tool
for improved understanding of flow physics. It simulates
conditions and flow phenomena that are difficult to measure
physically, The Ames super computer will calculate real flow
over complete aircraft and through internal passages of
turbine engines.

Computational structural mechanics is being developed to
provide accurate and efficient analyses of very complex
airframe and engine structures It is focused on advanced
analytical methods ard exploiting powerful parallel and multi-
processor computers This capability will enable the design
and development of lighter weight, more efficientaircraft
through better structural designs and more effective uses of
sclv,nced materials

New Goals

"Lasting U.3 aeronautical leadership mil only be secured by
the vigorous renewal of America s traditional strewth
pioneering new technology

President's Office of Science
and Technology Policy. 1985

This realization has caused the proposal of three new national
goals for aeronautics research and development

Subsonics. Develop the technology for an entirety new
generation of fuel-efficient, affordable United States aircraft
that will operate in a modernized national airspace system.

Supersonics: Deves.op technologies (especially for commer-
slat aircraft) that will sustain supersonic cruise ability for long-
distance elfiDE.

Trans-Atmospherics. Develop the ability to routinely cruise
and maneuver into and out of the atmosphere with takeoffs
and landings from conventional runways, thereby providing
flexible bases for global-range weapons delivery, reconnais-
sance and space support missions

Colter ively. these goals will focus national energies and crea-
tivity on new frontiers and oprirtunities that are vital for the
success and leaderthip of the United Slates
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THE EARLY YEARS NE

ME2CURY TO APOLLO-SOYUZ
:.

The Urite4 S...tes manned space flight.effort has progressed through a series
of programs of ever increasing scope and complexity. Thejkst-Mercary
launch from a sma// concrete s/ab on Complex 5 at Cape Canaveral required
only a few hundred ole. The launch of Apollo 11 from gigantic Complex
39 for man's first landing engaged thousands. Each program has stood
on the technologic. lievements of its predecescor. The complex, sophis-
ticated Space Shuttle of today, with its ability to routinely carry six or more
people into space, began as a tiny capsule where even one person felt cramped

the Mercurl. Program.

PROJECT MERCURY

Project Mercury became an official program of NASA on Oct .1er 7,
1958 Seven astronauts were chosen in April, 1959, aftrs a natic.wvide can for
jet pilot volunteers. Project Mercury was assigned two broad missions by
NASAfirst, to investigate man's ability to survive and perform in the space
environment; and second, to develop the basic space technology and hard-
ware for manned space flight programs to come..

The one-man Mercury spacecraft was designed and built with a max-
imum orbiting mass of about 1,451.5 kilograms (3,200 pounds). Shaped
somewhat like a bell, the craft was 189.2 centimeters (74.5 inches) wide
across the bottom and about 2.7 meters (nine feet) tan. The astronautesca,
tower added another 5.2 meters (17 feet) for an overall length of approx-
imately 8 meters (26 feet) at launch. Two boosters were chosenthe Army
Redstone with 346,944 newtons (78,000 pounds) thrust for the suborbital
flights and the Air Force Atlas with 1,601,280 newtons (360,000 pounds)
thrust for the orbital missions.

On May 5, 1961, Ashonaut Alan B. Shepard, Jr., was launche from
ComPlex 5 at Cape Canaveral by a Redstone Boostei on the first U.S.
manned space flight. His suborbitel mission of 15 minutes took his Freedon 7
spacecraft 186.7 kilometers (116 miles) high into space.

On July 21, 1961, a Redstone booster hurled Astronaut Virgil I.
"Gus" Gnssom through the second and last suborbital flight in the Liberty
Bell 7.

NASA then advanced to the Mercury Atlas series of orbital missions.
Another space milestone was reached on February 20, 1962, when Astro
naut John H. Glenn, Jr., became the first American in orbit, circling the
Eartl three times in Friendship 7.

On Mdy 24, 1962, Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter in Aurora 7 com-
plehz lother three-orbit flight.

77
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Prepiratinns frIl the launch of Alan Shepard aboard a liedstOne rocket
from Complex 5 at Cape Canaveral.
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Astronaut Walter M. Schwa, Jr., doubled the flight time in spact and
orbited six times, landing Sigma 7 in a Pacific recovery area. All prior land-
ings had been in the Atlantic,

Finally on May 15-16, 1963 Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., com-
pleted a 22-orbit mission of 34 1/2 hours in Faith 7, triumphantly conclud-
ing the 6392.6 million Pt oject Mercury program.

PROJECT GEMINI
The Gemini spacecraft was designed to be piloted by two astronauts

and consisted of two major portionsthe re-entry module and the adapter
module. Only the re-entry module, containing the life-support cabin where
the astronauts rode, returned to Earth. It was comprised of a double-walled

An Atlas rocket launched Astronaut Jc im Glenn in a Mercury spacecraft from
Complex 14 at Cage Canaveral on NASA's first Earth orbital flight.

2

inner shell around the crew's pressurized compartment, with an outer shell
as the cnft's external hull. The adapter module had two separate sections, so
that Gemini, as launched, was actually a three-part structure. Orie purpose of
the twopart adapter module was to fit the narrow Gemini capsule to the
broader top of the booster. It also contained attitude controls, propellant
tanks, electrical components and other st.pport equipment. The section ad-
jacent to the crew's reentry module included two sets of enginesretro-
rockets and soace-maneuvering thrusters.

The Gemini spacecraft was similar to but heavier than the Mercury, and
the Reds:one and Atlas boosters lacked the power to place it in orbit. A mod-
ified version of the military Titan II was chosen as the Gemini Launch Ve-
hicle. With a first stage thrust of 1,912,640 neWtons (430,000 pounds), the
rocket used hypergolic, or selfigniting, propellants, which were non-explosive
and an added astronaut safety factor. The Titan II rocket was three meters
(10 feet) wide and 27.1 meters (89 feet) long. The combined Gemini-Titan
stood 32.9 meters (108 feet) high.

Chosen for Gemini's orbital rendezvous and docking was the Agena-D
target vehicle, a modified version of the Agena-B second stage that, with Thor
or Atlas boosters, had orbited many satellites and launched Mariner and Ran
ger sPace probes. The Agena's stop and restart engine, capable of cutoff and
reignition at least four times, was important for planned maneuvers with the
Gemini capsule. The Agena-D was 9.75 meters (32 feet) long and 1.5 meters
(five feet) in diameter, with a cylindrical shape.

There was a total of 10 manned Gemini flights, four of which rendez-
voused with an Agena stage. A rendezvous mission generally called for launch
ing an Atlas/Agena target vehicle from Complex 14 at Cape Canaveral, then
the Gemini liftoff from Complex 19.

The Agena was propelled into a circular orbit 298 kilometers (185
miles) up, after which precise velocity and trajectory elements were calcula
ted. Th. Gemini would then be launched into a lower orbit. By travelling a
shorter distance it would catch tip with the Agena.

When the distance between the vehicles was 402 kilometers (250 miles)
radar was switched on. As the gap closed to 80.5 kilometers (50 miles), the
astronauts picked up the Agena's flashing beacon and took manual control of
Gemini to maneuver it into position.

During rendezvous maneuvers the relative speed between the vehicles
was cut to less than 3.2 kilorneters (2 miles) per hou., so that when docking,

their noses touched gently.
On contact, the Gemini's narrow e.nd entered the Agena's target dock-

ing adapter. The adapter's latches clamped shut to prevent the two vehicles
from slipping apart. Then a motorized Agena unit pulled the Gemini inward.
Matching electrical contacts met and gave the astronauts direct control of the
Agena's onboard equipment.

So
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From the first unmanned Gemini flight on April 8, 1964, to the final
manned flight ending-November 15, 1966, Gemini flight time rhtaled 974
hours 37 minutes 42 seconds Of this, 969 hoUrs 51 mirrites 26 seconds
were manned The astronauts spent a total of 12 hours 12 minutes in extra-
vehicular actiyity (EVA, or "space-walls activities").

The highest altitude reached by the mqnned Gemini spececrafta
world's record at that timewas 1,372.8 kilometers (853 miles) during the
Gemini 11 mission.

Orbital rendezvous, was accomplished 10 times, docking 9 times.
Docking was first accomplished on March 16, 1966, during Gemini 8, and
was another Gemini "space first," Also, Gemini and Agena, linked by a
tether. orbited Earth for over four hours in a station4seeping exercise aimed
at saving maneuvering fuel. Project Gemini was undertaken at a cokt of
S1.3 billion

PROJECt APOLLO

Initial p,anning for z rocket having a high payload capability beganin
April, 1957 In August, 1958, studies-concluded that a clustered booster of
6,672,000 newtons (1,5 million pcJnds) thrust was feasible,,and the teseiret
and development effort began. Initial results validated the engine clusterirg
technique, using existing hardwale. The planned vehicle was designated the
Saturn I.

Rocketdyne, a division of Norti American Rockwell Corporation
(now Rockwell In(ernational), uprated the Tiler-Jupiter engine and in-
creased its thrust, thus developing the 889,600-newton (200,000-pound)
thrus H 1 engine. Concurrently, from advanced studies, the heavy-thrust
F 1 engine was conce,ved, and subsequently used as the power plant for
even larger boosters.

In July, 1960, NASA first proposed pubhcly apost-Mercury progi,
for manned' flight and designated it "roject Apollo. The Apollo goals en
visioned at the time were Earth orbital and circumlunar flights of a -three-
man spacecraft.

During 1960, Douglds Ail craft Company (now McDonnell Douglas)
was sdected to build the Saturn I second stage (S-IVi and Rocketdyne was
chosen to develop the hydrogen fueled J 2 engine for future uppc stages of
the Saturn vehicles.

On May 25, 1961, President John F. Kennedy proposed to Congress
that the United States accelerate its space program, estabrishing as a national
goal a manned lunar landing and return by the end of the decade. In his re-
port to Congress President Kennedy said:

"Now is the time . . for this nation to take a clearly leading role in
space achievement, which in many ways may hold the key to r future
or :arth."

The Agana Target Docking Vehicle as seenfrom the Gemini 12 spacecraft
rendeald-us.

Ten Gemini,Earth orbital missions were launched froth Complex 19 using the
Titan II rocket.

3
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With endorsement by Congress, the national objective of manned lunar
exploration created an immediate need for a considerably more powerful
booster.

In January, 1962, NASA announced the planned development ot the
largest rocket vehicle ever to fly, the mammoth Saturn V. Contracts were
awarded to the Boeing Company tor the first stage and North Am rican
RockweLi 'for the seconu siege. The third stage, called the S IVB, already was
under development by Dt,uglas Aircraft Corporation, with its first flights
scheduled or top of the Saturn I.

The Saturn V first_ stage was to use a cluster of five F 1 engines that
wouid generate 33,360,000 newtons 17.5 miliion pounds) of thrust. The
second stage utilized a cius'el of five J 2 engines that developed a combined
thrust of 4.4 million newtons (one million pounds). The third stage was
powered by a single J 2 engine with 889,600 new tons (200,090 pounds;
thrust capabiiity. IBM already had started the development of the instru
ment unit for the Saturn V.

e
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Gemini 4 Astronaut Ed White mad: America's first space walk on June 3,
1965, during the third orbit of a fourday mission.

Later in 1962. NASA announced I t was developing the Saturn IB,
which combned the first stage of the Saturn I and the third stage of the
Saturn V. This vehicle would perform Earth orbital tests of the Apollo s,.. :e-
craft.

On August 9, 1961, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was
selected to develop the Apollo spacecraft guidance and ,navigation system.
Three and a half months iat_r, NASA selected North American Rockwell
for the Apollo ,,pacecraft command and service module program.

In mid-July 1962, NASA selected the lunar orbital rendezvous-mode
for the lunar mission. This called for_development of a two-man lunar mod-
ule, to be used for landing on the Moon and returning to lunar orbit. On Nov
ember 7, 1962, 'Grumma, Aircraft Engineenng Corporation Nes selected to
design and build the lunar module.

The first phase of the Saturn launch vehicle program was completed ir
1965. In ten flights uf the Saturn I, ten were successfulan unprecedented
record, in rocket developlent. Much technology was proven in the Saturn I
program. The rocket guidance system was developed, the concept of cluster-
ed rocket engines was validated, and more expenence was gained in the use
of liquid hydrogen as a fuel. Liquid hydrogen, previously used only in the
Centaur stage, provides approximately 40 percent greater power than earlier
fuels.

The new Satukri IB launch vehicle was successfully flown three times
in three attempts in 1966. Two of these flights carned spacecraft which
satisfactorily cumpleted Apollo command and service module requirements
for Eartn orbital operations.

On January 27, 1967, tragedy .4 nick the space program when a fire
erupted inside an Apollo spacecraft dt, ing ground testing at Complex 34,
resulting m the deaths of Astronauts Virgil Grivom, Edward White, II, and
Roger Chafee. After two and a half months of investigation, invol,ing 1,500
people, the Board of Inquiry determined the most likely cause of the acco
dent. Electrical arcing hum the spacecraft wiring in a near total oxygen
environment induced a flash fire. After an etensive investigation by an Acci
dent Review_Board, NASA followed up with detailed descriptions of correc
tive actions, schedule modifications, -..nd cost estimates necessary to get the
program back on track.

On November 9, 1967, the first flight test of the Apollo/Saturn V
space vehicle was successfully accomplished. Designated Apollo 4, the un
manned flight deii.onstreed excellent performance by the previously un
flown fast and second stages. It proved the restart in orbit capability of its
had stage, the abihty L.!' the Apollo spacecraft to re-enter Earth's atmosphere

at lunar mission return speeds, the overall performance of the integrated
spac.e vehicle, and the operational readiness of Kennedy Space Center Launch
Complex 39. All mission objectives were met. The Saturn V placed a total,



weight of 126,418 kilograms (278,699 pounds) in orbit after a near-perfect
countdown. The spacecraft heat shield performed satisfactorily during the
39,912'kilometer per t 7,ur (24,800 mph) plunge into Earth's atmosphere.

During the two day Apollo 5 mission in January, 1968, Lunar Module
systems and stn. ctural performance of the spacecraft were demonstrated
and all test objc .es were met. This included two firings of both the ascent
and descent propulsion systems. Pc I flight analysis determined the Lunar
Module to be rc dy for mannea Earth orbital missions. Apollo 5 was
launched abGard a Saturn IB from Launch Complex 37 on January 22, 1968.

On April 4, 1968, Apollo 6 became the second unmanned Saturn V
mission to demonstrate launch vehicle and spacecraft performance. After its
launch from Complex 39, vertical oscillations, or "Pogo' effect, occurred in
the first stage, and some small propellant lines ruptured in upper stages.
Otherw-se, the mission was considered very successful.

The first manned Apollo launch, Apollo 7, was on a Saturn IB, and
was the last launch from Complex 34. All subsequent Apollo launches were
from Complex 39. Liftingoff the pad c October 11, 1968, It was tobecome
an 11 day flight. Apollo 7 ended with a precise re-entry and splashdown on
October 22, and was called a "101 percent successful" mission. Manned by
Astronauts Walter ..ichirra, Don Eisele, and Walt Cunningham, the spacecrafr-
performance m space was flawless, including eight firings of the spacecraft's
primary propulsion system and the first live television broadcast from a
manned space vehicle.

Apollo 8, with Asti marts Frank Borman, William Anders, and James,
Lovell. Jr , I ;ted off en December 21, 1968. It was history's first manned
flight from Earth to another planetary body. In 147 hours, Apollo 8 took its
crew or a faultless, half million mile space flight, including ten lunar orbits,
lunar and Earth ph tography and live television broadcasts.

Apollo 9 splashed down in Lie Atlantic Ocean, north of Puerto Rico
on March 13, 1969, after a 10-day, 9.6-milhon kilometer (6-million mile)
E-arth orbital mission. All major mission objectives were met in the first five
days of flight Apollo 9 was the first all-up manned flight of the Apollo/
Saturn V space vehicle, first manned fhght of the Lunar Module, and first
Apollo extravehicular activity. It included rendezvous and docking, live
television, photographic surveys of Earth, and observation of the Pegasus II
sateilne and the planet Jupiter. This was the fourth Saturn V on-time launch
(11:00 a.m EST).

Apollo 10 successfully completei.' man's second lunar orbital flight,
passing within 14$ kilometers (nine miles) of the lunar surface in a dress
rehearsal for the actual lunar landing mis ion. Launched on May 18, from pad
395, Apollo 10'spent nearly 02 hours (31 revolutions) in lunar orbit, sent 19
live color TV transmissions, and splashed down within 6,400 meters (7,000

yards) of its primary recovery ship in the Pacific Ocean, eight days and three
hours after liftoff.

Apollo 11 attained the national goal, set by President Kennedy in 1961,
of landing men On the Moon and returning them safely to Earth within the
decade of the 1960's. The mission was launched precisely on time from Ken-
nedy Space Center at 9:32 a.m. EDT, July 16, by a Saturn V. "file Lunar
Module touched down in the Moon's Sea of Tranquility at 4:18 p.m. EDT,
July 20, and Commander Neil Armstrong stepped onto the lunar surface

1.

'

A Saturn 4B-roc7t lifts Aliollo 7 into barth orbit from Complex 34 at
Cape Canaypral. It was the first manned Apollo flight.

5
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at 10-56 p m ED r that evening, followed by Lunar Module pilot Edwin E
Aldrin, Jr AsPonaut Michael Collins, the Command Module pilot, orbited
above, conduct.ng scientific experiments and taking photographs. Their

i activities were viewed live around the vvorld by the largest television audience
in history The return.ng spacecraft splashed down in the Pacitic, southwest
of Hawa,i, at 12 51 p m EDT July gter a flight of 8 days 3 hours 19
minutes Scientific instru nents were left on the Moon, and samples of the

7r-r
=11
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The Saturn V, largest and most powerful rocket vehicle ever built, lifting off
from Cnmplex 3f at the Kennedy Space Center.

6
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Moon s soil and rocks along with still arid motion pictures were brought back
to Ear.th.

Four months after the Apollo 11 landing, Apollo 12 repeated the
Journey, landing and exploring, at the Ocean of Storms The Apollo 12 mis
sion, launched November 14, 1969, demonstrated the ability to land at a
selected point. The astronauts installed the first Apollo Lunar Surface Ex
periments hx.kage on the surface, for continued science reporting after the
departure of the astronauts. Two extravehicular activity periods were com
pleted, which included experiments emplacement, field geology investiga
non, and .nspection of the Surveyor III lunar lander launched in 1967,

Apollo 13 was launched Apr,1 11, 1970, to land on the Fra Mauro
upland area of the Moon A rupture cf the Service Module oxygen tank
at 10 11 p rn EST, April 13, caused a power failure of the ,Coltmand and
Service Module electrical system whifit pievenied the lunar landing. The
crew used the Lunar Mr riure as their command post and living quarters for

the rema,nder of the It The Lunar Module descent engine provided
propulson to make corrections in the flight path which sent the space-
craft around the Moon oil a free it:turn trarrctdry for re-entry and ;plash
down in the Pacfic Ocean on Apnl 17

The Apollo 13 Review Board announced on June 30 that a short
circul igriled electrical insulation ,n the spacecraft oxygen tonk Number 2,
causing Gime of the tank The Board recommended the command and
service module systems be modified to eliminate potential combustion
hazards in high pres;ure oxygen containers,

Apollo 14 was retargeted to accomplish the mission planned for Apollo
13 The spacecraft was launched at 4 03 p.m, EST Sunday, January 31, 1971,
and the Lunar Modu:e touched down on the M on at 4 17 a m. EST February
5, within 18 3 meters (60 feet1 of the targeted point on the Fra Mauro forma
hon. The astronauts successfully carried oat 'two periods of extravehicular
activity on the lunar silt LiCE Vie first for 4 hours 50 minutes and the second
for 4 hours 35 minutes, tutalling 9 hours 25 minutes. They successfully de
ployed andiactivated the experiments padsage, the second set of geophysicol
iritruments to transmit data on the Moor 's interior and exterior environment
to Earth In addition, they collected 415 kilograms (96 pounds) of lunar
rocks and soil, which included two rocks weighing 4.r kilcgrams (10 pounds1
eoch, the laigesi obtained to date; After spending 33 1,2 hours on the Moon,
the Lunar, Module lifted off the surface at 1 47 p.m. EST Saturday, February
6, 1971. The return flight was normal and the spacecraft landed in the South
Pacific Ocean at 4:05 p.m. EST February 9, 1971,

he fourth lunar landing mission, Apollo 15, was launched Monday,
July 6, 1971. Modifications to the-.pacecraft permitted longer lunar surface
stay ime and additional scientific instruments in lunar orbit. On July 30, at
6.16 p.m. EDT, the astronauts landed at the Hadley Apennine site. During

IMMINMIrs.
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their 66-hour 55-minute stay on the Moon they explored the lunar surface,
riding the first Lunar Rover vehicle, for a total of 18 hours 36 minutes;
collected approximately 77 kilograms (170 pounds) of surface samples;,
deployed geophysical instruments;, described geological 'features. In
the Command Module, extensive scientific experiments were conducted while
orbiting the Moon, includmg the operation of two cameras and gamma ray,
and kray sensors mounted on the Service Module. After 74 lunar revolutions
and ejeèvon of a subsatellite, the spacecraft began its homeward journey.
Camera canisters were retrieved by the -Command Module pilot from
outside the spacecraft during the trans-Earth coast. The Pacific Ocean landing
was made on August 7, 1971.

Apollo 16, the fifth lunar landing mission, was launched April 16,
1972 In all, the astronauts spent nearly 201/4 hours outside the Lunar
Modulea new record. In lunar orbit, the Command Module pilot operated a
complex array of scientific instruments, two lunar mapping cameras observed
geological feature. on the surface. Once again, a scientific sub.latellite was
placed in lunar orbit before the trans-Earth maneuver was performed. On the
Earthbound trip the film canisters were retrieved from the lunar ameras
outside the Command Module. The spacecraft splashed down in the Pacific
Ocean on April 27. The astronauts had returned approximately 95.3 kilo-
grams (210 pounds) of Moon rocks and soil samples to Earth from the
Descartes highlands.

The final Apollo mission, Apollo 17, was launched December 7, 1972.
On tht. 12 day mission the astronauts explored the Taurus.Littrow landing
site, emplaced geophysical instruments, and collected over 108 kilograms
(2401pounds) of samples. The total surface time outside the Lunar Module
was 22 hours and 4 minutes, exceeding by ,almost two hours the previc -s
record held by Apollo 16. The Command Module-pilot again operated scien-
tific instruments and cameras in lunar orbit, then retrieved the camera film
during a 1 hour, 6 minute space walk en route back to Earth. Splashdown in
the Pacific occurred December 19, 1972.

Apollo program costs were approximately $25 bilhon.*

SKYLAB
There were four launches in ,the Skylab Program horn Complex 39 at

tne Kennedy Space Center. The first launch was on May 14, 1973 at 1.30
p.m two stage Saturn V placed the unmanned 90 metric ton (100.ton)
Skylab space station in a 434.5-kilometer (270-mile) Earth orbit. As the
rocht ccelerated past 7,620 meters (25,000 feet), atmospheric drag began

*Includes rockets, engines, spacecraft, tracking and data acquisition, oper-
ations, operations support, and facilities.

-1

Standing on,the Moon:, Apollo 15 Astropaut James Irwin salutes the flag
alongside,the Lunar Modukandlunar Rover.

*

Skylab, orbiting 270 miles above the Earth, was both works* and home
for three teams of astronauts, The Skylab space station was inhabited for a
total of 171 days.

\
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The three manned Skylab missions and the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTPI
were launched from Pad 398 using the Saturn lb rocket.

clawing at Skylab 's meteoroid shield This cylindrical metal shield Was de
signed to nrotect the orbrtal workshop from tiny spare particles arid the Sun's
scorching heat Sixty three seconds aftet launch the shield ripped away born
tht'r lab. ttailing an 'aluminum %hap which caught 00 the unopened solar wing
The shield became tetheted to the tab nle at the Saint? bine prying the bp
posit" wing partly open Minutes later, as the I ock0 staged, the pal tidily de
ployed wing and shield were flung into space With thu loss of the shield,
temperatures inside Skylab soared, lender arq the space station uninhabitable
and threatening foods, meditaies, and films Thu Apono Teiescopt Mount,
the maior item of scientific equipment, did deploy properly, which
included unfoldinia its four solar panel,.

The countdown for the taunt h of the fast Skylab CleW Was halted In
Houston, S *coked o dedise_a solar par aSCrl to CON/UI thr woi kshop,

SO fdld d Way to ftee the remaining stuck Soldl Weriq On May 25 astro
nauts Charles "Peter Conrad, Jr , Dr Joseph P Kerwin, and PatA J Weitz,
were launched toward Sky ab

After repairing Skylab s hroken docking mechanism, which had re
fused to ratch, the asiltonauts entered the Skylab and erected the mylar
parasol through space access hatch It shaded part of the area where the
proter tive mete011nd SIneld hod been ipped away Tt mperatureS immediately
'began dropping, and Sky tab socn became habitahre w thout space suits But
the nidny experiments on board demanded fat more cnergy than the four
tt lescopt solar panels coukf generate Only if the crew freed the crippled
solar wing could Skylab fulfW ts scientific mission. Using equipment that
resembled long.handkd pruning sht ars and pryber, they pulled the stuck
wing free Skylab Was llOW ready to meet its oblectrves

The duration of the fast mission Was 28 days 49 minutes. The second
tn.,4 WaS launched July 28, mission duration WaS 59 days 11 hours 9 minutes
The ash on, ub were Alan Bean, Jack Lousna and Dr. Owen Gamott The
third crew wit.s launched November 16, mission duration wdS 84 days 1 how
16 minutes C.c.* membets wer e Ger akf Cdli. William Pogue, and Dr Edward
Gibson Saturn IB rockets launched all three crews in modified Apar.)
spacecraf t

When the third and final manned Skylab mis, on ended wrth splash
down in the Pacific February 8, 1974, the three crews had traveled 113,5
million kilometers (70 5 million miles) over the 171 days 13 heirs 14 min
u* they had spent orbiting the Earth. They had cucled the Earth 2A76
times, during which they spent over 3,000 hours conducting eight categories
of experiments Space walk time totalled 41 hours 46 mmutes. Data returned
included 175,047 framis of solar-observation film and 46,146 frames of
Earth-observatton film, Approximately 72,725 meters (238,600 feet) of
Magnetic tape of Earth observations also were returned. A highlight of the

8



third mission was extensive observation and photography of Comet Kohou-
tek. This mission of over 84 days increased the previous record length in
space set by the second Skylab crew b about 50 percent.

The Skylab space station re-entered the Earth's atmosphere at 12:37
p.m. EDT, July 11, 1979, near southeastern Australia. After over six years
in space, the demise of the orbital workshop came on its 34,981st orbit.
Skylab program costs totaled $2.6 billion.

APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT (ASTP)

The $250 million Apollo-Soyuz mission was successfully compleod on
July 24, 1975. In a fitting conclusion to the Apollo flights, operation of the
Saturn IB launc.h vehicle Ins flawless and the spacecraft had the fewest in-
flig.it anomalies of any Apollo flown. The scientific payload of 28 experi-
ments supplied a rich harvest of data in many fields.

Both the Soyuz and Apollo spacecraft were launtheo nn July 15,
1975; the Apollo lifted off apprcximately 7-1/2 hour's after Soyuz. The

-!uz maneuver to the planned orbit for docking was successfully completed
over Europe on the 17th orbit, at an altitude of 222 kilometers (138 miles.)
The Apollo .crew completed the rendezvous sequence as planned; docking
with Soyuz was accomplished on July 17 when the Apollo spacecraft was
gradually piloted toward the orbiting Soyuz. During the next two days, the
crews accomplished four transfer operations between the two spacecraft and
completed five scheduled experiments. In addition, the crews provided
television views of the interior of the two spacecraft, and demonstrated
various aspects of space operations.

This mission marked the first time that voice, TV, and telemetry were
relayed between an orbiting Apollo spacecraft and the ground via the ATS-6
communications satellite. This new technique more than tripled the commu-
nications coverage otherwise available. Following the first undocking, a joint
solar eclipse experiment was performed. Then Apollo performad a second
docking, this time with the Soyuz apparatus locking the two spacecraft
together. The final undocking occurred on July' 19. The two spacecraft were
moved to a station-keeping distance and joint ultraviolet absorption experi-
ment was performed, involving a complicated series of orbital maneuvers.
Afterward Apollo entered a separate orbit, and unilateral activities were
conducted by both the Soyuz and Apollo crews. The Soyuz landed safely on
Jul*: 21, after six mission days, and the Apollo flight was successfully con-
cluded on July 24, 1975, nine days-after launch. The primary objectives of
the program were met, including rendezvous, docking, crew transfer, and
control center-crew interaction. All objectives of the scientific experimen'
were completed. The unilateral portion of the Apollo flight was a full scien-
tific mission in itself, and yielded significant results.

MANNED SPACECRAFT

Mercury

Height: 2.9 meters (9.5 feet)
Maximum Diameter: 1.9 meters (6.2 feet)
Weigh - 1,451 kilograms (3,200 pounds)
Habh , Volume: 1.02 cubic meters (36 cubic feet)

Gemini

Height: 5.5 meters (18 feet)
Maximum Diameter: 3 meters (10 feet)
Weight: 3,402 kilograms (7,500 pounds)

_Habitable Volume. 1.56 cubic meters (55 cubic feet)

Apollo

Command Module

Service Module

Lunar Landing
Module

Height: 3.5 meters (11.4 feet)
Maximum Diameter: 39 meters (12.8 feet)
Weight: 5,830 kilograms (12,850 pounds)
Habitable Volume: 5.95 cubic meters (210 cubic
feet)
Height: 7.5 meters (24.6 feet)
Diameter: 3.9 meters (12.8 feet)
Weight: 24,550 kilograms (54,120 pounds)

Height: 7 meters (23 feet) legs extended
Diameter: 9.4 meters (31 feet) across legs
Weight: 3,900 kilograms (8,600 pounds)
Habitable Vo",,me: 4.5 cubic meters (158,8 cubic feet)

Skylab Space Station

To-al Cluster (Orbital Workshop, Apollo Command/Service Modulo.,
Airlock, Multiple Docking Adapter, Apollo Telescope Mount,
Solar Arrays, Payload Shroud)

Length: 35.5 meters (117 feet)
Maximum Diameter: 27.5 meters (90 feet) across Solar Arrays
Weight: 90,606 kilograms (199,750 pounds)
Habitable Volume. 360 cubic meters (12,711 ubic feet)

Worlahop Only
Length: 14.6 meters (48 feet)
Diameter: 6.7 meters (22 feet)
Weight. 35;10 kilograms (78,000 pounds)
Habitable Volume: 275 cubic meters (9,710 cubic feet)

VIMINIMI0.
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"MANNED SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLES

Mercury-Redstone

Height: 25.3 meters (83 feet)
Weight: 28,123 kik3rams (62,000 pounds)
Thrust: 346,944 newtons (78,000 pounds)
Propellants: ethyl alcohol, water, liquid oxygen

Mercury-Atlas ,

Height: 29 meters (95 feet)
Weight: 117,900 kilograms (259920 pounds)
Thnist: 1,601,280 newtons (360,000 pounds)
Propellants: RP-1 (refined kerosene), libuid oxygen

'Gemini-Titan II

Height: 32.9 meters (108 feet)
Weight: 136,080 kilograms (300,000 pounds)
Thrust: 1,912,640 newtons.(430,000 pounds)
Propellants: unsyminetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH), nitrogen tetroxide

APol I o!Saturn I B

Height: 68 meters (223 feet)
Weight* 544,320 kilbgrams (1,200,000 pounds',
Thrust: 7,116,800 newtons (1,600,000 pounds)
Prnpellants: First Stage RP-1 (refined kerosene), liquid oxygen

Second Stage Iiqi hydrogen, liquid oxygen

MERCURY-REDSTONE

MERCURY-ATLAS

10

GEMINI-TITAN II

.11r.411.11111P11lili

APollo-Satuni V
ieight: 110.6 meters (363 feet)

Weight: 2,812,320 kilogiams (6200,000 pounds) ,

Thrust: First Stage .33,360,000 newtons (7,500,000-pounds)
Second Stage 4,448,000 newtons (1,000009 pounds)
Third Stage 889;600 newtons (200,000 pounds)

Propellants: First Stage RP-1 (refined kerosene), liquid oxygen
Second Stage liqlJid hydrogen. liquid oxygen
Third Stage liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen

APOLLO-SATURN IB
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Program 1

MERCURY

Mercury Redstone 3
(Freedom 7)

Mercury Redstone 4
(Liberty Bell 7)

Mercury Atlas 6
(Friendship 7)

Mercury Atlas 7
(Aurora 7)

Mercury-Atlas 8-
(Sigma 7)

Merafry Atlas 9
(Faith 7)

GEMINI

Gemini 3
(Molly Brown)

Gemini 4

Gemini 5

Gemini 7

Gemini 6

Gemini 8

Gemini 9A

Gemini 10

Date(s)/Recovery Ship 2 Crew

May 5, 1961
Lake Champlain (A)

July 21, 1961
Randolph (A)

Feb. 20; 1962
Noa (A)

MaV 24, 1962
Pierce (A)

Oct. 3, 1962
Kearsarge (P)-

May 15-16, 1963
Kearsarge (P)

March 23, 1965
Intrepid (A)

June 31, 1965
Wasp (A)

Aug. 21-29, 1935
Lake Champlain (A)

Dec. 4-18, 1965
Wasp (A)

Dec. 15-16, 1965
Wasp (A)

Mar. 16, 1966
L. F. Mason IP)

June 3-6,1966
Wasp (A)

July 1? 21 , 1966
Guadalcanal (A)

Navy Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr.

USAF Maj. Virgil I. Grissom

Marine Lt. Col. John H. Glenn

-lavy Lt. Cothdr. Scott Carpenter

Navy Comdr. Walter M. Schirra, Jr.

USAF Maj. L. Gordon Cooper

Mission Duration '3 Remarks 4

0:15:22

015 :37

4:55:23

4:56:05

9:13:11

34 :19 :49

USAF Maj. Virgil I. Grissom 4:53
Navy Lt. Comdr. John W. Yriung

USAF Mejors James A. McDivitt and 97-:56
Edward H. White, II

USAF Lt. Col. L. Gordon Cooper 190:55
Navy Lt. Comdr. Charles Conrad, Jr.

USAF Lt. Col. Frank Borman 330 :35
Navy Comdr. James A. Lovell, Jr.

Navy Capt. Wafter M. Schirra, Jr. 25:51
USAF Maj. Thomas P. Stafford

10:41Civilian Neil A. Armstrong
USAF Maj.David R.,Scott

USAF Lt. Col. Thomas-P. Stafford
Navy Lt. Comdr. Eugene A. Cernan

Navy Comdr. John W. Young
USAF Maj. Michael Collins

72 :2-1

/0:47

suborbital

suborbital

3 orbits

3 orbits

6 orbits

22 orbits

3 orbits

.62 orbits; first U.S. EVA (White)

120 orbits

Longest Gemini flight; rendezvous tar-
get for Gemini 6; 206 orbits

Rendezvoused within 1 ft. of Gemini
6 7;.16.orbits

Docked with unmanned Agena'8;.7
orbits

,

Rendezvous (3) with Agena 9; one
EVA; 44 orbits

Docked with Agena WC rendezvoused
with Agena 8; two EVAs; 43 orbits

NOTEi; 1. Names in parenthuses are crew names for spacecraft and Lunar Modules 3. Hours and minutes, except for Skylab
2. (A) or (P) denotes Atlantic or Pacific Ocean splashdown 4. EVA refers to extravzthicular activity, or activity o.jtside the spacecraft; IN refers to Lunar Module
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Gemini 12

APOL LO

Apollo 1

Apollo 4

Apollo 5

Apollo 6

Apollo 7

Apollo 8

Apollo 9
(Gumdrop and
Spider)

Apollo 10
(Charlie Brown
and Snoopy)

Apollo 11
(Columbia, Eagle)

Apollo 12
(Yankee Clipper
and Intrepid)

Sept. 12,15, 1666
Guam (A)

Nov. 11-15, 1966
Wasp (A)

Jan. 27, 1967

Nov. 4, 1967
Bennington (P)

Jan. 22, 1968

April 4, 1968
Okinawa (P)

Oct. 11-?.2, 1968
Essex (k)

Dec. 21-27, 1968
Yorktown (P)

March 3.13, 1969
Guadalcanal (A)

May 18-26, 1969
Princeton (P)

July 16-24, .1969
Hornet (P)

Nov. 14-24, 1969
Hornet (P)

Navy Comdr. Charles Conrad, Jr.
Nayy Lt. Comdr. Richard F.
GordonJr.

Navy Capt. James A. Lovell, Jr.
USAF Maj. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.

USAF Lt. Col. Virgil I. Grissom
USAF Lt. Col. Edward H. White, II
Navy Lt. Comdr. Roger Chafed

Unmanned

Unmanned

Unmanned

Navy.Capt. Walter.M. Schwa, Jr.
USAF Maj. Donn Eisele
Civilian Walter Cunningham

USAF Ca Frank Borman
Navy Capt. James A. Lovell, Jr.
USAF Lt. Col. William Anders

USAF Col. James A. McDivitt
USAF Col. David R. Scott
Civilian Russell L. Schweickart

USAF Col. Thomas P. Stafford
Navy Comdr. John W. YoUng
Navy Comdr. Eugene E. Cernan

Civilian Neil Armstrong
USAF U. Col. Michael Collins
USAF Col. Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.

Navy Comdr.tharles Conrad, Jr.
Navy Comdr. Rich3rd F. Gordon, Jr.
Navy Comdr. Alan L. Bean

NOTES: 5. There were no missions designated as Apollo 2 and Apollo 3

12

,4

;

71;17 Docked with Agana 11 twice; first
tethered flights; two EVAs;.highest
altitude in Gemini program; 853 miles;
44 orbits

9425 Three EVAs total.5 hrs. 30 min.; 59
orbits

Planned as first manned Apollo
Mission; fire during,ground test on
1/27/67 took lives of astronauts; post-
humou`sly designated as APollo 1.5

9:37 First flight of Saturn V launch vehicle.
Placed unmanned Apollo:command
and service module in Earth orbit.

7 :50 Earth orbital flight test of-unmanned
Lunar Module. Not recovered

9:57 Second.unmanned test of Saturn V

260 Z8:45

147:00:11

241 :00:53

192 :03 :23

195:18:35

244 :36;25

,and Apollo

Tested Apollo Command Mcidule in .
Earth orbit; 163 orbits

First manned Saturn V launch; 10
lunar orbits

Earth orbital mission; first manned
ilight.of LM ; two EVAs total,2 hrs.
8 min.; 151.orbits

31 lunar orbits; LM descended to
within nine-miles oflUnar surface

First manned lunar landing; ea of
Trariquility; one tunar.EVA 2 hrs. 48
min.; 46 lbs. lunar samples

Landed Ocean of Storms; two lunar
EVAs total 7 hrs. 46 min. 75 lbs:
samples

.100
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Apollo 13 April 11-17, 1970 Navy Capt. James A:-Lovell, Jr. 142:54:41
(Odyssey and Iwo Jima (P) Civilian Fred W. Haise, Jr.
Aquarius) Civilian John L. Swigert, Jr.

Apollo 14 Jan. 31-Feb 9, 1971 Navy dept. Alan B. §hepard, Jr. 216:02:01
(Kitty Hawk
and Antares)

New Orleans (P) USAF Maj. Stuart A. Roota
Navy Comdr. Edgar D. Mitchell

Apollo 15 July 26-Aug. 7, 1971 USAF Col. David R. Scott 295:12:00
(Endeavour
and Falcon)

Okinawa (P) USAF Lt. Col. James B. Irwin
USAF Maj. Alfred M. Worden

Apollo 16 April 1627, 1972 Navy Capt. John W. Young 265:51;06
(Casper and Ticonderoga (P) Navy L. Comdr. Thomas K. Mattingly, II
Orion) USAF Lt. Col. Charles M. Duke, Jr.

Apollo 17 Dec. 7-19, 1972 Navy Capt. Eugene A. Cernan 301:51:59
(America and Ticonderoga (P) Navy Comdr. Ronald E. Evans
Challenger) Civilian Harrison H. Schmht (Ph. D.).

SKYLAB

Skylab 1 Launched May 14, 1973 Unmanned Re-entered atmosphel-re
7-11-79. on orbit 34,981

Skylab 2 May 25-June 22, 1973 Navy Capt. Charles Conrad, 4r. 28'days
Ticonderoga (P) Navy Comdr. Paul J. Weitz 49 min. 49 sec.

Navy Comdr. Joseph P. Kerwin (M. D.)

Skylab 3 July 28-Sert. 26, 1973 Navy Capt. Alan L. Bean 59 days
New Orleans (P) Marine Maj. Jack R. Lousma 11 hrs.

Civilian Owen K. Garriott (Ph. D.) 9 min. 4 sec.
Skylab 4 Nov. 16, 1973- Marine Lt. Col. Gerald P. Carr 84 days

Feb. 8, 1974 USAF-Lt. Col. Wiiliam -R. Pogue 1, hr.
New Orleans (P) Civilian Edward G. Gibson (Ph. D.) 15 On. 31 sec.

ASTP

Apollo SoYttz July 15, 1925- USAF Biig. Gen. Thomas P. Stafford 'b days
Test Project July 24, 1975 Civilian Vance D. Brand 1 hr.

New Orleans (P) Civilian Donald K. Slayton 28 min. 24 sec.

NOTES: 6. Flown by Cosmonauts Aleskey A. Leorwv and Valeriy N. Kubasov; mission duration 5 days, 22 hours, 30 minutes, 54 sec.

Lunar landing aborted after oxygen
tank ruptured; safe recovery

Landed Fra Mauro; twO lunar cVAs
total 9 hrs. 23 min.; 94 lbs. samples

-

Landed HadleY Apennine; three
lunar EVAs total 18 hrs. 46 min.;
169 lbs.'sarnples

,Landed,Descartes highlands; three
lunar EVAs total 21./ hrs. 14 min.,
213 lb's. samples .

Landed Taurus-Littrow; three lunar
EVAs total 22 hrs. 4 min.; 243 lbs.
samples

100tdn space itation visited bY three
crews

R epaired Skylab; 404 orbits;392
experiment hours; three EVAs total
p hrs. 34- min. .-

pciiformance maintenance, 858 orbits;
1;081 experiment hours; three EVAs
,total 13 hrs. 42,min.

Observed Cornet Kohoetek; 1,214
orbits; 1,563 experiment hours; four
EVAs total-22 hrs. 25 min.

Apollo docked with,Soviet.Soyuz
spacecraft6 July 12; separated July
19
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ITT FUTURE OF MANNED
SPACE FLIGHT

First ISTS-1) littoff of the Space Shuttle, April 12,'1981,

The 2 millipn kilogram (4.5 million pound) Space Shuttle .s the first ve-
hicle designed to carry both crew and large unmanned applications and scien .

tific spacecraft into orbit. The primary function of prior manned missions
was the scientific exploration of the space environment, or the surface of the
Moon Large spacecraft, such as the many geosynchronous orbit communica .

tions and weather satellites, planetary explorers, or scientific research probes,
were launched on unmanned vehicles. The Space Shuttle combines the
weightlifting capacity of the largest unmanned launchers with the unmatched
ability of an on the spot human being to make decisions and take actions.

No machine yet built ran equal a trained astronaut at problem-solving
in space, as the recovery and eventual success of the Skylab program amply
demonstrated: Shuttle astronauts have repaired satellites in space dnd re-
covered others for more extensive repairs on the ground.

The Space Shuttle has flown with one crew of eight men and women,
and seven crewmembers has been a comm6n number. It has combined thrust
at liftoff of about 28.6 mill:on newtons (6.5 million pounds) from its
two solid rocket boosters and the three liquid-propellatit main engines on the
orbiter. lis top capacity into low Earth orbit will be 29,500 kilograms
(65,000 pounds) in its fully operational configuration. This can consist of ora
large payload, a combination of up to three spacecraft with attached solid
stages for injection into higher orbits, along with smaPer packages that remain
with the orbiter but must operate in the space environmen'' or a mixture of
these types of payloads. The Space Shuttle' is the only , -nerican vehicle
designed foi both manned spaceflight and delivering heavy payloads into
Eaith oi bit that is expected to be available for the rest of this century.

NASA
t14una, At2tonautft and
Spage AdrnIpiArah r1
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Space Shuttle MIssiOns in Brief:7.1981-1983

MISSION
NAME

STS-1

STS.2

STS-3

STS4

STS.5

STS.6

STS-7

STS.8

STS.9

ASTRONAUTS
LAUNCH
DATE ORBITER

PROARY
PAYLOAD-

-LAUNCH
PAD RESULT

Young, Crippen 4/12/81 Columbia 39A

Engle, Truly 11/1 ?/81 Columbia OSTA-1 39A 5

Lousma, Fullerton 3/22/82 Columbia' OSS-1 39A

Mattingly, Hortsfield 6/27/82 Columbia DoD 82-1 39A

Brand, Overmeyer, Lenoir,
Allen

11/11/82 Columbia SBS-C/
Anik C-3

39A

Weitz, Bdbkc, Musgrave, 4/4/63 Challenger TDRS.A 39A
Peterson

Crippen, Hauck, Ride,
Fabian, Thagard

6/18/33 Challenger Anik C2/
Palapa 6.1/

39A .S

SPAS.01/OSTA-2

Truly, grandanstein, 8t30/83 Challenger INSAT 39A
Bluforo, Gardner,
Thornton

Young,haw, Parker, 11/28/81, Columbia Spacelab 39A S
Garriott, Merbold,
Lichtenberg

=1=1116,

This summary provides the most peitinent and important
details of all Space Transportation System (STS) missions
through the end of 1983, including c cTief description of the.
payloads and experiments performed in orbit. All nine mis.
sions required that the Space Shuttle orbiter be returned to
the Kenned- Space Center by the 747 carrier aircraft after
landing. The first four missions formed the Orbital. Flight
Test program: all subsequen.. missions were operational. This
summary 's not intended to be comprehensive cr complete,
and covers only the first three years of Space Shuttle flights. A
new summary will be A sued at-the end of each calendarNear,
covering only those ;au, _hes that occurred during the previous
12 months.

STS-1 Mission

The Orbiter Columbia lifted off from Pad A. Launch
Complex 39, Kennedy Space Center, (KSC) Florida, at 7:00
a.m. EST on April 12, 19b1, after a launch attempt on April
10 Vkir.: scrubbed due to a timing skew in the orbiter general
purpose computer system. Columbia had remained in the
Orbiter Processing Facility for 610 days after its arrival at
KSC, due primarily to the reOacement of the lightweight
protective tile installed at thelictory. This launch marked the
first use of solid- rockets on a manned vehicle, and the first
time astronauts rode a new type of spaceship-on its first flight.
The primary mission objectives were a safe ascent into orbit,
then a return to Earth for a landing on the orbiter's own.
wheels. Columbia landed on Runway 23, Edwards Air Force
Base (AFB), California, on Api 14, 1981, at 1:21 p.m. EST,
after a mission duratiori of two days, six hours, and 21

minutes. It had completed 36 orbits. ?ost-flig'-i investigation
revealed that CCIumbia had suffered some damage from an
overpressure wave created by the solid rocket boosters at
ignition, had lost 16 tiles, and ILA damaged 148 Columbia
was otherwise in rod condition.

Astronatit Robert CrIppen floats In the weightlessness of mkrogreeltY
inside the mIddeck area of Columbia on srs.f.
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Crew. The klew membei., wtre John oueig, Commandei,
and Robert L. Crippen, Pilot.

[ Payload and Experiments. Columbia carried the Development
Flight Instrumentation (DFI) package, which contained strain
sensors and measuring devices to report on spacecraft per-
formance and the stresses encountered during launch, flight,
and landing, but otherwise had no cargo.

STS-2 Mission

This view of the Orbiter Challenger above a mountainous region of rhe
Earth, taken by the SPAS-01 platform floating above it during STS-7,
shows be Remote Manipulator System ''Canadarm- at the appei
right center, extended up and back toward the crew compartment. Thp
cylinders attached along the cargo bay walls are "Gttaway Special
canisters

th Orblier Columbia lifted off from Pad A. Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 10 10 am EST on November 12, 1981.
The launch was delayed from a planned 7.30 a,m, liftoff by
the need to replace one of Columbia's on-board rile trans-
mitting units It had previously been delayed from a planned
November 4 launch because of an apparent low reading on
fuel cell oxygen tank pressures, folio ied by the changing of
oil liters in two of the three auxihaiy power units This time
Columbia went through the Orbiter Processing Facility in 103
days Modifications to the water sound suppression system to
absorb the overpressure wave from the sohd rocket boosters
were successful. This was the first time a manned spaceship
was reflown with a second crew During the flight a problem
developed with one of the three fuel cells, and the mission
duration was shortenod from its planned five days The crew
nevertheless achieved 90% of the mission objectives Columbia
landed on Runway 23, Edwards AFB, on November 14, 1981,
at 4 23 p m, EST, after d mission duration of two days, srx
hours, and 13 nrnutes It had completed 36 orbits Tile
damage was minor

Crew. The crew memb, were Joseph H. Engle, Commander,
and Richard H. Truly, Pilot.

Payload and 'Experiments. Columbia again carried the DFI
package of special sensors to report on the performance of the
spacecraft and its various systems. The Canadian-built Remote
Manipulator System arm (Canadarm) was operated by the
crew in all its mcdes. The only payload was OSTA-1 (after
the NASA ' Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications"),
a set of instruments mounted on a Spacelab pallet in the cargo
bay. The experiments performed were in the areas of remote
sensing of land resources, environmental quality, ocean con-
ditions, and meteolological phenomena. One nistrument, the
ShutCe Imaging Radar A (SIR A), performed the unexpected
feat of 'looking through several feet of dry sand in a desert
region of North Africa to outline the original land surface,
including dried riverbeds and rocky hills.

STS=3 Mission

The Orbiter Columbia lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 11.00 a.m. EST on March 22, 1982.
The launch had been delayed one hour by the failure of a
heater on a nitrogen gas ground ....Spport line. Liftoff did occur
on the originally scheduLd day. Columbia's time in the
Orbiter Processing Facty decreased to 70 days. The major
mission goals were to perform further tests of the Canadarm
and extensive thermal testing of the Columbia itself, The
latter was accomplished by exposing the tail, nose and top to
the Sun for varying periods of time, rolling it in between
-tests to stabilize temperatures over the entire body. The
Canadarm tested satisfact ily, moving the Plasma Diagnostics
Package experiment around the orbiter.

The planned seven day mission was extended one day due
to high winds at the back-up landing site, the Northrup Strip
at Wh,te Sands, New Mexico. (The Edwards AF8 primary
larithrin site was too wet for a safe landing.) Columbia landed
at Northrup Strip, March 30, :982, at 11:05 a.m. EST, after
a mission duration of eight days and five minutes. It had com-
pleted 129 orbits. A total of 36 tiles were lost and 19 damaged.

Astronaut Gordon Fullerton performs some intricate calculations using
a hand-held calculator during the STS.3 mission.



Crew. The crew members were Jack R. Lousma, Commander,
and C. Gordon Fullerton, Pilot.

Payload and Experiments. In it4:3rgo bay Columbia carried
a "Getaway Special" test canistr and a Spacelab pallet-
mounted set of experiments for NASA's Office 'of Space
Science and Applications called OSS-1. The latter obtained
data on the near-Earth space environment, including the
degree of contamination (gases, dust, outgassing particles)
introduced by the orbiter itself. In the cabin middeck area
were experiments on lignin formation in weightlessness,
insect motion (the latter was-the first Shuttle Student Involve-
ment Project, or SS1P, to fly), a Continuous Flow Electro-
phoresis syste,- to investigate separation of biological
components, and a Monodisperse Latex Reactor experiment
to produce micron-sized latex particles of uniform diameter.
Columbia also flew the DFI package for the third time, and
instruments to study catalytic surface effects, tile gap heating
effects,-and the dynamic, acoustic, and thermal environMent
around the orbiter.

STS-4 Mission ti=11
The Orbiter Columbia lifted off from Pad fk, Launch

Complex 39, KSC, at 11:00 a.m. EDT on June 27, 1982.
This was the first Space Shuttle to-be launched on time and
with no delays in schedule. Orbiter time in the Processing
Facility was reduced to 42 days. The mission goals were to
further test the flying, handling, and operating characteristics
of the orbiter, tr. perform more exercises with the Canadarm,
to conduct several scientific experiments in orbit, and to land
at Edwards AFB for the first time on a concrete runway,
one the same length as the Shuttle Landing Facility at KSC.
Columbia was also scheduled for more thermal tests by expo-
sure to the Sun in selected attitudes, but these plans were
changed. Some hail that fell while Columbia was on the pad
cut through the protective coatmg on the tiles and let some
rainwater penetrate inside. In space the affected area on the
underside was turned to the Sun, which vaporized the water
and prevented further possible tile damage from freezing.

The only major problem on this mission was the loss of
the two solid rocket booster casings. The main parachutes
failed to function properly and the two casings hit the water at
too high a velocity and sank. They were later found and
examined by remote camera, but not recovered. Columbia
landed on Runway 22, Edwards AFB, on July 4, 1982, at
12:09 p.m. EDT, after a mission duration of seven days, one
hour and ten minutes. It fiad completed 112 otbits. President
and Mrs. Reagan attended the landing and welcoming
ceremonies.

Crew. The crew members were Thomas K. Mattingly, Com-
mander, and Henry W. Hartsfield, Pilot.

Payload and Experiments. In addition to a classified Air Force
payload in the cargo bay, STS-4 carried the first Getaway

a -,ries of nine experiments prepared by students
from Utah State University. In the middeck area the astronauts

operated a second and larger Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
System and a second Monodisperse Latex. Reactor experiment.
They also,performed a cloud-top lightning survey using hand-
held cameras, and took medical -data on themselves for two
student experiments. They operated the Canadarm again to
move an instrument called the Induced Environmental Con-
tamination Monitor around the orbiter in space, to gather
data on any gasesor particles being released by the orbiter.

STS-5 Mission
7.m=11111

The Orbiter Columbia lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 7:19 a.m. EST on November 1 t 1982.
This was the second Space Shuttle to be launched on time and
with no delays in schedule It was the first operational:flight
for the STS, with two commercial commynications,satellites,
a number of experiments,. and a four-astronaut crew. The
latter became the "We Deliver" team when they successfully
launched both satellites, ready for their trips into higher
orbit's. The only real problems during the mission occurred
with the two spacesuits. The two Missidn Specialist astronauts
were scheduled to perform an extravehicular activity, but this
had to be cancelled due to the malfunction of a ventilation
motor in one suit ano a pres.ure regulator in the other.
Columbia landed on mway 22, Edwards AFB, on November
16, 1682, at 9:33 a.m. EST, after a mission duratiOn of five
days, two hours and 14 minutes. It had completed 11 orbits.

Crew. The crew members were Vance Brand, Commander,
Robert F. Overmyer, Pilot, and Dr. Joseph P. Allen and
Dr. William B. Lenoir, Mission Specialists.

Payload and Experiments. Two very similar communications
satellites, SBS-3 and Anik C-3, built by Hughes Aircraft
as part of the company's HS-376 series, were deployed for
Satellite Business Systems and Telesat of Canada, respectively.
Each was equipped with a Propulsion Assist Module (PAM)
solid rocket motor, which fired automatically about 45
minutes after deployment and placed each satellite in a /highly
elliptical orbit. The company contr011ers of each later fired
an on-board solid motor at apogee, and circularized the orbits.
Both satellites were then checked out by their owners-and
entered into commercial service. Three SSIP experiments were
conducted for student experimenters by the astronauts
working in the middeck area, as was a third MonOdisperse
Latex Reactor tee:. The first of 25 Getaway Special experi-
ments reserved oy Wes': Germany was conducted in the cargo
bay, where X-, ays of a molten mixture of mercury and gallium
were taken to observe the effects of microgravity on the
dispersion of mercury droplets into the gallium. A group
of instruments provided additional information about Shuttle
aerodynamics, atmospheric entry heating rates on different
sections, the cargo bay environment, and other Shuttle
properties.

STS-6 Mission

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 1:30 p.m. EST on April 4, 1983. This
was the first launch of the second Space Shuttle orbiter, which
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was considered an oPerational ahicle on it. initial flight. The
originally scheduled launch date of January,20 was postponed
twice, once for a hydrogen gas leak that required removal,
repair and reinstallation of two of the Space Shuttle Main
Engines and replacement of the third, and once because of
payload contamination caused by a severe storm at the pad.
The hydrogen leak 'vas detected as a result of a 20-second
Flight Readiness Firing of the main engines on December 18,
1982. This led to a second firing on January 25, 1983, which
;onfirmed the leakage. As engine repairs were being performed
a severe storm with high winds breached the seals between
the-Payload Cha ngeout Room in the Rotating Service Structure
and their contact with the orbiter around the cargo bay.
Particulate matter was blown inside. The payload had to be
removed and returned to a checkout facility to be cleaned,
and the Changeout Room and cargo bay were cleaned while
it was away. On the new launch date Challenger lifted off on
tin with no further problems. Its tatellite payload was
released into low Earth orbit as planned. The two Mission
Sreci.lists completed planned spacewalks using the new
spacesuits Challenger landed on Runway 22, Edwards AFB,
on April 9, 1983, at 1.53 p.m. EST, after a mission duration
of five o,../s and 25 minutes. It had completed 80 orbits.

Crew. The crew members were Paul J. Weitz, Commander,
Karol J. Bobko, Pilot, and Donald H. Peterson and Dr. Story
Musgrave, Mission Specialists.

Payload and Experiments. The primary Qayload for STS-6,
was the first Tracking and Data Relay (TDRS) satellite It
weighed about 5,000 pounds, and was to be injected into a
geosynchronous transfer orbit .by a 32,0001b, two stage,
solid propellant Inertial Upper Stage (IUS). The first stage
fired as planned, but when the second stage fired at apogee,
it cut off after 70 seconds of a planned 103-second burn.
TDRS entered an unsatisfactory elliptical orbit. More pro
pellant had been loaded __aboard than was needed for its
planned operational life, and this was used over the next
several months to gradually circularize the orbit, using the
spacecraft's own attitude con:rol thrusters. The maneuver
was successful, and TDRS 1 reached geosynchronous orbit
and entered normal service. TDRS 1 was the first of three
planned satellites to serve as orbiting relay and control stations
for other spacecraft, making it possible to eliminate most of
the system of ground tracking stations used prior to the
Shuttle era. A TDRS can handle up to 300 million bits of
information each second from a single user spacecraft. It
operates in both Ku band and S band frequencies. The system
of three satellifes will be able to provide coverage for low
Earth orbit satellites (including the Space Shuttle) almost
100 percent of the time, compared to the 15 percent coverage
now common tor most such spacecraft.

STS-6 also had three Getaway Specials in the cargo bay,
one each on artificial snow formation, a packaged seed collec-
tion, and a composite metals experiment.

The first test of the new type of space suit designed for
Shuttle astronau ts was also completed with astronauts Musgrave
and Peterson performing various tests ff the cargo bay dunng
four hours anri 17 minutes of extravehicular activity. These
tests went well. The Monodisperse Latex Reactor and Con

tmuous Flow Electrophoresis experiments were also flown
again and,operated successfully.

The Palapa-B geosynchroncus communications satellite has just popped
out of the open sunshield below as it climbs into space at a rate of three
feet per second, while spinning at 50 rpm.

STS-7 Mistion

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch.
Complex 39, ',CSC, at 7:33 a.m. EDT on June 18, 1983: The
launch was on time and with no delays in schedule. This was
the third operational flight of the Space Shuttle, and the
second with a payload of two commercial communications
satellites. It also featured a large variety of other items of
cargo. This was the first STS launch with a crew of five astro-
nauts, and the ifrst flight of an American woman into space.
The crew successfully deployed the two satellites, on the first
and second days of the mission, and performed a.serie of
other experiments. The Shuttle Ku-band antenna used with
the TDRS satellite was successfujly tested. The experiments
among the seven Getaway Special canisters in the cargo bay
that required start-and-stop operations ware performed by the
astronauts.

The Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS.01) mounted in the
cargo bay, which was built and supplied by the West German
firm Messerschnlitt-Bolkow-Blohm, was released into space
by the Canadarm. Operating under Its own power, it flew
alongside Challenger for several hours, during which tithe a
United States-si palled camera photographed Challenger
against a background of Earth. The SPAS.01 was grappled
twice by the Canadarm, then returned and locked into-posi-
tion in the cargo bay. Challenger was maneuverea away from
and toward the SPAS-01 during these activities.

A second set of experiments called OSTA-2, supplied
by the United States and the Federal Republic of Germany,
was mounted on a special support structure in the cargo hay.

Astronaut Norman Thagard, a mission specialist and
medical doctor, conducted medical tests in orbit on the
p.oblem of Space Adaptation Syndrome, the condor that
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often leads to nausea and sickness during the early hours of
flight.

t i '4'
,..,..,`,

----,
Astronaut Sally Ride uses a scliwdrivar to release and clean an air
filter during the STS7 mission. Dr. Ride was the first American woman
to go into space. The acronym on her T-shirt means "Thirty-fiva New
Guys" for the group who trained with he, to become astronauts.

STS-7 was scheduled to .d at the Shuttle Landiiip
Facility at KSC, but rainy weather forced a landing at Edwards
AFB. Challenger landed on Runway 23 on June 24, 1983,
at 9:57 a.m. EDT, after a mission duration of six days, two
hours and 24 minutes. It had completed97 orbits. -

Crew. The crew members were Robert L. Crippen, Com-
mander, Frederick C. Hauck, Pilot, and _John M. Fabian,
Dr. Sally K. Ride and Dr. Norman Thagard, Mission Specialists. ,

Payload, and Experiments. The primary .payload was twO
satellites built by Hughes Aircraft in its HS-376 serie
Telesat's Anik C-2 (launched out of sequence behind Anik
C-3 on STS-5) and Indonesia's Palapa B. The latter is the
first of a second generation of communications satellites
for PER UMTEL, the state-owned telecommunications com-
pany supplying modern communications to bind tagether the
3,000 islands of Indonesia. Both spacecraft were' attached to
PAM motors, which fired on schedule and successfully placed
both into geosynchronous transfer orbits. Later, the on-board
apogee motor of each was fired to circularize the orbit. Both
entered service under the control of their owners.

Several Getaway Special canisters in the cargo bay held
a -wide variety of experiments, including ones on the effects
of space on-the social behavior of an ant colony in zero gravity,
soldering operations, germination of radish 'seeds, and others.
Ten experiments mounted on the SPAS-01 pallet performed
re.serch in the areas of forming metal alloys in microgravity,
oper.ting heat pipes, using a remote sensing scanner, utilizing
a mass spectrometer to identify gases in the cargo bay, verifying
a means of calibrating solar cells, and more.

Challenger's small calitrol rackets were fired while
SPAS01 was :Ield by the Canadarm, to test the effects of
movement on toe extended arm. The Monodisperse Latex
Reactor ald Continuous Flow Electrophoresis experiments
in the midd2rk area were operated by 'the astronauts as re-
quired Astronaut Thagard measured fluid motion and pressure

increase inside the head and checked eye movement and visual
perception, both in himself and the other astronauts, gathering
data on ,the 'effects-of Space Adaptation Skr.drome. A set of
OSTA-2 experiments in the cargo bay were operated for
materials processing experiments as planned.

`magMEWEN;nL.VErMil

STS-8 Mission

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 2:32 a.m. EDT on August 30, 1953.
This was the firat night launch of a Space Shuttle. The time
of launch was dictated by the tracking requirements o r the
primary payload, the INSAT 1B satellite being launched for
India. It was the first spacefhght by an American black astro-
naut. It was the second launch where a Mibste Specialist
medical doctor conducted tests on himself an the other
crew membees to gather data on the-cause of 'Space-',Adap-
tation Syndrome sickness. Ground operators performed some
20 tests of the TDRS satellite using the ...rbiter's S-band
and Ku-band. antenna systeMs, most without astronaut assis-
tance. The relaying capabilities of the TDR... ware being tested
in preparaticn far the high data rate necessary to support the
upcoming first Spacelab mission.

Astronaut Guion Bluford, the first American black astronaut to per-
form a soaceflight, runs on a treadmill whila wired to monitors that
recorded the results of his exercise.

The INSAT 18 was deployed on the second day. The
Challenger's nose was held away from the Sun for 14 hours,
to test the flight deck area in the extreme cold The crew
at this time filmed the performance of an experimental heat
pipe mounted in the cargo bay. On the fourth day the Chal-
lenger dropped down to 139 miles altitude to perform a
series of tests on the thin atomic oxygeu there, as Part of an
effort to identify the cause of the "glow" that tends to St--
round parts of the orb;ter at night. The Canadarm was
exercised using a special 7,460 pound weight designed for
that purpose. pue to the fact it was to be the first night
landing, Challenger was brought down at Edwards AFB;
landing on September 5, 1983, at 3:41 a.m. EDT, after a
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mission duration of six days, one hour and nine minutes.
It had completed 96 orbits.

Crew. The. crew members were Richard H. Truly, Commander,
Daniel C. Branderistein, Pilot, and Dale A. Gardner, Guiori S.
Bluford and William E. Thornton, Mission Specialists.

Payload and Experiments. The primary payload was the
INSAT B spaceenft, a multipurpose satellite for India that
can pfovide telecommunications, relay television signals to
small home and community antennas in rural areas, and
provide nigh-resolution infrared and visible light photo-
graphs of the complete Earth disk every 30 minutes for mete-
orological analysis and storm wai Flings. Formerly, a Separate
satellite was required for each of these major functions. The
attached PAM-D. stage fired atitomatically 45 Minutes after
slepioyment, placing the satellkte in a geosynchronous ;ransfer
orbit. Two days later the onboard apogee motor was fired
to circularize the orbit, after which the owner/controllers
began checkout procedures.

Also in the cargo bay were 12 Getaway Special canisters,
four containing experiments and eight hold;og STS-8 postal
covers (plus more in two boxes mounted on an instrument
panel, for a total of 260,000) for sale to the public after the
flight.* The Continuous Flovir Electrophoresis System experi-
ment was flown again, this time using live eIls. An SSIP
experiment in bio-feedback training was conducted on, the
astronauts. Six live rats were flown on the mission, in a new
animal enclostkra mcLuule being4light-tested for the first time.
Dr. Thornton performed a series of biomedical experiments on
himself and the other crew members, continuing the work
began -bV-Dr. Thagard on STS-7 on Space Adaptation Syn,
drome sickness.

Space Shuttle Challenger climbs into the darkened sky to begin the
STS-8 mission, the only night launch of the Spica Shuttle dur.ng the
first three years, lt also landed at night.
Perions interested in obtaining these covers should Pito to: Shuttle
Flight Folders Philotelic Sales Division, Washington, D.C, :J2654997.

STS-9

STS-9 Mission (STS 41-A Mission). The Orbiter Columbia
,tifted soff from Pad A, Launch Complex- 39, KSC, at 11:00
a.m. EST on Norrnber 28, 1983, This was the first time six
persons were launched into space on a single vehicle. The
primary payload was Spacelab 1, a joint ESA/NASA venture
that forms the major scientific investigation project associated
with the Space Shuttle. A Spacelab rides in the cargo bay of an
orbiter, and never fly3 free. This miision included two astro-
nauts, of a new type, Payload SpecialiSts whb had treinet:
specifically to perform experiments in the Spacelab and w _re
not NASA employees or career astronauts. Although some
instruments were carried in the middeck area they were also
part of Spacelab 1; this mission was entirely devoted tor
Spacelab.

STS-9 verified the ability o'i Pri&ipal investigators at the
Payload Operations Control Center (recently installed al'.

Johnson Space Center) to interact with estronalits ir oruit
on a "live'' basis, greatly enhancing exporirnentation. This was
also the first actual use of the high-capacity TDRS satellite
to l'aley to its ground s.ation a very large volume of data.
The Spacelab experiments produced far more data than
earlier payloads.

The six-man crew was divided into two teams for 24-hour
continuous work. Young, Parker and Merbold (the latter the
first European to fly on a Space. Shuttle):formed te red team
and Shaw, Garriott and Lichtenberg' (tbe latter the. first
non-NASA American .astronaut to fly, in- :wee) formed the
blue, team. The commander and pilot- team members were
usually stationedOn the flight deck, while the'Mission Special-
ist and Payioad Specialist operated from inside the Spacelab.
The work t.ent so well the mission wes extended from nine
to ten days, becoming the longest STS mission to date.

Columbia landed at Edwards AFB on December 8, 1983,
at 6:47 p.m. EST, after a delay of 7.5 hours caused by a
mahunction of two of the Orbiter's general purpose computers
and one inertial mea urement unit, Several small fires were
ditcovered in °the tal section after landing, caused by leaks
of hydrazine from the Auxiliary Power Units ipto the com-
partment. The mission duration was 10 days, seven hours
and 47 minutes. Columbia had completed la orbhs, the
largest nurnber in STS history to date.

Crew. The crew me nbers ,were John W. Young, Commander,
Brewster H. Shaw, Pilot, Owen Garriott and Robert Parker,
Mission Specialists,, and Ulf Merbold of West Germany and
Bryon Lichtenberg of the Massachusetts Institute pf
TechnologY, Payload Specialists.

Payload and Experiments. Spacelab is an orbital laboratory
and observation platform composed of cylindrical, pressurized
modules and U-shaped unpressurized .pallets. The Spacelab
rema s physically insid the orbiter cargo bay, but is exposed
to space when the cargo bay doors are open. The Spacelab
elements can be arranged in various combinations and are
reusable, most designed to be refurbished and relaunched
as many as 50 times, over a lifespan of ten years.
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The first Spacelab was funded by the European Sp.ice
Agency, as a major contribution to the STS Program. A
second set of Spacelab components was purchased by NASA.
Spacelab 1 utilized one each core and experiment modules
(combined and-pressurized) and one pallet. The core module
contained a window/viewport and the experiment module
a cylindrical scientific airlock, the latter some ;three feet
three inches in both length and diameter.

Most Spacelab missions are expected to be devoted to a
single scieritific discipline (e.g. astronomy, ,Earth resources,
materials processing, etc.), but Spacelab 1 was a proof-of-
concept flight and performed experiments in several areas.
These included atmospheric and plasma physics, astronomy,
solar physics, material sciences, technology, life sciences
and Earth obserdations. The experiment payload was divided
roughly in half ,by weight between ESA and NASA. The astro-
nauts performed numerous experiments in all areas. A very
large amount of data was accumulated,, which is still being
analyzed. The essential assumptions of the Spacelabnperating
program were all proven in practice. These were: using non-
NASA astronauts trained only as Payload Specialists; a scien-

,tific command center on the ground to provide close
collaboration with the astronauts in orbit; the ability of TDRS
to relay the data; and the ability of Spacelab to support
complex experiments,in all planned scientific,areas.

,,,,,
:7M§Ir
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MissiOn Specialist Dr. Robe-rt Parket; hovers in space, wired for bio-
Medical experimats with sensors attached to his torso. pr. U/f
Merbold's body can be seen at the upper right.
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Ab*roliaut Dale A. Gardner flies his Manned ManeuveringUnit toward the spinning Westar VI satellite on the STS 51-A mission,
holding a capture device called a "stinger" in front.ot him. Wester VI became one of the first two satellites tabs recovered in
space,i nd returned to Earth for refurbishment and relaunching.
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Space Shuttle Missions in Brief, 1984

MISSION
NAME ASTRONAUTS

LAUNCH
DATE ORBITER

PRIMARY
PAYLOAD

LAUNCH
' PAD RESULT

STS 41-B Brand, Gibson, McCandless,
McNair, Stewart

2/3/84 Challenger Wester %/1/
Palapa B-2/

39A

SPAS-01A

STS 41-C Crippen, Scobee,
van H often, Nelson, Hart

4/6/84 Chalrenger Long
Duration

39A

Exposure Facility

STS 41-D Hartsfield, Coats, Hawley,
Resnik, Mullane, Waiker

8/30/84 Discovery SBS-D/ `
Telstar 3-C/

39A

SYNCOM IV-2

'STS 41-G Crippen, McBride, Sullivan,' 10/5/84 Challenger E RBVOSTA-3 39A
Ride, Leestma, Garneau,
Scully-Power

STS 51-A Hauck, Walker, Allen,
Fisher, Gardner

- 11/8/84 Discovery Anik 0-21
SYNCOM IV-1

S9A

STS 41-B.Mission

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 8:00 a.m. EST on February 3,1984'.
Thit- was the firstlaukh-Of a Space Shuttle 'Rider, the new
nUmbering system, Where the first 'numeral stands for the
year, the second, for the..launch site (1 for KSC, 2 for Van-
denberg), and the letter for the original order of assignment.
The primary mission goal was,lo deploy two commercial
comniunications satellites, but 41-B also featured an ambi-
tious set of experiments. These included the, first untethered
flights of astronauts using the new Manned Maneuvering Unit
(MMU); the second flight of the West German space platform
named SPAS, which had flown on STS-7 end so became the
first spacecraft to be refurbished and flown on a second
nriission; the release of an inflated balloon, and two days of
orbiter rendezvous maneuvers with the -balloon:as target;
operations with the new Manipulator Foot Restraint that
enables astronauts to use the Remote Manipulator System
(RMS) Canadarm as a mobile work platform; equipment
with which to practice planned repairs on the Solar Maxi-
Mum Mission satellite isee the 41-C mission); and a nuniber
of smaller middeck experiments and "Getaway Special"
danisters in the cargo bay.

At 7:17 a.m. EST on February 11, 1984, Commander
Vance Brand landed Cnallenger 'at the Kennedy Space
Center, the first landing there in the Shuttle program, after a
mission duration of 7 days, 23 hours"and 17 minutes.

Crew: The crew members were Vance D. Brand, Commander;
Robert L. Gibson, Pilot; and Bruce McCandless II, Ronald E.
McNair, and Robert CStewart, Mission Specialists.

Payload and,Experiments. This mission had a large,number
of payload items. The Hughes-built HS-376 communications

satellites for Western Unk;ri and honesiaWESTAAVI and
PALAPA B-2-4ach hid a PAM stage attached. WESTAR VI
was deployed about eight hours after launch. Its PAM
motor fired as programmed 46:minutés later, but malfunc-
tioned and placed' the satellite -inian, orbit much lowerghan
the planned- geosynchronous transfer. The deployment of
PALAPA B-2 was' delayed -to Flight Day 4 because of this
failure. It too malfunctioned when the PAM stage fired
entering a very similar low orbit. (See STS 51-A for recuvery
operations.)

The 6.5-ft. rendezvous targeting balloon burst while
being pressurize& after its release from the cargo bay. It still
formed a large enough target that rendezvous operations
were successfully performed. These were to test the tech-
niques planned for the next flight, when the Solar Maximum
Mission satellite would be recovered and,refurbished ,n orbit.

On the Wt.) day astronauts McCandless f.nd Stewr...t
performed sPaci -walks ond operated the MMU, becoming the
first humans to fly in space without a safety line. The free
flights were performed without difficulty, with McCandless
going as far as 320 feet from the orbiter., The astronauts
also testvi the equiornent to be used during the recovery,
including a loot restniint held at the end of the RMS' Cana-
darm. -Togetheri::ic nwo provide an astronaut the equivalent"
of a ride in a "cherry picker," a movable work station.
During-a second spacewalk on the seventh day McCandless
and-Stewart practiced Solar Max capture techniques, using
the SPAS platform carried in the cargo bay as a substitute
spacecraft. The flight plan called for SPAS to be e,ttended on
the end of the Canadarm for these practice capturesibut it
remained in the cargo bay thiyughout, due to an electrical
problem with the Canadarm wrist.

Also among the experiments ve e five, "Getaway Spec-
'ial" canisters in the cargo bay, featuring experiments in



physics, biology, technOlogy, and materials science. All were
turned on as programmed by the astronauts. In the pressur-
ized middeck area were six live rats, being studied in an
experiment on arthritis, a Cmema-360 camera used -by the
crew throughout the mission, another in the series of Mono-
disperse Latex Reactor experiments, another flight of the
Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System (CFES), some
materials processing experiments; and other small items. The
Latex Reactor and CF ES equipment operated successfully,
and the other experiments were performed as programmed
and returned to Earth for later analysis.

MS,

On the STS 41-B mission astronaut Bruce McCandless II
"tests a "cherry-picker" work platform, consisting of a mobile
foot restraint held and moved by the Remote Manipulator
System Canadarm. With his feet firmly anchored and his
tools handy on the vertical riser, McCandless can perform
useful work anywnerc in the cargo bay or within 50 ft of
the orbiter.

STS 41-C Mission

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 8.58 a.m. EST on April 6, 1984. This
was the fifth fhght for Challenger and the first use of a direct
ascent trajectory, where the orbiter 's main engines carried it
all the waY to its planned operational altitude of 288 miles.
This meant the Or bital-Maneuver ing System engines only had
to be used once, to circularize the orbit.

The mission had two primary goals, the release into orbit
of the reusable Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), a
new type of scientific satellite, and the repair in orbit of the
Solar Maximum Mission satellite. The latter was the first
v'anned repair ot au orbiting spaLecraft. Some of the equip
merit lir ed..d for this job had been carried into space drd
tested on the STS 41-8 mission STS 41-C also carried a
Shuttle Student Involvement Project experiment, a comb of
jive honeybees, in the middeck area. The Cinema 360 camera

flew again in the cargo bay, and the large film IMAX camcra
made its first trip in the crew compartment.

TO support the Solar Max rescue t ffort' the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) at Godda:d Space Flight
Center had been enlarged and upgraded. The POCC worked
closely with the astronaut crew dining the repair operations.

STS 41 C was scheduled to land at the Kennedy Space
Center, but bad weather in Florida forced a change to
Edwards AFB. Challenger landed on Runway 17 on April 13,
1984, at 8:38 a.m. EST;afte- a mission duration of sikdays,
23`hours and 40 minutes.

Crev.. The crew members were Robert L. Crippen, Comman-
der; Francis R. Scobee, Pilot; and James D. van Hcften,
Terry li-lart and George D. Nelson, Mission Specialistku.

Payload and 'Experiments. The LDEF IF a 12.sided cylinder
some 14 feet in diameter bnd 30 feet long. It weighs about
21,300 pounds. The body consists primarily of some 86
removable' trays, into which experiments are mounted. There
were 57 experiments, contnbuted by 200 researchers in eight
countries, on this first flight, some occupied more than one
tray. Each had to be self-contained and automatic in opera-
tion after being activated by the release, from the orbiter.
Most were passive In character, with no moving parts. One,
the SEEDS expenmen., required exposing some 12 milhon
tbmato seeds to the space environment fOr most of a year.

The LDEF was grappled by the Canadarm and released
into orbit on the morning of the second day. It will ,be
recovered dunng 1985 and the, seeds and other experiments
returned to their owners. The scientists will determine their
individual experiment results. The 12 million tomato seeds
will be distributed to approximately one million cchool-
children, who will be asked to plant them and some regular
seeds and report on the differences in growth rates and
mature plants, if any.

The Remote Manipulator System Canadarm suspends the
huge Long uuration Exposure Facility high above the Gulf
of Mexico prior to releasing it into orbit during the STS
41-C mission. This was the first set of experiments designed
to be left in space for a year and then be returned to the
Earth for examination and analysis.



The rendezvous with the Solar .Max satellite required
raising Challenger's orbit to about 300 miles altitude. On the
morning of the third day Cinllenger approached within
about 200 feet of Solar Max and "parked" there. Astronauts
Nelson and van Hoften donned spacesuits and exited into
the cargo bay. Nelson got into the MMU. The capture tool,
called the Trunnion Pin Acquisition Device (TPAD), was
fixed to the arms of the MMU. Nelson flew out t 'ar Max
and attempted to clamp the TPAD on a protruding pin, but
it failed to lock. After two more efforts that also failed to
lock, Nelson was t mailed to the 'orbiter.

The docking attempts had induced tumbling motions in
Solar Max, and efforts to grapple it directly with the Can*
darm failed because of these. But overnight 'the POCC at
Goddard managed to reestablish control over Solar Max,
using its backup systetn of magnetic torquing tars to stabilize
the satellite and place it in a very slow, regular spin. Next
'morning Challengeri Which had moved, away , before the
crew's sleep period, again approached and tried the Cana-
darm. This time thPy captured Solar Max on the first try, and
brouphtit into the cargo bay.

Solar Max was locked into a special cradle Challenger
had brought for that purpose, and repairs began. Nelson and
van Hoften, working in their bulky spacesuits, replaced the
spacecraft's faulty Attitude Control Module and a main
e!ectronics box for the Coronograph Polarimeter instrument.
This required two separate spaceyOlks, but the work was
completed on the second one with 'time left for van Hoften
to perform some engineering tests of the MMU in the cargo
bay.

Solar Max was released into orbit next day, checked out
for 30 -days by the POCC, and began measuring the Sun's
total energy output. The savings resulting from repairing this
scientific satellite, as opposed to buiLding and launching a

new one, amount to many millions of dollars.

The honeybees, after an initial period of disorientation
in the weight)essness of space, began building a new honey-
cornb as exbected. The cells were crooked at first, but the
bees soon corrected this and the later cells were virtually
identical to those built on Earth. The Cine'ma 360 and; IMAX
cameras were operated throughout the mission, returning
aluable footage. IMAX film from.this and later missions will
be combined into movies designed for a 50 X 70 foot screen.
The huge screen and large film provide extremely fine detail
and outstanding clarity.

STS 41-D Mission
71111111iIMMEMI
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The Orbiter Discovery lifted off from Pad A. Launch
OomPlex 39, KSC, at 8:41 a.m. EDT on August 30, 1984.
The launch was delayed six minutes by an aircraft intruding
into the "danger" drea over the Atlantic Ocean off the
coast. This was the first launch of Discovery, third space-
worthy orbiter in the STSJleet and the lightest one to date.
A launch attempt on,August 29 failed due to a problem with
the computer software for the main engine controllers. Prior

to that Discovery had expedenced the first abort-after-
ignition in the Space Shuttle program, when an earlier launch
attempt on June 26, 1984, was scrubbe by the onboard
computers four seconds before SRB ignition. Engine No. 3
had lost redundant .control over a main fuel valve immedi-
ately after ignition. Engine No. 2- had barely ignited, and
Engine No. 1 had not, when the shutdown occurred.

Prior to the first launch attempt the main engines of
Orbiter Discovery were testfired on the pad for a 20-second
run on June 2, 1984. The performance was nominal, leading
to a plinned latt.th date of June 22. This was later chaneed
to June 25. The launch attempt on that date was scrubbed,
late in the countdown, due to a failure in the backup General
Purpose onboard computer. It wct changed out and the
substitute computer perforrrnd well during the aborted ,
'launch attempt next day.

After the !punch abort the 41-D missidn,was remani-
fested to include the most important paylcad itemc from
both the originally planned cargo End that intenCied for
41-F, which was then cancelled. (Mission 41E had already
been cancelled.) This required returning the Space- chuttle
'to the VAB for disassembly and then the orbiter to t OPF
for 'cargo bay reconfiguration. The main engine which had
failed was also replaced.

Once in orbit Discovery experienced no-f4rther prob-
lems and the crew successfully performed all planned work.
They delitoyed three large communications satellites, ex-
tended and tested-tlie OAST-1 solar,dell wing, operated the
CFES.,system, 'took extensive footage with,the several cam-
eras aboard, and used the Canadarm to dislodge a block of
ice that appeared around a-water outlet opening;

On the STS 41-D mission engineer Charles D. Walker, a
McDonnell Douglas employee, became the first represen-
tative from industry ,to train as a payload +specialist, and
operate his company's equipment onboard the Space Shuttle.
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At 9.37 a.m EDT on September 5, 1984, Cummander
Henry Hartsfield landed Discovery on Runway 17 at Edwards
AFB, after a mission duration of 6 days and 56 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Henry W. Hartsfield, Jr.,
Commander; Michael L. Coats, Pilot; Judith A. Resnik,
Steven A. Hawley and Richard M. Mullane, M:sston Special-
ists; and Charles D. Walker, Payload ,Specialist. Walker, a
McDonnell Douglas employee, became the first commercial
Payload Specialist assigned by NASA to a Space Shuttle
flight crew.

The SYNCOM /1/-2 sprxecraft, also called Leasat 2, spins
slowly away from the orbiter atter being deployed during
the STS 41-0 mission. This was the second of three success-
ful deployments of commercial communications satellites
for 41-0, and the first us:ng a side-spsnntng "frisbee" de-
ployment system.

Payload and Experiments. The combined cargo of must
major Items from two prioi planned missions weighed more
than 47,000 pounds, : heaviest Space Shuttle payload t-
date Th s included te communications satellites and their
perigee motors Two of these, SBS D and Telstar 3 C, were
Hughes HS 376 spacecraft with PAM D motor. attai.hed.
The third was SYNCOM IV 2, also known as LEASAT 2,
a forger spacecraft bult by Hugh..s that wa per, if ic all y
designed to be deployed from th., Space Shuttle.

SBS-D was deployed about eight hours into the mission,
SYNCOM IV 2 on the second day, and Telstar 3-C on the
third day The satellite owners:operators assumed control
and responsibility once the spacecraft were clear of the
',rbiter Both PAM.D motor fired properly and camel their
spacecraft into the planned goesynchronous transfer orbits.
SYNCOM IV-2, wh:ch had a Minuteman Missile third stage as
a solid propellant perigee motor, had a gross weight of
17,049 pounds When fired by automate' sequence this

motor boosted the spacecraft into an elliptical orbit with
an apogee of about 9,500 miles. A series of firings at perigee
by two small liquid: hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide engines
raised the apogee to the geosynchronous altitude ot 22,300
miles, and further firings circularized the orbit over the
equator. The two HS 376 spacecraft used small on-board
solid rocket motors, firing at apogee, to accomplish his
equatorial placement and orbital circularization. The owners/
operators of the three spacecraft then began checkore.
operations.

Smaller payloads included the OAST-1 solar wing,
which is 13 ft wide and extends to a height of 102 ft in
space, but folds into a package only seven inches deep in
its container. It featured small samples of several types of
solar cells, which, occupied only a fraction of the total
space available. The wing was extended and refolded several
times, as planned, and the or.biter's vernier engines were
fired with the wing extended to determine the amount of
movement and vibration under stress.

Payload Specialist Charles Walker operated the CFES in
the middecx to produce a p:oprietary pharmaceutical prod-
uct for McDonnell Douglas. Walker experienced some me
chanical problems, but solved them and accomplished
almost all of his planned work.

A Shuttle Student Involvement Project (SSIP) expen-
ment on crystal growth ig zero gravity was conducted.
Footage using the IMAX large-film camera system was
obtained throughout the mission. Other camera systems
stowed in the middeck were used to photograph clouds in
the atmosphere and strips of various spacecraft materials
attached to the Canadarm.

IN=0

STS 41-G Mission

The Orbiter Challenger lifted off from Pad A, Launch
Complex 39, KSC, at 7:03 a.m. EDT on October 5, 1984.
This was the sixth launch for the Challenger, and the thir-
teenth flight of the Space Shuttle. This mission included
several fasts, among them the first flight with seven crew
members, the first to fly two female astronauts (Ride and
Sullivan), ust flight by a Canadian astronaut (Garneau),
first _spacewalk by an American woman (Sullivan), first
astronaut to fly e fourth Space Shuttle mission (Crippen),
and the first demonstration of a refueling-in-o-br technique
to illustrate how the useful life of some orbiting satellites
can be greatly extended. One spacecraft, the Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite (ERBS), was deployed on this scientifically
or:ented, primarily NASA mission.

Challenger landed at the Kennedy Space Center, with
Commander Crippen at the controls. This was the second
landing at the launch site in the STS program. The time was
12.26 p.m. EDT on October 13, after a mission duration of
eight days, five hours and 23 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Robert L. Crippen, Com.
mander, Jon A. McBride, Pilot, Kathryn D. Sullivan, Sally
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K. Ride and David C. Leestma, Mission Specialists; and
Paul Scully-Power and Marc Garneau, Payload Specialists.

Payload and' Experiments. The first major task in orbit was
deploying the ERBS. The effort began less than nine hours
into the mission, when the spacecraft was lifted out of the
cargo bay by the Canadarm. The ERBS solar panels did not
unfold properly, a problem assumed to be due to the cold.
The crew held the ERBS in sunlight for several minutes, and
the panels finally unfolded. It was then releasecl by the
Csnadarm. ERBS later used its onboard thrusters to raise
its orbit 'to the operational altitude of around 350 miles.

The second major activity was the activation of the
Shuttle Imaging Radar-13 (SIR13) portion of the OSTA-3
package of experiments. The r Aar worked well, but a

failure in the ability of the orbiter's Ku-band antenna left it
unable to track. The crew had to lock this antenna in place,
then maneuver the entire orbiter to keep the antenna pointed
at the Tracking and Data Relay 'Satellite (TDRS). This
required storing all SIR-B data on tape, eliminating "live"
transmissions, and taking far more operating time. The
quality of the radar images obtained was outstanding, but the
antenna problem kept data acquisition to about 20% of What
had been planned. After several days and the completion of
SIR-13 operations, its antenna refused to fold.up on com-
mand. It had to be nudged closed with the Canadarm, a

delicate operation that was completed without difficulty.

Astronaut Kathryn D. Sullivan checks the latch of the
SIR.B antenqa in the Challenger's open cargo bay during
her historic extravehicular activity on October ,11, 984.
The primarily scientific mission of STS 41.G Was to deploy
an Earth Radiation Budget Satellite and- perform a series
of Earth observation experiments.

The problems with the SIR B delayed the planned space-
walks of Leestma and Sullivan by two days. Then, during
3-1/2 hours in the cargo bay, they connected the com-
ponents of the Orbital Refueling System (ORS), which was
later operated seveiil times. This demonstrated that it is
possible and practical to refuel satellites in orbit, including
some spacecraft not originally designed to have their useful
lives extended.

A series of Canadian experiments (CANEX), performed
in the varied fields offnedical, atmospheric, climatic, mate-
rials and robotic sciences, were performed by Canadian
payload specialist Garneau. The second payload specialist,
Scully-Power, working for the Naval Research Laboratory,
performed ae series of important observations in ocean-
ography. The astronauts also performed three more OSTA-3
experiments, taking detailed photographs of the Earth using
the Large Format Ca,nera (LFC), operating the Measurement
of Air Pollution (MAPS) aerial camera, and the two television
and two Hasselblad cameras in the Feature Identification and
Location (FItE) experiment. The latter was also operated
at times by ground command. The astronauts turned on the
several experiments in the "Getaway Special" canisters in
the cargo bay when required.

In the orbiter cabin the-crew operated the IMAX large-
film camera for the third time, completing 'the planned in-

, space footage for the IMAX film "The Dream is 'Alive."
They also operated die Radiation Monitoring Equipment and
performed a Thermoluminescent Dosimeter experiment to
measure cosmic radiation doses during space.flight. vhe latter
was developed by the Central Research Institute for P,hysics
in Budapest, Hungary.

The. ERBS is ti.e first of three planned sets of orbiting
instruments in the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment. Two
more sets will fly on NOAA weather satellites later.'ERBS
weighs 5,087 pounds and has three major instruments. It
was builfty Wail Aerospace. ERBS, when deployed, is 15 ft
wide, 12.5 ft high and ,5.2 ft lOng. The overall goal of the

,program is to measure the amount of energy received from--
the Sun and reradiated into space, and the seasonal move-
ment of energy from the Vopics to the poles.

The OSTA-3 components consisced of the SI ir-B, the
LFC, the MAPS, and the FILE. The SIR-A instrument ,.at
STS-2 achieved spectacular results. The improved SIR13 has
an antenna consisting of a 35-by-7 ft array of eight panels.
(SIR-A had seven panels.) The new antenna also tilts from 15
to 60 degrees, allowing the viewing of targets from several;
angles during successive orbita passes. The LFC, making its
first flight, has a unique lens that combines high resolution
and a wide 'field of view forptedse stereo photography. lt
can resolve objects as small as 70 ft long, the length of a
normal house. A single frame can photograph an area larger
than the state of Massachusetts. The MAPS instrument
measures the distribution of industrial wastes, such as carbon
monoxide, in the troposhere over -the entire globe. It con-
sists of an aerial camera and supporting equipment. FILE
is des,gned to help develop equipment which will make
remote sensing instruments more efficient. It has two special-
ized television cameras, two Hasselblad 70mm cameras,
and supporting equioment.

The Canadian experiment set (CANEX) consists of
medical, atmospheric, materials science and robotics experi-
ments, largely performed by Garneau, with himself as the
primary medical subje7t.

The ORS experiment required space-suited astronauts
working in the cargo bay to attach a hydrazine servicing toot,
already connected to a portable fuel tank, to a simulated
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satellite panel. After leak checks the astronauts returned
to the orbiter cabin and the actual movement of hydrazine
from tank to tank was controlled from the flight deck.

The "Getaway Special" experiments covered a wide
variety of work in materials testing and physics.

STS 51-A Misaion ...
The Orbiter Discovery lifted off from rad A, Launch

Complex 39, KSC, at 7:15 a.m. EST on November k 1984.
This was the second laurich of Discovery, and the four-
teenth launch of the Space Shuttle vehicle. The launch had
been delayed one day h; high.altitude "shear winds," a first
in the Shuttle program.

STS 51.A had two primary objectives, to deploy the
Anik D2 and SYNCOM IV.1 (LEASAT 1) communications
spacecraft, and recover and return to Earth the two satellites
placed in improper orbits by faulty perigee motors on STS
41-B. This recovery was the third and rest segment of a
three.part effort to demonstrate a new capability in the space
program, ,the repair and/or recovery of malfunctioning sat-
ellites. The first segment was the repair in orbit of the Solar
Maximum Mission satellite on STS 41.C, ato:l the second was
a demonstration of The ability to refuel satellites in orbit
performed on STS 41.G. ,

Commander Hauck landed Discovery at the Kennedy
Space Center on November 16, at 7:00 a.m. EST, after a
'nission duration at seven days, 23 hours and 45 minutes.

Crew. The crew members were Frederick H. Hauck, Com.
mender; David M. Walker, Pilot; and Josegh P. Allen, Anna
L. Fisher and Dale A. Gardner, Mission Specialists. It was
the first space mission for Walker and Fisher.

Payload and Experiments. The Anik D2 was deployed on the
second day of the mission, and SYNCOM IV 1 on the third
day. The orbiter then began a long series of burns needet. to
rendezvous with the first of the two satellies to be recovered,
PALAPA B 2. Both had been lowered from their original
altitudes of over 600 miles to about 210 miles to facilitate
iecovery. PALAPA B 2 was recovered on the fifth day, and
WESTAR VI on the sixth. The usual radiation monitoring
experiment was performed in the crew areas, and one major
experiment, the Diffusive Mixing of Organic Solutions
(DMOS), the first of over 70 organic and polymer science
experiments being conducted by 3M, was successfully
completed.

The ANIK D2 spacecraft, built by Spar Aerospace of
Canada, with Hones Aim aft as a major subcontractor, is
very similar to the Hughes HS 376 series of communications
satellites. It utilizes the PAM D motor as a perigee stage. The
SYNCOM IV :s a twin to SYNCOM IV 2, launched earlier
on the STS 41 D mission. Each spacecraft perigee motor
fired on time about 45 minutes after deployment, and both
spacecraft entered the planned elliptical geosynchronous
transfer crbits. A latei firing of the on board sohd propellant
apogee motor cm ANIK D 2 circularized its orbit over the

equator The Minutaman III third stage utilized by SYNCOM
IV-2 as a perif.eg, motor carried it about halfway to altitude
as planned, after which a series of firings by its hydrazive-
nitrogn tetroxide thfusters raised it to the geosynchronous
altitude of 22,300 miles and circularized its orbit ever the
equator. Both entered checkout procedures by Hughes'and/
or the owners in preparation for ective service.

I.

Astronaut Dale .4. Gardner MN, holds a "for sale" sign to
indicate he and astronaut Joseph P. Allen have Just success-
fully captured and anchored the errant WESTAR VI satellite.
Allen is riding the Mobile Foot Restraint held by the Caned-
arm, operated by Anna Fisher from inside the orbiter.

The second major mission objective was the recovery of
the PALAPA B-2 and WESTAR VI satelhtes. Two empty
cradles similar to-or identical with thorie from which the two
satellites had originelly been deployed were part of the STS
51 A cargo. After renoezvous was achieved with PALAPA
B 2 on the 'fifth day, Allen and Gardner Went EVA to cap .
ture the satellite. A device called a "Stinger" was inserted
wto the apogee motor nozzle by Allen, locking the satellite
to his MMU. The MMU jets then stopped the one rhm rt..a.
tion. After Allen disengaged himself and left the Stinger in
place, Fisher operated the Canaciarm to grasp the satellite by
a special attachment on the Stinger and brmg it into the
cargo bay. The omni antenna was removea and Gardner
attempted to install a bridge structure across the top of the
satellite, one with a special attach fitting that would have
made-it possible for Fisner to grasp it with the Canadarm.
The bridge structure did not fit, making it impossible to use
the Canadem, and Allen had to manually steady the space-
craft for two hours while Gardner prepared it for berthing.
It was eventually pulled down into its cradle largely by
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muscle power. The two astronauts. we, in the micro
gravity of orbit, managed to mo).e the ma,,s of the satellite
as necessary to dock and s, :.ure st in its cradle.

The WESTAR VI satellite was in an orbit very close to
that of PALAPA B-2. but about 700 miles ahead Atter one
more day of maneuvering Discovery caught up with it.
and Allen and Gardner exchanged work asslinme,Its and
captured it also This time they did not attempt to uie the

V

4'

' alas

bridge, but followed the same muscle powered procedures
that had worked fe- PALAPA B-2.

astronauts in tht crew compartment operated the
MOE equipment in the mid-deck during the mis_ i. The
chemical mixes that resulted were turned over t 3M for
analysis The radiation monitoring which is d standard
feature of STS flights NOS performed as usual,

4
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Astronaut Joseph P Allen rides the Canadarm "cherry picker" attachment while suspended horizontally above the cargo bay.The spacecraft behind hum Is the Westar VI, which the crew had lust captured and kn. ked into the cargo bay on the STS 51-AIIIISSI011
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Giant vanes help the airflow around a corner in this transonic wind tunnel at lVASA s Langley Research Center
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HoW Wind Tunnels Work
Wind tunnels are machines for "flying" aircraft on the ground.
Wind tunnels are tubelike structures or passages in which
wind is produced, usually by a large fan, to flow over objects
such as aircraft, engines, wings, rockets or models of these
objects. A stationary object is placed in the test section of a
funnel a nd connected to instruments that m6asureand re-
cord airflow around the object and the aerodynamic forces
that act upon it From information gathered in these observa-
tions, engineers can determine the behavior of an aircra4 or
its components at takeoff. while cruising, and during descent
and landing.

-

Wind tunnels also help engineers determine the performance
of, and eliminate "bugs" in, new designs of civil and military
aircraft without risk to a pilot or costly aircraft. Responses to
flight conditions of new matenals and shapes for wings,
ailerons, tails, fuselages, landing gear, power systems and
engine cowlings can be assessed before these designs are
incorporated into aircraft.

Today, no aircraft, spacecraft or space launch or reentry
vehicle is built or cornmitted to flight until after its design
and components have been thoroughly tested in wind tun-
nels Every modern aircraft and space rocket has made its
maiden flight in a wind tunnel. Wind tunnels have been among
the key tools which have made Amencan aircraft and aero-
nautical equipment the most desired and most widely used in
the world.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration maintains
the largest number and vanety of wind tunnels ever operated
by any single agency or company. NASA's 42 major wino
tunnels vary in size from those large enough to test a full-sized
airplane to those with a test section only a few inchessquare
where models as small as a match are tested.

Types of Wind Tunnels
According to NASA's t.,iicial "Aeronautical Facilities Cata-
logue," which lists pnme installations, 23 major wind tunnels
are at the Langley Research Center in Hampton,Virginia, and
12 are at the Ames Research Center in Mountain View,
California Six others are at the Lewis Research Center in
Cleveland, Ohio, and one is at the Marshall Space Right
Center in Huntsville, Alabama.

Some of these tunnels are designed for the study of wing and
fuselage shapes. Other wind tunnels are devoted either to
testing propulsion systems or are designed for tests at various
speeds. Air flow in awind tunnel is produced and %,onditioned
in several ways to simulate flight at the speeds, altitudes and
temperatures that would be encountered by particular kinds
of aircraft The speed of air flowing through a tunnel is usually
expressed in terms of the speed of sound (760 mph et sea
level) The ratio between the speed of air flow and the speed
of sound is called a Mach numbe. t Mach 2, for example,
the speed of a vehicleis twice the speed of sound, or 1,520
mph at sea level.

Some tunnels specialize in accelerating air only to subsonic
speeds which are slower than the speed of sound. Others
reach transonic air speeds (slightly below, through and above
the speed of sound), supersonic speeds (much faster than
sound), and hypersonic speeds (more than five times the
speed of sound).

High wind speeds are needed for testing proposed compo-
nents for advanced research aircraft, such as the envisioned
U.S. National Aero-Space Plane. This experimental aircraft
which is expected to make its first test flights in the mid-1990s,
may lead to an airplane-like orbital launch vehicle. It may a:so

lead to passenger vehicles able to fly through the higheSt
re-otheS of the Earth's atmosphere ahd take passengers
anywhere on Earth in 4 hours or less.

Some of NASA's wind tunnels are equipped with lasers for a
technique called laser doppler velodimetry. This is one of
several new non-intrusive techniques which make possible
precise determinatm of velocities with light beams. The light
beams do not interfere with the airflow, as happens with ,

measuring instruments that require a physical presence in the
test chanter.

A Brief History
Like aircraft, wind tunnels have come a Jong way in their tech-
nological developmenLTheir sophistication has.kept pace
withihe needs of designers. The firSt majoiU.S. Government
wind tunnel was built at NASA's Langley Research Center
and became operational in 1921. The Center was the first
major research facility of the U.S. National Advisory-Com-
mittee for Aeronautics (NAGA), which was founded in 1915.
NACA later became a part of NASA when it was established
on October 1, 1958, to carry out space research and explora-
tion and to continue NACA's aeronautical work.

The first major U.S. wind tunnel was built at NASA's Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, in 1920.

Late in the last century,-however, the first wind tunnels were
little more than boxes or pipes. A fan or other device propelled
air over a model of an aircraft erof a wing suspended in the
pipe or box Observation instruments were crude. The re-
searchers had to gather many of "he test results with their own
eyes The Wright brothers designed and used such primitive
tunnels to develop the wing configurations and control sur-
face's with which they achieved the first powered human flight
early in this century:

Early theorists became aware that al, wit:safes shape, con-
struction, and matenals significantly influence its ability to
climb and carry loads. Researchers discovered that subtle
variations in the shape of wings and of the contours of other
surfaces can cause dramatic changes in air resistance. This
affects speed, fuel economy and other flight characteristics,
such as maneuverability and load capacity.

Early researchers also discovered that tests with scale mod-
els often did not match the experience of flight with a full-
scale aircraft. The researchers found that one way to bring
research results closerfo flight experience victh a one-fifth
scale model, for instance, was to test the mod3I under a pres-
sure of five atmospheres. The resea, rs recommended
testing small-scale models at very high pressures to properly
simulate full-scale flight conditions.

!ri wind tunnels at NASA's Ames and Langley Research
Centers, crucial reentry tests were performed in the 1970s



with the US Space Shuttle These tests simulated the severe
heating from atmospheric friction that the space transporta-
tion system later had to withstand during its flights in the
1980s Srmulations also have been conducted to study the
entry problems expected to be encountered by unmanned
planetary craft intended for passage through the extreme
temperatures and unusual atmospheric gases of Venus,
Jupiter and other solar system bodies

i\

Scale model pf the Shuttle Orbiter inside the 40- by 80-foot
test se6tion of a wind tunnel at NASA's Ames Research
Center Instrumented supports provide data on the models
aerodynamic characteristics

Todays aircraft are larger, cruise faster and higher, carry more
passengers and cargo and use less fuel per mile than most
of their predecessors Aircraft now being developed are ex-
pected to show significant improvements in all of these per-
formance characteristics.

Current Wind Tunnels
The world s first high-pressure tunnel, the Vanat, e Density-
Tunnel, began operations at Langley Research Center in
March 1923 That tunnels importance was emphasized again
in 1986. when it was designated as a National Historic Land-
mark by the US Department of the Interior

Through the years, tags carried out in this tunnel achieved
technological quantum leaps One of its most famous contn-
butons was research that culminated in a document which
became globally known among aeronautical engineers and
designers as Technical Report 460.

That report provided data on lift and drag for 78 different
st,apes of wings and other airfoils These data eventually
found their way into designs of some of history s most suc-
cessful aircraft, including the DC-3 transports and the B-17
Flying Fortresses-of World War It. These early expenments
were among numerous landmark accomplishments which
have made the Langley Research Center an almost legend-
ary institution in aircraft development Langley is also the site
of the world's first transonic wind tunnel
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This wind tunnel, which has a 7- by 111-foot test section, is one
of 23 major wind tunnels at NASA's Langley Research Center,
Hampton,Virginia,

One'of Langley Research Center s most aavanced facilities is
the National Transonic Facility (NTF.), which completed its first
year of operation in 1984. In the NTE, super cold liquid nitrogen
is injected, which evaporates into gas that is accelerated
through the tunnel's test section at speeds up to 12 hines the
speed of sound. The low temperatures increase the density
and decrease the viscosity of the atmosphere and, thus, simu-
fate with great accuracy full-scale flight conditions at tran-
sonic speeds.

A wind tunnel is often identified by the size of its test section,
as opposed to overall size of the tunnel, Test sections are the
chambers in which aircraft models or other objects are tested
In a 13-inch research tunnel at Langley Research Center,
,experiments are,underway using "magnetic suspension." ,
Models are held in position with powerful magnets to ehminale
the need tor physical mounting mechanisms which interfeie
with the airflow or alter the model's geometry.

NASA's Lewis Research Center Is knowr, for its studies and
innovations in aircraft propulsion systems. One of its wind
tunnels, built in tne 1950s, has a 10- by 10-foot test section in
which aircraft models can be examined while their engines
are running. In such tests, new air is continuously drawn into
the tunnel and is then expelled after passing through the
tunnel only once. The tunnel can also be operated in a mode
like most other wind tunnels which circulate the same air
repeatedly through their loops In this way. a tunnel can better
maintain high atmospheric pressure, desired temperatures or
moisture content in its test section

The 8- by 6-foot propulsion research tunnel at Lewis can
push 150,000 pounds of air every minute across the test
secton at up to twice the speed of sound, In 1968, a 9- by 15-
foot subsonc test section was added to that tunnel for
research on surfaces and power plants of V/STOL (vertical
and short-takeoff-and-landing) aircraft

L

This supersonic wind tunnel at NASAS Lewis Research
Center can push 150,000 pounds of air each minute at twice
the speed of sound past models in its 8- by 5-loot test section
located in the dome the center of this photo,
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The LewiS Research Center sb- by 9- by 20-toot Icing Re-
search Tunnel. built in 1944.is the world's largest refrigerated
tunnel for yeamound use for examining protection systems
against hazardous ice formations on wings, air inlets, rotors
and V/STOL aircraft

Ice on wings and other aircraft surfac?s has been a major
cause of accidents These stationary blades help control
airfrow inside the Icing Research Tunne" at NASAs Lewis
Research Center Engineers reproduce moisture and
temperatures 't-sernhring hdz -irdous atmospheric conditions
to study vi3vs fu prevent rce formation

The largest Nirt, tn !hr: tree world is at NASA s Ames
Research Centif T hr subs'onic tunnel whiCh can test planes
with wing spars of up tc 100 feet is o,er 1 400 fcet lung and
180 feet high It has two test sections one 80 feet high and
120 feet vide the other 40 feet high and 80 feet wide Air lc
druen throughthesc. test sections hy six 15-bladed fans Lad,
fan has a diameter equal to the height of a four-story building
The fans are powered by six 22500-horsepower motors

The free worlds largest wind tunnel Fs housed in this huge
multi-roofed building at the NASA Ames Research Center
Mountain Cahlorno One ot the tunnels air intakes is in
the frame-like structure (at kir right; The pipe-like structures
(Iower left) are Iwo smaller wind tunnels

Diagrams depict the wind tunnel shown in the lower left photr.
Cutaways in uppe- diagram shcw airplanes or models being
tested and the fans which provide the airflow Tackarrows in

_lhesmaller diagram shcw circular airflow for the (upper) 40-by
80-Wt tesichamber. White arrows depict the one-way airflow
from the horn through the 80- by120-foot test chamber anJ
to outside.

The Ames and Langley Research Centers each have a
"Unitary Plan Facility The Ames facility opened in 1956, with
three test sectionsa transonic section that is 11 feet wide
and 11 feet high, and two subsonic sections that measure 9
feet by 7 and 8 feet by 7 feet In these sections the air can be
adjusted tO 81mulate flying conditions at various altitudes

Someth ng new is being attemptedat the Ames Center with a
35 year-ad, "2- by 2-foot" wind tunnel which IS being modern-
ized with the ir 'allation of computer-controlled walls. These
walls automatically rAdd or expel air from the tunnel ducts This
lessens inter ferenze on ihe airflow by the walls Thus, this
wind tunnel can more realistically simulate conditionsof an
aircraft in the open, wall-free natural flight environment.

Similar advantages are being pursued at the Lewis and
Langley Centers, where engineers are experimenting with
various kinds of "adaptive walls" or "smart walls: These
expand and contract in ingenious ways to vItually remove the
disiorting effects walls can have on a tunnels airflow. Such
adaptive walls are among the newest innovations in wind
tunnel technology.

George C MarsfSall Space Flight Center's 14- by 14-inch
Trisonic Wind Facility got its name because it can conduct
tests in threo speed regimes from subsonic through transonic
to supersonic, from Vs to 21/2 times the speed of sound. Simi-
llrly the Cenjer's High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel can
orcduce wind speeds ranging from to 3'/2 times the speed
of sound in simulations that give results very closely resem-
bling those of actual flight experience,

The Department of Defense operates several major wind
tunnels, as do some U.S. industries and universities. Nations
which have major wind tunnels listed in NASA's "Aeronautical
Facilthes Catalogue" include the United Kingdom, 27, France,
18: Japan. 16. West Germany,11, the Netherlands, 4, and
Canada, 5. Unknown publicly is the number and kinds of wind
tunnels in the Soviet Union, in other Ent European countries.
or in the People's Republic of China.

NASA's wind tunnels are a national technological resource.
They have provided vast knowledge ihat has contributed to
the development and advancement of lhe nation's aviation
industry, space program, economy and the national security.
Amid today's increasingly fierce international, commercial,
and technological compehhon, NASA's whid tunnels are
crucial tools for helping the United States retain its global
leadership in aviation and space flight.
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